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TO THE HONORABLE CHIEF JUSTICE OF CALIFORNIA AND
THE ASSOCIATE JUSTICES OF THE CALIFORNIA SUPREME
COURT:
The San Diego County Water Authority respectfully petitions for
review of a decision of the Court of Appeal.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
Whether a state water agency may charge its transportation-only
customers costs associated with a service those customers do not purchase.
INTRODUCTION
This case is about two fundamental pillars of California’s public
policy: the State’s keen focus on the efficient allocation and conservation of
the State’s water supply, and its broad commitment to ensuring that the
prices of government services reflect the costs the government incurs to
provide them.
For over a decade, petitioner San Diego Water Authority (“Water
Authority”) has funded vital conservation projects in the Imperial Valley in
exchange for a share of the Colorado River water conserved through these
efforts. The Water Authority pays respondent Metropolitan Water District
(“Metropolitan”) to transport this supply of conserved water along
Metropolitan’s Colorado River Aqueduct to the Water Authority’s
distribution system, where it can be relayed to local water agencies in San
Diego County.
The Superior Court held that Metropolitan’s charges for this service
exceeded the cost that Metropolitan incurs to provide it by almost $200
million in the space of four years alone. It explained that Metropolitan
provides two distinct services: supply services, which include obtaining and
reselling a supply of water to its customers, and transportation-only
services like the ones the Water Authority purchases to move its supply of
1

Imperial water.

The court held that Metropolitan acted unlawfully in

passing on costs to its transportation-only customers that were incurred by
Metropolitan in the course of purchasing a supply of water for resale. The
Court of Appeal reversed. It held that Metropolitan could treat most of the
price it pays to obtain water supplies from the State as though it were a cost
incurred to transport water over Metropolitan’s aqueduct and pipes,
approving a sleight of hand that allows Metropolitan to pass on hundreds of
millions of dollars in supply costs to customers seeking only transportation
services.
The decision in this case is obviously of immense importance to San
Diego County’s population, its flourishing economy, and its major military
installations, all of which depend on the supply of conserved Imperial water
that Metropolitan transports for the Water Authority. But the decision’s
consequences extend much farther.
The Court of Appeal’s holding runs directly counter to California’s
commitment to water conservation and the efficient management and
transfer of limited water resources.

This commitment has long been

facilitated by the Wheeling Statutes, laws that require the owners of water
conveyance systems to make available the unused capacity in those systems
at a reasonable price to other entities to transport (or “wheel”) their water
supplies. These Statutes ensure that an entity that conserves, purchases, or
develops water supplies has a cost-effective means to transport that water to
the area in which it is needed. They became particularly important in 2009,
when the Legislature made clear that the State must reduce its reliance on
water from the sensitive Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay Delta. The survival
of that crucial ecosystem depends on the development and conservation of
new sources of water within Southern California itself. And those efforts,
2

in turn, depend on the availability of a reasonably priced means to transport
these water supplies within the region.
Metropolitan owns the only major system for transporting water
throughout Southern California. By allowing this monopolist to charge
exorbitant rates for transporting water, the Court of Appeal’s decision
flouts the Wheeling Statutes and the State’s established water policy, and
erects a significant barrier to California’s efforts to reduce its dependence
on the Bay Delta. Indeed, in this case, the Court of Appeal approved
transportation rates that inflate the Water Authority’s cost of using
conserved Imperial Valley water to almost double the cost of using water
sold by Metropolitan. That is exactly the opposite of what the Legislature
intended, especially given that Metropolitan’s water supply is drawn in
large part from the sensitive Bay Delta region.
The Court of Appeal’s decision also gives unregulated public
utilities a roadmap for evading vital constitutional dictates regarding the
appropriate pricing of government services.

Proposition 26—the

culmination of four decades of ballot initiatives demanding government
accountability—declares that government charges must reflect “the
reasonable cost or value of the activity with which the charges are
associated.” (Jacks v. City of Santa Barbara (Cal. June 29, 2017, S225589)
3 Cal.5th 248, [2017 WL 2805638, at *5].) The court’s decision permits
public agencies to evade the only protections vulnerable ratepayers have
against otherwise unregulated and unaccountable public utilities.
The decision also breaks with a line of prior appellate opinions
holding that—particularly when it comes to water services—charges must
be based on the reasonable cost of the services provided to ensure fairness
in the prices Californians pay for this basic necessity of life.
3

Because of this split, and because this case has enormous
consequences for San Diego County, the State’s efforts to conserve water
and protect the Bay Delta ecosystem and water supply, and California’s
commitment to reasonable government ratemaking, this Court’s review is
imperative.
BACKGROUND
Water is California’s most precious natural resource, as the
inhabitants of Southern California know only too well. In contrast to their
northern neighbors, residents of Southern California depend heavily on
water from remote sources to sustain their households, businesses, and
farms. At present, that water comes principally from the Colorado River to
the East and the Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay Delta to the North.
The Water Authority is one of the major public water agencies in
Southern California that relies on water from these sources. The Water
Authority provides water to the twenty-four local agencies that supply San
Diego County’s 3.3 million residents, its thriving $222 billion economy,
and one of the largest concentrations of military facilities in the United
States, including the First Marine Division at Camp Pendleton and much of
the Navy’s Pacific Fleet. Local sources of water are scarce in San Diego
County even by Southern California’s standards. To meet demand, the
Water Authority has historically imported between 75 and 95 percent of its
water. (See [In re Quantification Settlement Agreement Cases (QSA Cases)
(2011), 201 Cal.App.4th 758, 784].)
A. Sources Of San Diego County’s Imported Water Supply
The Water Authority purchases most of its imported water from
Metropolitan, a regional water agency whose twenty-six members include
the Water Authority.

(QSA Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th 758.)
4

Metropolitan receives a share of California’s entitlement to Colorado River
water, which it imports along its own Colorado River Aqueduct. (Opn. at
pp. 6-8; see [QSA Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th at 782-785].)
Metropolitan augments that supply by drawing on an annual entitlement to
water from the State Water Project. (Opn. at p. 6.) The Project is a series
of dams, reservoirs, power plants, and pumping plants that collects water
from rivers in the north, gathers it in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Bay
Delta, and conveys it south along the state-owned and operated California
Aqueduct to Metropolitan’s service area. (Id. at 5.)
Although it relies heavily on Metropolitan, the Water Authority has
also developed additional sources of water supplies. Since 2003, the Water
Authority has purchased a significant amount of water through an
innovative conservation agreement with the Imperial Irrigation District
(“Imperial”), a water agency on California’s southeastern border, far from
the Water Authority’s service area. Like Metropolitan, Imperial is entitled
to a share of the State’s Colorado River water. But in the 1980s, the State
Water Resources Control Board found that Imperial was losing too much
water to inefficient uses. (QSA Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th at 787.)
When early conservation efforts proved insufficient, the Board ordered
Imperial “to enter into an agreement with a separate entity willing to
finance water conservation measures in the district or take other measures.”
(Ibid.) Thus, in 1998, Imperial and the Water Authority reached the initial
terms of an agreement finalized in 2003 that is today the “largest
agricultural-to-urban water transfer in United States history.” (Id. at 788.)
Under that arrangement, the Water Authority agreed to invest extensively in
conservation efforts in the Imperial Valley in exchange for access to the

5

supply of Colorado River water Imperial conserves through those efforts.
(Ibid.)
Because the Water Authority has no independent means of
transporting the conserved water it obtains from Imperial to its members, it
contracts with Metropolitan to convey Imperial’s water to the Water
Authority’s distribution system through Metropolitan’s Colorado River
Aqueduct.
The Water Authority thus has two distinct arrangements with
Metropolitan.

First, the Water Authority purchases a supply of

Metropolitan’s water—more than any other member agency—which it also
pays Metropolitan to transport to the Water Authority’s service area.
(Ibid.) Second, the Water Authority pays Metropolitan to transport the
conserved water purchased from Imperial. The rates that Metropolitan
charges the Water Authority to transport conserved Imperial water under
this latter agreement are the subject of this petition.
B. Metropolitan’s Rates
Metropolitan has established a schedule of rates purportedly
designed to recover the costs of its different services. Metropolitan’s rate
for supply services is supposed to recover the total costs Metropolitan
incurs to obtain Colorado River and State Water Project water for resale to
its members, including the Water Authority.

(Opn. at p. 12.)

Metropolitan’s rates for transportation services are supposed to cover its
costs for transporting water over Metropolitan’s conveyance system. The
transportation rates have three components: (1) a “system access rate” that
purports to recover the costs of operating and maintaining Metropolitan’s
water transportation system, including the Colorado River Aqueduct; (2) a
“system power rate” to account for the cost of pumping water through the
6

system; and (3) a “water stewardship rate” ostensibly intended to fund
conservation projects. (Ibid.)
When a customer buys Metropolitan water, it pays a “full-service”
rate that includes both the supply rate and the three transportation rates.
(Id. at p. 13.) When a wheeling customer transports third-party water over
Metropolitan’s aqueducts and pipes, it pays a “wheeling rate” that includes
the system access and water stewardship rates, along with the incremental
cost of power used to wheel the water.
Like any other supply customer, the Water Authority pays the fullservice rate when it buys water supplies from Metropolitan. The Water
Authority’s use of Metropolitan’s system to deliver Imperial water, on the
other hand, is governed by a 2003 water exchange agreement. Under the
Exchange Agreement, the Water Authority agreed to pay no more than the
charges set “pursuant to applicable law and regulation and generally
applicable to the conveyance of water by Metropolitan on behalf of its
member agencies.” (22 Appellants’ Appendix (“AA”) 6137-38, at § 5.2.)
In other words, the Water Authority agreed to pay a lawful wheeling rate.
(See [Opn. at p. 13].)
C. Legal Constraints On Ratemaking
Although the parties have disagreed over which particular provisions
are relevant, it is now beyond dispute that the “applicable law and
regulation” referred to in the Exchange Agreement includes constitutional,
statutory, and common law constraints on ratemaking, each of which
requires that rates be both reasonable and attributable to the cost of the
services provided.
The Wheeling Statutes. Chiefly relevant here are the Wheeling
Statutes, (Wat. Code, § 1810 et seq.), which dictate what public agencies
7

like Metropolitan can charge for standalone water transportation services.
The Wheeling Statutes mandate that the owner of a water conveyance
system make its excess capacity available to wheelers, asking no more in
exchange than “fair compensation,” defined as “the reasonable charges
incurred by the owner of the conveyance system . . . for the use of the
conveyance system,” less “reasonable credit for any offsetting benefits for
the use of the conveyance system.” (Id. § 1811, subd. (c); see [id. § 1810].)
In other words, a system owner may not charge a wheeler more than the
reasonable costs “occasioned, caused, or brought about by the use of the
conveyance system.”

(Metro. Water Dist. v. Imperial Irrigation Dist.

(2000) 80 Cal.App.4th 1403, 1431, internal quotation marks omitted).
The Imperial Court held that a system’s owner need not identify the
incremental cost of using the particular pipes or pumps that wheel water in
a specific transaction.

(Id. at 1426-1428.)

Rather, the owner of a

conveyance system may set so-called “postage stamp” rates based on the
quantity of water wheeled, without regard to the path the water takes or
how far it travels. (Id. at 1433-1434; see also [Wat. Code, § 1812, subd. (b)
(authorizing owner to set rates)].) Even if Imperial is correct, (but see
[infra p. 26 n.6]), an owner that establishes a postage stamp rate is still
required to base that rate on the costs “incurred . . . for the use of the
conveyance system.” (Wat. Code, § 1811, subd. (c).) It must do so “in a
reasonable manner consistent with the requirements of law to facilitate the
voluntary . . . exchange of water,” and must “support its determinations by
written findings.”

(Id. at § 1813 [emphasis added].)

In an action

challenging a wheeling rate, the reviewing court must similarly “consider
all relevant evidence” while “giv[ing] due consideration to the purposes and
policies” of the Wheeling Statutes.
8

(Ibid.)

The court may sustain a

wheeling rate only if it finds that it is “supported by substantial evidence.”
(Ibid.)
Other Constitutional and Statutory Requirements. The Wheeling
Statute’s requirements of reasonableness and cost causation are reinforced
by Proposition 26. Proposition 26 prohibits local government entities from
imposing “any levy, charge, or exaction of any kind” without voter
approval, unless it is “[a] charge imposed for a specific government service
or product provided directly to the payor . . . and which does not exceed the
reasonable costs to the local government of providing the service or
product.” (Cal. Const., art. XIIIC, §§ 1, subd. (e), 2, subd. (c), emphasis
added).
The burden is on the agency to prove that the charge falls within the
exception, “that the amount is no more than necessary to cover the
reasonable costs of the governmental activity, and that the manner in which
those costs are allocated to a payor bears a fair or reasonable relationship to
the payor’s burdens on, or benefits received from, the [agency’s] activity.”
(Cal. Const., art. XIIIC § 1.)
Finally, Government Code section 54999.7 subdivision (a) provides
that fees for a “public utility service, other than electricity or gas, shall not
exceed the reasonable cost of providing the public utility service.” And this
Court has held that, under the common law, a rate is valid only if it is based
“on the cost of service or some other reasonable basis.” (Cty. of Inyo v.
Pub. Utils. Comm’n (1980), 26 Cal.3d 154, 159 n.4.)
D. The Present Lawsuit
Despite the clear requirements of reasonableness and cost-causation,
for over a decade, Metropolitan has charged the Water Authority a rate for
transportation services under the Exchange Agreement that includes costs
9

Metropolitan incurs to obtain a supply of water from the State Water
Project for resale to full-service customers.1
Pursuant to its contract for a water supply from the State Water
Project, Metropolitan pays the California Department of Water Resources
set “water supply contract charges.”

(18-AA-05043.)

Some of these

charges are based on Metropolitan’s “maximum annual water entitlement”
under its agreement with the State. Others are based on the “portion of the
[Project’s conveyance] System required to deliver such entitlements” to
Metropolitan. (Opn. at p. 6 [quoting Goodman v. Cnty. of Riverside (1983),
140 Cal.App.3d 900, 903-904].)

2

These latter “deliver[y]” or water

“transportation charges” account for more than 75% of the total “water
supply contract charges” that Metropolitan must pay to obtain its supply of
Project water. (See [40-AR2010-11488; 59-AR2012-16635]).
No one disputes that Metropolitan may recover these charges from
customers who purchase a supply of Metropolitan water. But Metropolitan
does not simply allocate these “water supply contract charges” to its supply
rates. Instead, Metropolitan allocates the delivery portion of the supply
charges to Metropolitan’s system access rate, which it charges to fullservice and wheeling customers alike.

That means that Metropolitan

recovers a substantial portion of its State Water Project supply charges from
customers who are not seeking supply services.

1

Under the Exchange Agreement, the Water Authority agreed not to challenge
Metropolitan’s rates for five years after the agreement’s effective date. (Opn. at
pp. 10-11 & n.5.)
2
Metropolitan must pay these charges whether or not it actually receives any
water. It pays additional amounts—not relevant here—based on the water that it
actually receives. (See [Opn. at p. 6].)
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Metropolitan’s purpose in shifting these supply costs to its wheeling
customers is nakedly discriminatory and protectionist. Metropolitan’s own
written findings, prepared in support of the challenged rates, state that it is
“necessary” to include “unavoidable costs attributable to Metropolitan’s
supply” in its wheeling rate “in order to protect Metropolitan’s member
agencies from financial injury by avoiding the shifting of those costs from a
wheeling party to Metropolitan’s other member agencies.”

(9

Administrative Record (“AR”) 2010-2449, at § 7, emphasis added.) In
other words, Metropolitan chose to saddle buyers of transportation services
with supply costs rather than make its full-service customers bear the true
cost of the water supplies they purchase.
This case comprises lawsuits the Water Authority filed in 2010 and
2012, challenging Metropolitan’s transportation rates for 2011-2012 and
2013-2014, respectively. As relevant here, the Water Authority alleged that
Metropolitan’s inclusion of State Water Project costs in these rates violated
the Wheeling Statute, California’s Constitution, Government Code
section 54999.7 subdivision (a), and the common law. Not only did that
render the rates invalid, it also breached Metropolitan’s obligation under
the Exchange Agreement to charge rates set “pursuant to applicable law.”3
The Superior Court’s Decision. The Superior Court held a
bifurcated bench trial.

In the first phase, the court invalidated

Metropolitan’s transportation rates on the ground that they improperly

3

The Water Authority also challenged Metropolitan’s water stewardship rate, as
well as Metropolitan’s treatment of payments under the Exchange Agreement for
purposes of calculating the Water Authority’s preferential rights to water under
Wat. Code—Appen. § 109-135, and a provision in certain other contracts between
the parties that purported to allow Metropolitan to cut off funding for
conservation efforts in retaliation for a suit challenging its rates.
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included the State Water Project’s charge for delivering Project water to
Metropolitan—a supply cost.4 The court began by noting that Metropolitan
had previously treated the Project water supply contract charges as supply
costs and that “[n]o reasonable basis appears in the record as to why this
has changed.” (Statement of Dec. at p. 53.)5 Metropolitan first argued that
it was permitted to recoup a portion of these supply charges from its
wheeling customers because the Department of Water Resources’ billing
statements itemize the costs the State incurs in providing Project water,
with some of these supply costs categorized as “transportation charges” that
cover the State’s costs of transporting Project water to the Project’s
customers.
The Superior Court easily rejected that argument, explaining that
“the issue is not whether [the State Water Project costs] are transportation
related; the issue is whether there is any reasonable basis to conclude” that
the State Water Project’s transportation costs “are Met’s” costs for
transporting water over Metropolitan’s conveyance system. (Statement of
Dec. at p. 54.) The court observed that “only system-wide costs attributable
to [Metropolitan’s] ‘conveyance system’ should be the basis for the
wheeling rates.” (Id. at p. 57.)
The Superior Court found “no reasonable basis” in the record to
sustain Metropolitan’s second argument, that the State Water Project is
somehow

part

of

Metropolitan’s

4

conveyance

system

because

The Superior Court separately invalidated the water stewardship rate. In the
second phase of the trial, the court condemned Metropolitan’s preferential rights
calculations. (See [Statement of Dec. at pp. 58-61; Aug. 28, 2015 Statement of
Dec. at pp. 25-29].)
5
Unless otherwise noted, all references are to the Superior Court’s April 24,
2014 Statement of Decision.
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Metropolitan’s supply contract allows it to wheel non-Project water over
Project facilities under certain circumstances. (Ibid.) “[W]hile Met may
from time to time use the state’s transport capability to move some of its
water,” the court explained, “that does not support the reasonableness of
including all the state’s transportation costs as part of Met’s transportation
costs.” (Id. at p. 53.) Moreover, the evidence showed that the vast majority
of the non-Project water moved over the State Water Project’s system was
water “sold by Met to its member agencies”—that is, water provided as part
of Metropolitan’s supply service—“not wheeled water.” (Id. at p. 55.)
In the trial’s second phase, the Superior Court concluded that
Metropolitan breached the Exchange Agreement by charging the Water
Authority the unlawful transportation rates. The court awarded contract
damages of nearly $235 million, including prejudgment interest, and
attorneys’ fees of almost $9 million.

(Opn. at p. 16.)

Metropolitan

appealed and the Water Authority cross-appealed to challenge the Superior
Court’s rulings on two ancillary issues.
The Court of Appeal’s Decision.

The Court of Appeal, First

Appellate District, affirmed the vast majority of the Superior Court’s
rulings in the Water Authority’s favor and reversed the rulings challenged
in the Water Authority’s cross-appeal. But the Court of Appeal disagreed
with the Superior Court’s analysis of the State Water Project costs.
Contrary to the Superior Court, the Court of Appeal believed there
was a basis in the record to conclude that the State Water Project’s
transportation system is a part of Metropolitan’s own system. (Opn. at
p. 22.) The court offered three reasons for that conclusion. First, it noted
that “[t]he [Department of Water Resources] bills” separately “for
transportation costs.” (Ibid.) While the Superior Court found the cost
13

itemization immaterial, the Court of Appeal thought it was significant that
these charges “return to the state those costs of the project transportation
facilities necessary to deliver water to” Metropolitan.

(Id. (internal

quotation marks omitted).)
Second, the court noted that, while “Metropolitan has, to date,
chiefly used State Water Project facilities to receive project water,” the
State’s network is “available to Metropolitan for the transport of both
project and nonproject water.” (Id. at p. 23.) The court highlighted the fact
that Metropolitan had apparently used the State’s system to wheel nonProject on two occasions in 2009. (Ibid.) It held that those two occasions
supported Metropolitan’s decision to treat 100% of the Project’s
transportation-related supply charges as costs Metropolitan incurs to
transport water over Metropolitan’s own system.
Third, the Court of Appeal rejected the Water Authority’s assertion
that there was no basis in the record for Metropolitan’s decision to
recharacterize its State Water Project costs after long treating them as
supply costs. (Opn. at p. 24). The court acknowledged that there had been
a shift, but found that Metropolitan adequately justified the change.
Among other things, the court cited the same written findings in which
Metropolitan explained its intention to force wheelers to bear water supply
costs—though it neither mentioned that prominently featured passage, nor
explained how it could be squared with precedent barring that protectionist
rationale. (Id. at p. 25.)
The Court of Appeal thus held that Metropolitan’s inclusion of State
Water Project costs in its transportation rates was lawful under the
Wheeling Statutes, the common law, Proposition 26, and Government Code
section 54999.7. (See [Opn. at pp. 27, 29, 32].)
14

The Water Authority petitioned for rehearing on July 6, 2017. The
Court of Appeal denied rehearing on July 18, but modified its decision to
make clear that it expressed no views on “[t]he legality of the water
stewardship fee as a component of Metropolitan’s full-service water rate.”
(San Diego Cty. Water Auth. v. Metro. Water Dist. (2017) 12 Cal.App.5th
1124 [2017 WL 2665185, at *16 n.16].)
REASONS FOR GRANTING REVIEW
California has long embraced a policy of putting the State’s precious
water supplies “to beneficial use to the fullest extent of which they are
capable.” (Cal. Const. art. X, § 2.) The ability to move water from areas
where it is plentiful to those were it is needed is essential to achieving that
objective. And that depends, in turn, on the availability of fairly priced
transportation services. That is one reason why the State’s voters and the
Legislature have enacted statutes and constitutional provisions that bar
public agencies from impeding water transfers by imposing unreasonable or
disproportionate transportation rates.
The Court of Appeal ignored these critical constraints and the
policies they vindicate. Stripped of Metropolitan’s rhetoric and jargon,
what happened here is simple: Metropolitan took charges it had always
treated as supply costs—that is, after all, what they are—and rebranded
them as “transportation” costs so that it could pass them on to
transportation-only customers. And it did so for the express purpose of
protecting Metropolitan’s full-service customers from the higher prices that
might come if transportation-only customers paid true transportation-only
rates.
By approving Metropolitan’s unlawful rates, the court split with
prior decisions forbidding public agencies from charging prices that
15

dramatically exceed the costs of the services they provide, and precedents
explicitly rejecting efforts to impede water transfers to protect a utility’s
supply customers.
The result is that Metropolitan is free to charge exorbitant and
unreasonable wheeling rates. And because Metropolitan controls almost all
of the facilities available to transport water within Southern California,
water suppliers will be severely impeded in their efforts to conserve and
develop local water supplies in the region. That, in turn, will frustrate the
Legislature’s aim of reducing the State’s dependence on the sensitive Bay
Delta region and ecosystem. Other utilities that own and operate water
conveyance systems may also be encouraged to follow suit, further
undermining State policy and the cost-effective wheeling arrangements that
exist in other parts of the State. This Court’s intervention is urgently
needed.
I. REVIEW IS NECESSARY BECAUSE THE COURT OF APPEAL
BROKE WITH SETTLED PRECEDENT TO ARRIVE AT A
DECISION THAT IMPERILS CRUCIAL ELEMENTS OF
CALIFORNIA PUBLIC POLICY.
A. Public Policy Favors The Efficient Use And Transfer Of Water
Resources And Reasonable Government Rate-Setting.
California’s

commitment

to

the

careful

management

and

conservation of water resources is crystal clear. As early as 1928, the
State’s Constitution recognized that, “the general welfare requires that the
water resources of the State be put to beneficial use to the fullest extent of
which they are capable, and that the waste or unreasonable use . . . of water
be prevented, and that the conservation of such waters is to be exercised
with a view to the reasonable and beneficial use thereof in the interest of
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the people and for the public welfare.” (Cal. Const., art. X, § 2; People v.
Shirokow (1980), 26 Cal.3d 301, 309 & n.10.)
California policy with respect to the pricing of government services
is equally clear. Starting in 1978 with the passage of Proposition 13, the
State’s policy has consistently been to “restrict[] allowable fees to the
reasonable cost or value of the activity with which the charges are
associated.” (Jacks, supra, 2017 WL 2805638, at *5.) The State’s voters
reiterated that requirement in 1996 with Proposition 218, and again in 2010
with Proposition 26. (See [id. at *6]; Newhall Cty. Water Dist. v. Castaic
Lake Water Agency (2016), 243 Cal. App.4th 1430, 1446.) Each time the
voters sent a clear message: a government entity may not impose a covert
tax by charging a rate for its services that exceeds the costs the agency
incurs to provide those services. (Jacks, supra, 2017 WL 2805638, at *5.)
B. The Court Of Appeal Broke From Prior Appellate Decisions
Enforcing These Core Policies.
In case after case, the courts of appeal have recognized these
important public policies and vindicated the laws and constitutional
provisions that protect them. In doing so, they have emphasized that a
water utility may not charge prices that exceed the costs of its services, and
that utilities offering water transport services must be carefully policed.
For example, in Newhall, the court of appeal reiterated that the strict costcausation requirements of Proposition 26 forbid a water agency from basing
rates for one service on a different service that its customers get elsewhere.
(243 Cal. App.4th at 1441-1442.) In City of Palmdale v. Palmdale Water
District (2011), 198 Cal.App.4th 926, the court of appeal held that under
Proposition 218—the precursor to Proposition 26—a public water agency
must eschew protectionist “rate stability” in favor of pricing that reflects
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the actual costs of serving a particular set of customers. (See [id. at 93738].) And in San Luis Coastal Unified School District v. City of Morro Bay
(2000), 81 Cal.App.4th 1044, the court of appeal held that, under the
Wheeling Statutes, the owner of a water conveyance system may not refuse
to transport water on the ground that transporting third party water might
“injure” its existing supply customers by raising their costs. (Id. at 1050.)
The decision below splits from this precedent. The Court of Appeal
acknowledged that the rate Metropolitan charges for transportation services
must be “reasonably related to the costs of providing those services.”
A[19] (emphasis added). But it went on to undermine that principle by
allowing Metropolitan to charge wheeling customers a portion of the
charges that Metropolitan pays to obtain a supply of Project water from the
State.
The Newhall and Palmdale courts plainly would have reached a
different result. In Newhall, the court invalidated a rate under Proposition
26 because it did not “bear[] a reasonable relationship to the payor's
burdens on or benefits from the Agency’s activity.” 243 Cal.App.4th at
1446 (emphasis added). Similarly, in Palmdale, the court held that a set of
water rates was unconstitutional because there was a disparity between the
prices the utility’s customers paid, and the cost of the services they
received. 198 Cal.App.4th at 937. The same is true here: Metropolitan’s
transportation-only customers are forced to pay a rate that includes charges
for a supply of Project water that they do not seek and certainly do not
“benefit from.” There is therefore a disparity between the price the Water
Authority pays for the transportation of its Imperial Water and the costs
Metropolitan incurs in providing that service.
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The Court of Appeal’s decision also conflicts with Morro Bay.
Under that precedent, the court should have unequivocally condemned
Metropolitan’s plainly unlawful purpose in establishing its excessive
transportation rates. Again, Metropolitan’s own written findings setting
stated that the rates were set to “protect Metropolitan’s member agencies
from financial injury by avoiding the shifting of [supply] costs from a
wheeling party to Metropolitan’s other member agencies.” (9-AR20102449, at § 7, emphasis added.) Morro Bay makes clear that the Wheeling
Statutes bar that kind of protectionism. Yet the Court of Appeal turned a
blind eye to Metropolitan’s express rationale—even while it cited
approvingly to the document in which Metropolitan set out this
impermissible purpose. (Opn. at p. 25.)
At the very least, each of these decisions should have counseled
searching scrutiny of Metropolitan’s rates and explanations. (See, e.g.,
[Palmdale, 198 Cal.App.4th at 933 (explaining that a “more rigorous
standard of review is warranted” in constitutional challenges to government
rate setting)].)

Instead, the Court of Appeal uncritically accepted

Metropolitan’s decision to charge the majority of its State Water Project
costs to wheeling customers, even though customers seeking to wheel water
are not seeking supply services.
C. By Splitting From These Prior Decisions, This Case Sets A
Dangerous Precedent.
By splitting from the prior precedent of the courts of appeal, the
decision in this case threatens the important public policies those decisions
recognized and protected. That is particularly significant in light of the fact
that Metropolitan controls access to the principal water conveyance systems
in Southern California and the Legislature has recently re-emphasized the
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importance of conservation efforts that depend on fair transportation
pricing. But the decision will also have consequences for the State’s efforts
to ensure ratepayer protection and accountability in government pricing in
general.
1. The Court Of Appeal’s Decision Threatens The State’s
Attempts To Reduce Reliance On Water From The Sensitive
Bay Delta Region.
In 2009, the Legislature made it “[t]he policy of the State of
California . . . to reduce reliance on the Delta” region that lies at the heart of
the State Water Project “in meeting California’s future water needs.” (Wat.
Code § 85021.) Accordingly, “[e]ach region that depends on water from
the Delta watershed shall improve its regional self-reliance for water
through . . . local and regional water supply projects, and improved regional
coordination of local and regional water supply efforts.” (Ibid.; Stats. 2010,
7th Ex. Sess. 2009, ch. 5, § 39; see also [Prop. 84, as approved by voters,
Gen. Elec. (Nov. 7, 2006), Pub. Resources Code, § 75003, subdv. (a), par.
(6)] [similar].) The law exempts the routine operations of the State Water
Project, but it nonetheless embodies a new policy of looking to increased
conservation and other alternatives to continued exploitation of the Bay
Delta.
If Metropolitan is allowed to charge wheeling rates that far exceed
its costs, local and regional water agencies will, for all practical purposes,
be unable to invest in conservation projects that rely on the ability to
transport conserved water. The transaction at stake in this case is the 2009
legislation’s poster child. The Water Authority has made a multi-billion
dollar investment in water conservation, allowing a commensurate
reduction in the amount of imported Delta water it buys from Metropolitan.
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Yet the Court of Appeal approved rates that make it nearly twice as costly
for the Water Authority to supply its customers with conserved water as to
buy water—including State Water Project water from the Bay Delta—from
Metropolitan.

(See [21-AA-5988; 40 Reporter’s Transcript 2509:16-

2510:7].) Such exorbitant pricing is almost certain to deter others from
following the Water Authority’s lead at a time when the State’s express
policy is to encourage regional conservation and water transfers to the
greatest extent possible.

(See, e.g., [Wat. Code, § 109 (directing state

agencies “to encourage voluntary transfers of water”); id. at § 475
(similar)].) This Court’s review is warranted to ensure that the Court of
Appeal’s decision does not frustrate these important policies.
2. The Court Of Appeal’s Decision Threatens Efforts To Ensure
The Reasonable Pricing Of Government Services.
Moreover, the Court of Appeal’s decision will have consequences
far beyond the water context:

It stretches the requirements of cost-

causation and proportionality beyond recognition. That risks undermining
a nearly forty-year effort by California voters to rein in government charges
and increase political accountability—an effort this Court described in
detail just last month. (See [Jacks, supra, 2017 WL 2805638, at *3-6].)
By allowing Metropolitan to charge a transportation rate that builds
in supply costs, the Court of Appeal effectively let Metropolitan tax its
wheeling customers to offset the rates paid by full-service customers. That
is plainly unconstitutional, not to mention patently unfair. (See [id. at *5].)
But the decision also subverts the policies of cost-causation and
proportionality in two subtler ways:
First, the Court of Appeal’s decision weakens the cost control
function of cost-causation and proportionality by opening the door to
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increasingly tenuous relationships between services and costs.

The

decision sends the message that an agency can spread any cost across all of
the services it provides by arguing that the cost is somehow “regional,”
“general,” or “system-wide,” no matter how contingent or de minimis the
relationship, and even if there is no evidence to support such
generalizations.

That removes an important incentive for agencies to

manage their costs. Agencies that would otherwise trim costs to avoid rates
that might turn away customers for a particular service can now disguise
and spread those costs across all of their customers instead of managing
their operations more prudently. And because agencies often operate in
spheres where market forces are constrained, customers lack the usual array
of options to pursue alternative suppliers for those services.
Second, the Court of Appeal’s decision increases the temptation to
insulate customers of a particular service from the true cost of that service
by spreading costs to other less favored customers or activities. It thereby
undermines the cost accountability function of the cost-causation and
proportionality requirements. Cost-spreading allows agencies to obscure
the impact of waste and inefficiency.

More perniciously, it permits

government entities to shift costs from politically influential or favored
clients to customers the agency thinks it can get away with burdening, such
as communities or individuals less likely to be able to vindicate their rights
in court.
By undermining cost control, transparency, and accountability, the
Court of Appeal’s decision thus subverts the design of good government
California’s voters have chosen at the ballot box. And the consequences
sweep beyond the management of the State’s most precious natural
resource—Proposition 26 and other measures that enforce cost-causation
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and proportionality apply to a broad range of charges, assessments, and
exactions. (See, e.g., [Gov. Code, § 54999.7, subd. (a) (public utilities)]; id.
§ 50474.21, subd. (b) (airport facilities); Vehicle Code, § 9250.18, subd. (b)
(vehicle registration)].) This Court must accept review to ensure that these
important limits are not reduced to mere suggestions.
II. THE COURT OF APPEAL’S DECISION IS WRONG.
Not only does the Court of Appeal’s decision split from established
precedent and threaten to undermine core California policies, it is also
plainly wrong. The court’s analysis of Metropolitan’s treatment of State
Water Project costs cannot be squared with the requirements of the
Wheeling Statutes and Proposition 26.

And its failure to consider the

offsetting benefits that Metropolitan obtains by wheeling Imperial water on
the Water Authority’s behalf offers an independent reason for review.
A. The Wheeling Statutes And Proposition 26 Prohibit Charging
Wheeling Customers All Of Metropolitan’s State Water Project
Costs.
The Metropolitan rate-setting ruse that the Court of Appeal accepted
is relatively straightforward: The Department of Water Resources sends
Metropolitan bills pursuant to its “contract for a water supply from the State
Water Project” and various other agreements.

(See [18-AA-05029].)

Those bills itemize the Project’s costs, some of which are denominated
“transportation charges.” In fact, these “transportation charges” reflect a
host of costs the State incurs in providing Metropolitan with a supply of
water, including the maintenance and upkeep of the infrastructure necessary
to deliver the Project water to Metropolitan.

But Metropolitan takes

advantage of this nomenclature and disingenuously asserts that the State
Water Project’s “transportation” costs should be considered costs
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Metropolitan

incurs

in

transporting

third

party

water

through

Metropolitan’s own system. That is not only illogical and inconsistent with
the plain text of the billing statement and Metropolitan’s contract with the
State; it is unlawful under both the Wheeling Statutes and Proposition 26.
1. Wheeling Customers Do Not Cause Metropolitan To Incur
State Water Project Costs.
The Wheeling Statutes limit “fair compensation” to the reasonable
costs “incurred by the owner of the conveyance system . . . for the use of
the conveyance system.” (Wat. Code, § 1811, subd. (c); see [id. § 1810].)
That is, the costs “occasioned, caused, or brought about by the use of the
conveyance system.” (Imperial Irrigation, 80 Cal.App.4th at 1431, internal
quotation marks omitted.) But Metropolitan’s payments to the Department
of Water Resources are not caused by or attributable to Metropolitan’s
transportation of water purchased elsewhere; they are quintessential supply
costs.
The State Water Project “transportation charges” that Metropolitan
imposes on its wheeling customers are based on “the portion of the
[Project’s conveyance] System required to deliver [Metropolitan’s
maximum annual] entitlements” of Project water to Metropolitan. (Opn. at
p. 6 [quoting Goodman, supra, 140 Cal.App.3d at 903-904].)

In other

words, the “transportation” costs at issue here are costs the State incurs to
transport Metropolitan’s supply of Project water for resale down the State’s
California Aqueduct to Metropolitan’s service area. The State passes those
costs on to Metropolitan, and Metropolitan may reasonably pass them on to
customers who purchase a supply of water (including Project water) from
Metropolitan. But Metropolitan may not pass those costs on to customers
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who seek to transport their own supply of non-Project water along
Metropolitan’s aqueduct and pipes.
A simple analogy illustrates the point. A florist might pay for exotic
lilies to be shipped in to her store from distant shores, and might also pay a
delivery person to deliver bouquets to her customers. Both costs are, in
some sense, related to transportation. But if a customer walks into the shop
and agrees to cover the florist’s transportation costs if she will arrange for
the delivery of a bouquet of wildflowers he has picked for his sweetheart,
the florist may reasonably charge that customer for a share of the delivery
person’s salary, not for a share of the shipping fees she pays to obtain a
supply of lilies. So too here: Metropolitan may reasonably pass on to its
wheeling customers those costs Metropolitan incurs in transporting water
over Metropolitan’s own aqueduct and pipes. Metropolitan may not pass
on State Water Project “transportation charges” Metropolitan incurs in
order to obtain a supply of Project Water.
2. The State Water Project’s Facilities Are Not Part Of
Metropolitan’s System.
In an effort to supply the missing links in the cost-causation chain,
the Court of Appeal invoked the so-called “postage stamp” principle that
the owner of a conveyance system may include system-wide costs in its
transportation rates. (Opn. at pp. 21-22.) In other words, the owner may
recover the costs of its entire transportation system, “including portions not
used in a particular transaction.” (Imperial Irrigation, 80 Cal.App.4th at
1427; see [id. at 1428-1430]; supra p. 8.) But that principle does not apply
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here for a simple reason: Metropolitan’s transportation system does not
include the State Water Project’s facilities in either form or substance.6
To start, there can be no serious dispute that Metropolitan does not
own the State Water Project system.

Metropolitan’s contract with the

Department of Water Resources expressly vests title to Project facilities in
the State, and this Court has rejected the contention that paying for the
Project rendered its participating agencies part owners. (See Metropolitan
Water Dist. v. Marquardt (1963), 59 Cal.2d 159, 201-202.) The Court of
Appeal dismissed that as irrelevant. (Opn. at p. 27.) But the compensation
authorized under the Wheeling Statutes is for “reasonable charges incurred
by the owner of the conveyance system . . . for the use of the conveyance
system.” (Wat. Code, § 1811, subd. (c), emphases added.) The Court of
Appeal was not free to disregard that statutory limitation.
Nor is the State’s conveyance system otherwise a “part” of
Metropolitan’s. The Court of Appeal emphasized that the “transportation
charge is designed to return to the state those costs of the project
transportation facilities necessary to deliver water to the contractor.” (Opn.
at p. 22, emphasis omitted.) And the court observed that “[Metropolitan]
and other project contractors, not the state” must “pay all costs for building,
operating, and maintaining the project’s water conveyance structures.” (Id.
at p. 23.)

But every financially sound business sets prices at a level

designed to recover overhead and other costs.

Metropolitan itself is

required by statute to charge enough to recover its costs fully. (Id. at p. 11
6

It bears emphasizing that the court of appeal decision holding that the Wheeling
Statutes “do not as a matter of law preclude under any and all circumstances
including system-wide costs in a wheeling rate calculation,” (Imperial Irrigation,
supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at 1428) was never affirmed by this Court and predates the
passage of Proposition 26 by nearly a decade.
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[citing Wat. Code—Appen., § 109-134]).

That does not make

Metropolitan’s customers part owners of its aqueducts and reservoirs, nor
does Metropolitan’s payment of the “transportation charges” make it part
owner of the State’s infrastructure.
3. The Right To Wheel Non-Project Water Is At Most An
Incidental Benefit Of Metropolitan’s Participation In The State
Water Project.
The Court of Appeal also placed significant weight on the fact that
Metropolitan’s contract with the State entitles Metropolitan to wheel nonProject water over the State’s system. In the Court of Appeal’s view, that
makes the Metropolitan-owned aqueducts and pipes part of one integrated
conveyance system that also includes the State Water Project’s
transportation facilities. As an initial matter, Metropolitan’s contractual
right to use the State’s facilities does not make Metropolitan the “owner” of
those facilities for purposes of the Wheeling Statutes. (Wat. Code, § 1811,
subd. (c); see [Marquardt, 59 Cal.2d at 201-202].) But even if that were
not dispositive, Proposition 26 bars Metropolitan from characterizing the
entirety of the State Water Project “transportation charges” as costs that
Metropolitan incurs in transporting third party water.
Proposition 26 requires agencies to allocate the costs of providing a
service in a manner that “bear[s] a fair or reasonable relationship to the
payor’s burdens on, or benefits received from, the [agency’s] activity.”
(Cal. Const., art. XIIIC, § 1; see [Newhall, 243 Cal.App.4th at 1441].) This
basic requirement of proportionality forbids forcing wheeling customers to
share the total cost of buying a supply of water from the State Water Project
on the theory that they might occasionally take advantage of what is
essentially a fringe benefit Metropolitan obtains when it purchases water
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from the State. That is especially true for wheeling customers, like the
Water Authority, whose wheeled water originates on the Colorado River
and is transported not through the State Water Project’s facilities, but
through Metropolitan’s own Colorado River Aqueduct.
Again, the Project’s “transportation charges” are based on “the
portion of the [Project’s conveyance] System required to deliver
[Metropolitan’s] entitlements” of Project water to Metropolitan. (Opn. at 6
[quoting Goodman, supra, 140 Cal.App.3d at 903-904].) The charges are
not intended to recover the costs of “the portion of the System required to
deliver” non-Project water. (Ibid.) Even if some small portion of these
“transportation charges” accounts for the costs associated with wheeling
non-Project water, that cannot possibly justify characterizing 100% of the
State’s “transportation charges” as costs incurred by Metropolitan in
wheeling water—the key point noted by the Superior Court. (Statement of
Dec. at p. 65.)

Yet that is just what the Court of Appeal’s decision

approves.
Proposition 26 places the burden of proving compliance with its
proportionality requirement squarely on the agency.

(Cal. Const., art.

XIIIC, § 1; Palmdale, 198 Cal. App. 4th at 937 [rejecting rates because the
utility had not met its burden of “showing” that its rates reflected the costs
of its services].) And, as the Water Authority pointed out in its petition for
rehearing, Metropolitan did not even bother to break out the proportion of
the State “transportation charges” that cover the costs of delivering water to
Metropolitan, as opposed to the proportion of the charge that covers
Metropolitan’s use of State facilities to wheel non-Project water.
Respondent’s Appendix (“RA”) 385; see [Reh’g Pet. at p. 34].)

(2
The

Superior Court was therefore justified in invalidating Metropolitan’s
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transportation rate altogether, even as it recognized that Metropolitan might
be able to justify including something less than 100 percent of its State
Water Project “transportation charges” in its transportation rates—
something Metropolitan made no attempt to do. (See [Statement of Dec. at
pp. 53,65].)
Nor would the Superior Court’s decision result in a windfall to the
Water Authority or other wheeling customers. Even the Court of Appeal
acknowledged that Metropolitan uses the State’s facilities “chiefly” to
“receive” water, not to transport it. (Opn. at p. 23.) And the Superior Court
noted that most of Metropolitan’s use of the State’s system for transport of
non-Project water involved “water sold by Met to its member agencies, not
wheeled water.” (See [Statement of Dec. at p. 55.) It is hardly inequitable
to forgo charging wheeling customers for the cost of using State Water
Project facilities they rarely—if ever—employ.
In any event, the Water Authority already pays for the right to
transport non-Project water over the State Water Project facilities because it
is also a full service customer of Metropolitan—the largest of
Metropolitan’s twenty-six members.

When Metropolitan passes on its

Project “transportation charges” to its full service customers, it necessarily
passes on any portion of that charge that covers Metropolitan’s right to
transport non-Project water over the Project’s conveyance system. It is
particularly unreasonable to make the Water Authority pay for that benefit
as part of its full-service water purchases, and then to force it to pay
hundreds of millions of dollars more under the Exchange Agreement
ostensibly to obtain precisely the same benefit.
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B. At A Minimum, The Court Of Appeal Erred In Ignoring The
Requirement To Ensure That The Wheeling Rate Accounts For
The Benefit Of The Exchange Agreement To Metropolitan.
Even if this Court found that the Court of Appeal was justified in
permitting Metropolitan to charge a wheeling rate that includes a majority
of Metropolitan’s State Water Project supply costs, this Court’s
intervention is still urgently needed.

The Wheeling Statutes oblige

Metropolitan to give the Water Authority “reasonable credit for any
offsetting benefits for the use of [its] conveyance system” in its wheeling
rate. (Wat. Code, § 1811, subd. (c).) The evidence at trial showed that
Metropolitan violated even this requirement. (See [26-AA-7333-34].) But
because the Superior Court invalidated Metropolitan’s transportation rates
on other grounds, it never reached the issue.
By reversing in part, the Court of Appeal made it essential for the
Superior Court to decide this unreached issue on remand. (See [Reh’g Pet.
at pp. 37-40].)

If Metropolitan is permitted to charge its existing

transportation rates, then the Water Authority is entitled to credit for the
costs it saved Metropolitan through the exchange transaction. The evidence
at trial showed that these benefits totaled over $160 million during the four
years in question—an amount that would very significantly affect the Water
Authority’s damages for Metropolitan’s breach of the Exchange
Agreement. (See, e.g. [32-AA-91110-13].) Yet the Court of Appeal did
not address offsetting benefits or direct the Superior Court to calculate them
on remand. And it refused to clarify its decision on that point in response
to the Water Authority’s petition for rehearing. If the Superior Court were
to misinterpret the Court of Appeal’s silence to bar it from giving the Water
Authority the credit it is due, the result would be manifestly unjust.
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CONCLUSION

The Court of Appeal's decision fundamentally misunderstands the
cost-causation and proportionality requirements enshrined in Califomia's
Constitution, statutes, and common law. If allowed to stand, the court's
decision pennits Metropolitan to charge an inflated wheeling rate that will
dissuade entities from developing and conserving new sources of water
within Southem Califomia, fmstrating key state policies with respect to
water management.

It will also erode bedrock limits on the power of

govemment to impose fees and charges on ordinary Califomians. In light
of the compelling importance of these issues, the Water Authority
respectfully requests that this Court grant review.

Dated: July 31, 2017
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CFP-10-510830, CFP-12-512466)

:METROPOLITAN WATER DISTRICT
OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA et al.,
Defendants and Appellants.

Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan) appeals a
judgment holding that the rate it charges for transporting water, or "wheeling," violates
numerous provisions of law and awarding the San Diego County Water Authority (Water
Authority) substantial damages for having charged that rate in breach of a water
exchange agreement between the two agencies. The Water Authority cross-appeals,
disputing the trial court's decision upholding a provision in water conservation program
contracts between the two parties that penalizes it for participating in litigation or
supporting legislation to challenge or modify Metropolitan's existing rate structure.
The central issue in dispute is one of cost allocation: May the charge Metropolitan
imposes for wheeling water purchased from a third party include an amount calculated to
recover Metropolitan's allocable transportation costs over the California Aqueduct, part
of the State Water Project, or must the charge be limited to costs allocable to
transportation costs over those parts of its system that it owns and utilizes in the
particular transaction? In Metropolitan Water Dist. v. Imperial Irrigation Dist. (2000) 80
Cal.App.4th 1403 (Imperial Irrigation) it was held, and the parties do not dispute, that the
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“wheeling statutes” (Wat. Code, § 1810 et seq.) do not as a matter of law prohibit the
allocation of system-wide transportation costs to reasonable wheeling charges, so that
wheeling rates need not be limited to the marginal cost of transporting water over the
facilities used in a particular transaction. The trial court here held that although
Metropolitan is required to pay its pro rata share of the costs of maintaining the
California Aqueduct, these costs may not be considered in calculating Metropolitan’s
wheeling charges, essentially because Metropolitan does not own the aqueduct. We
conclude this was error. The inclusion of Metropolitan’s system-wide transportation
costs, including transportation charges paid to the State Water Project, in the calculation
of its wheeling rate does not, as the trial court held, violate the wheeling statutes,
Proposition 26 (Cal. Const., art. XIIIC, § 1, subd. (e)), Government Code section
54999.7, subdivision (a), the common law, or the terms of the parties’ exchange
agreement.1 We do agree with the trial court that the allocation of “water stewardship”
charges to the wheeling rate is improper and that the Water Authority is entitled to
recover the overcharges that resulted from inclusion of those charges in the rate charged
by Metropolitan.
With respect to the cross-complaint, we conclude that the trial court correctly held
that the condition in the water conservation program contracts penalizing the Water
Authority for exercising its right to seek judicial relief from the imposition of unlawful
rates is an unconstitutional condition, but that the court erred in holding that the Water
Authority lacks standing to challenge that condition.
Therefore, it is necessary to remand the matter to the trial court for further
proceedings consistent with this opinion.
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In the trial court, the Water Authority also contended that the rate violates parts of
Proposition 13 (Gov. Code, §§ 50075, 50076) and the Metropolitan Water District Act
(Wat. Code Appen., § 109-134 [all citations to Water Code Appendix section are to
uncodified acts reprinted at 72B West’s Annotated Water Code Appendix]). The trial
court deemed these provisions inapplicable and the Water Authority does not contest that
conclusion on appeal.
2

I. Factual Background2
Metropolitan imports water from Northern California and the Colorado River
along hundreds of miles of aqueducts and delivers it to a voluntary collective of public
agencies, including the Water Authority. The Water Authority, in turn, delivers the water
to retail water agencies serving households and businesses in San Diego County. To put
the present controversy between the two agencies in proper perspective, it is necessary to
begin with some history and an explanation of the manner in which the fixing of
wholesale water rates has evolved.
A. California’s Water Supply
“The history of California water development and distribution is a story of supply
and demand” marked by an “uneven distribution of water resources” by region and
season. (United States v. State Water Resources Control Bd. (1986) 182 Cal.App.3d 82,
98.) Regionally, most of California’s rain and snow falls in the north while most of the
demand arises in the south. (Ibid.) There is also an unequal distribution by season as
precipitation occurs in the winter while demand is highest in the hot and dry summer
months. (Ibid.) Precipitation also varies widely year to year. California has addressed its
variable and uneven distribution of water resources by establishing an extensive water
supply system to store and move water where and when it is needed. (Assoc. of Cal.
Water Agencies, California’s Water: California Water Systems
<http://www.acwa.com/content/california-water-series/californias-water-california-watersystems> [as of June 21, 2017].) Over 1,000 reservoirs, “dozens of local and regional
water conveyance systems” and “[s]even major systems of aqueducts and associated
infrastructure exist today to capture and deliver water within the state.” (Ibid.) This water
supply system is managed by a network of agencies on federal, state, regional and local
levels.
2

The record on appeal is voluminous with an administrative record of approximately
30,000 pages and appendices exceeding 10,000 pages. We provide a summary of the
pertinent facts.
3

B. Metropolitan
Metropolitan was established by the California Legislature in 1928. (Imperial
Irrigation, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at p. 1415.) “Its mission is to combine the financial
resources of cities and communities in Southern California and to bring supplemental
water to the area.” (Ibid.) Initially, Metropolitan was formed “to construct and operate the
242-mile Colorado River Aqueduct” to transport Colorado River water to the area. (The
Metropolitan Water Dist. of So. Cal., Who We Are, MWD ACT & Code
<http://www.mwdh2o.com/WhoWeAre/MWDAct/Pages/default.aspx> [as of June 21,
2017].) “Concurrent with the enactment of the Metropolitan Act, the U.S. Congress
passed the Boulder Canyon Project Act, authorizing construction of Hoover Dam, which
provided power to pump water to Southern California.” (Ibid.) Today, Metropolitan
imports water from two principal sources, the Colorado River, using its Colorado River
Aqueduct, and Northern California via the state-owned California Aqueduct.
Metropolitan delivers water to a voluntary collective of “26 member public
agencies — 14 cities, 11 municipal water districts, [and] one county water authority,” the
San Diego County Water Authority. (The Metropolitan Water District of So. Cal., Who
We Are, Overview & Mission <http://www.mwdh2o.com/WhoWeAre/Mission/Pages
/default.aspx> [as of June 21, 2017].) Metropolitan’s member agencies provide “water to
more than 19 million people in Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San
Diego and Ventura counties.” (Ibid.) “Metropolitan currently delivers an average of 1.5
billion gallons of water per day to a 5,200-square-mile service area.” (Ibid.)
The board of directors “sets policy and guides the actions” of Metropolitan.
(Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at p. 1416.) The member agencies govern
Metropolitan through their representatives on its board, with each agency appointing its
own representatives. (See Wat. Code Appen., §§ 109‐50, 109‐51, 109‐55.)
Representation is proportional based on the taxable property value in each member
agency’s service area, although each agency is entitled to a minimum of one board seat.
(Wat. Code Appen., §§ 109‐51, 109‐52.) The City of Los Angeles has the most directors
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with the Water Authority close behind. (Metropolitan Water Dist., supra, at pp. 14151416.)
C. The Water Authority
As noted, the Water Authority is one of Metropolitan’s member agencies. It “is an
independent public agency that serves as San Diego County’s regional water wholesaler.
It is not part of either the city or county of San Diego governments. The mission of the
Water Authority is to provide a safe and reliable supply of water to its 24 member
agencies serving the San Diego region’s $222 billion economy and its 3.3 million
residents.” (San Diego County Water Authority, About Us, Frequently Asked Questions
and Key Facts <http://www.sdcwa.org/frequently-asked-questions-and-key-facts> [as of
June 21, 2017].) The Water Authority stores, treats, and transports imported water to its
member agencies, the retail water providers in the region. (Ibid.) It operates and
maintains dams, a water treatment facility, and “the San Diego region’s aqueduct delivery
system, which consists of approximately 300 miles of large-diameter pipeline in two
aqueducts, 1,600 aqueduct-related structures, and over 100 flow-control facilities,
occupying 1,400 acres of right-of-way.” (San Diego County Water Authority,
Construction, Facilities & Operations <http://www.sdcwa.org/facilities-operations> [as of
June 21, 2017].)
D. The State Water Project
One of the two primary sources of water for Metropolitan is the State Water
Project. The State Water Project “consists of a series of 21 dams and reservoirs, 5 power
plants, and 16 pumping plants which stretch from Lake Oroville in Butte County to Lake
Perris in Riverside County. Project water flows from the Feather River to the Sacramento
River and then into the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. It is lifted by the Delta Pumping
Plant into the California Aqueduct, and the aqueduct conveys it south.” (Goodman v.
County of Riverside (1983) 140 Cal.App.3d 900, 903.) The California Aqueduct is
approximately 444 miles long and conveys water to four delivery points near the northern
and eastern boundaries of Metropolitan’s service area.
5

Metropolitan has access to the State Water Project conveyance system and an
annual allotment of Northern California water through a contract with the California
Department of Water Resources, which manages the system. The department “has
entered into 31 such water contracts with local governmental entities . . . . The contracts
require regular payments to the state in return for participation in the [State Water
Project] System. Not all the districts actually receive water, but all must make payments
according to their respective maximum annual water entitlements and the portion of the
System required to deliver such entitlements. Those which actually receive water also
pay amounts attributable to the water received.” (Goodman v. County of Riverside, supra,
140 Cal.App.3d at pp. 903-904, fn. omitted.) The payments under these contracts pay for
project operating costs and the public bonds issued to build the system. (Id. at p. 905.)
E. The Colorado River
The Colorado River is the other of Metropolitan’s primary water sources. The
river “rises in the mountains of Colorado and flows generally in a southwesterly direction
for about 1,300 miles through Colorado, Utah, and Arizona and along the ArizonaNevada and Arizona-California boundaries, after which it passes into Mexico and
empties into the Mexican waters of the Gulf of California. . . . The river and its tributaries
flow in a natural basin almost surrounded by large mountain ranges and drain 242,000
square miles, an area about 900 miles long from north to south and 300 to 500 miles wide
from east to west—practically one-twelfth the area of the continental United States
excluding Alaska. Much of this large basin is so arid that it is, as it always has been,
largely dependent upon managed use of the waters of the Colorado River System to make
it productive and inhabitable.” (Arizona v. California (1963) 373 U.S. 546, 552.)
In 1929, a federal act authorized construction of Hoover Dam to generate
electricity, regulate the Colorado River’s flow, and apportion the river’s water among the
several states claiming rights to it. (Arizona v. California, supra, 373 U.S. at pp. 560561.) Metropolitan built the Colorado River Aqueduct to take delivery of its Colorado
River water at Arizona’s Lake Havasu and transport it to Southern California. Disputes
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among the states over Colorado River water continued until 1963, when the United State
Supreme Court held that California was entitled to a basic allotment of no more than 4.4
million acre-feet per year.3 (Id. at p. 565.) “[T]he court’s resolution of the dispute
between the states—which limited California’s share of the river to far less than the state
can use—ensured the fight would continue within the state for years to come.”
(Quantification Settlement Agreement Cases (2011) 201 Cal.App.4th 758, 772 (QSA
Cases).)
“In 1929, the year after the Boulder Canyon [Hoover Dam] Project Act took
effect, the Secretary of the Interior requested from California’s Division of Water
Resources a recommendation of the proper apportionments of California’s share of
Colorado River water among the various applicants and water users within the state. This
request led to the ‘Seven-Party Agreement’ of August 1931. The terms of this agreement,
which apportioned a total of 5.362 million acre-feet of water annually between the
parties, were incorporated into contracts between the Secretary of the Interior and various
California water users for delivery of Colorado River water under the Boulder Canyon
Project Act.” (QSA Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th at p. 783.) The Seven-Party
Agreement apportioned more than California’s basic allotment because, “for years after
the United States Supreme Court determined that California’s share of the water from the
Colorado River was to be only 4.4 million acre-feet during normal water years, California
was nonetheless able to use much more than that because Arizona and Nevada were not
yet able to use their full entitlements.” (Id. at p. 773.)
Parties to the Seven-Party Agreement included Metropolitan and the Imperial
Irrigation District (Imperial). (QSA Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th at p. 784 & fn. 8.) The
agreement “apportioned Colorado River water among the various parties by priority but
without quantifying exactly how much water each party was entitled to receive.” (Id. at
p. 785.) Under the agreement, Imperial was the largest single holder of water rights with
priority over Metropolitan. (County of Imperial v. Superior Court (2007) 152
3

An acre-foot of water is the amount of water that would cover an acre of land to a depth
of one foot, which is 325,851 gallons.
7

Cal.App.4th 13, 19.) Of the 4.4 million acre-feet of water allocated to California,
Metropolitan was entitled to only 550,000 acre-feet. The Water Authority possessed no
Colorado River rights. (Ibid.) This priority system led to conflicts among the water
agencies. (Ibid.) Imperial, which had more water than it needed, sought to sell its excess
water to others while Metropolitan maintained that any excess should be made available
to it under the priority system. (Id. at pp. 19-20.) Ultimately, Imperial’s position
prevailed, permitting Imperial to sell its excess water to other agencies, such as
Metropolitan and the Water Authority.
“Although the state has broad power under the public trust and reasonable use
doctrines to order the reallocation of water, it has exercised this power sparingly.” (Gray,
The Modern Era in California Water Law (1994) 45 Hastings L.Rev. 249, 272.)
California has, instead, adopted a policy of voluntary water transfers. (Id. at pp. 273-278.)
Thus, water-rights holders may transfer surplus or conserved water. (Wat. Code, §§ 382,
1001.)
“In the 1980’s, the [State Water Resources Control] Board found some of
Imperial’s water use practices unreasonable and wasteful. The Board directed Imperial to
increase water conservation. One suggested measure by which Imperial could increase
conservation was to transfer conserved water to a willing purchaser in exchange for
funding to support Imperial’s conservation efforts.” (County of Imperial v. Superior
Court, supra, 152 Cal.App.4th at p. 20.) The initial purchaser of Imperial’s conserved
water was Metropolitan. In 1988, Metropolitan agreed to pay for various projects to
conserve water in exchange for which Imperial transferred the conserved water to
Metropolitan. In 1998, a decade later, Imperial and the Water Authority entered a similar
agreement.
F. Exchange agreements between Metropolitan and the Water Authority
The Water Authority has no means of transporting Colorado River water other
than over Metropolitan’s aqueduct and thus opened negotiations with Metropolitan to
transport, or “wheel,” Imperial water. “Wheeling” is the industry term for “[t]he use of a
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water conveyance facility by someone other than the owner or operator to transport
water.” (Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at p. 1407.) California law mandates
that the owner or operator of a water conveyance facility allow others to use up to 70
percent of the facility’s unused capacity to transport water upon payment of “fair
compensation.” (Wat. Code, §§ 1810, 1814; QSA Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th at
pp. 840-841.)
Metropolitan and the Water Authority failed to reach a wheeling agreement but
they did reach a functionally related water exchange agreement. In 1998, the parties
agreed that Metropolitan would receive the water conserved by Imperial and promised to
the Water Authority under those parties’ transfer agreement in exchange for which
Metropolitan would provide the Water Authority with a like quality and quantity of
water.
In any water transfer, whether by wheeling or an exchange agreement, there is a
physical intermingling of the purchased water with water from other sources. As the
Water Authority’s assistant general manager testified, a direct water delivery could be
accomplished only with an empty aqueduct and pipeline from source to buyer, which
does not occur in California where water from different sources is intermingled as it
moves through an array of reservoirs, aqueducts, and pipelines to reach multiple
agencies. Metropolitan cannot deliver “the same molecules” of Colorado River water the
Water Authority acquires from Imperial because that water is commingled with “other
water Metropolitan has taken off the Colorado River” at Lake Havasu for sale to other
member agencies.4
While functionally related, wheeling and exchange agreements are not the same. A
wheeling agreement calls for the transportation of water when there is available capacity
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Statutes governing wheeling are not restricted to direct delivery of a distinct volume of
water but expressly permit commingled water provided “the transferred water is of
substantially the same quality as the water in the facility” and “does not result in a
diminution of the beneficial uses or quality of the water in the facility.” (Wat. Code,
§ 1810, subd. (b).)
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in the water conveyance system. An exchange agreement promises the delivery of a
specified quantity of water. Water is not wheeled unless available, but an exchange
agreement requires delivery of an agreed-upon quantity of water every month. Recipients
under a wheeling agreement receive less than the transfer amount due to evaporation and
other transit losses, but the conveyance system operator bears transit losses under an
exchange agreement. As the trial testimony in the present case established, the parties
here preferred an exchange agreement to a wheeling agreement. The Water Authority
wanted guaranteed delivery and Metropolitan wanted the greater operational flexibility of
an exchange agreement that permits the use of available facilities and supply sources.
After entry of the 1998 exchange agreement, disputes continued among the water
agencies over Colorado River water allocations that prevented water deliveries. (QSA
Cases, supra, 201 Cal.App.4th at p. 788.) Negotiations ensued to settle competing claims
to Colorado River water, resulting in a number of related agreements, including a 2003
“quantification settlement agreement.” (Id. at pp. 773, 789.) In those agreements,
Metropolitan, the Water Authority, Imperial and other water agencies settled several
disputes over the priority, use and transfer of Colorado River water. (Id. at p. 789.)
Contemporaneously, in 2003, Metropolitan and the Water Authority executed an
amended exchange agreement that is the subject of this appeal. Unable to agree upon the
long-term price the Water Authority would be charged for water received under the
agreement, the parties agreed to an initial price with future prices linked to standard water
rates, lawfully set. The parties agreed: “The price on the date of execution of this
agreement shall be two hundred fifty three dollars ($253.00) [per acre-foot]. Thereafter,
the price shall be equal to the charge or charges set by Metropolitan’s board of directors
pursuant to applicable law and regulation and generally applicable to the conveyance of
water by Metropolitan on behalf of its member agencies.” The Water Authority promised
not to challenge conveyance charges set by Metropolitan for five years following
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execution of the 2003 exchange agreement but reserved the right thereafter to contest the
rates as contrary to “applicable law and regulation.”5
G. Metropolitan’s Rate-setting Process
Metropolitan is required by statute to establish rates that will generate sufficient
revenue to pay its expenses. (Wat. Code Appen., § 109-134.)6 For years Metropolitan
utilized a single water service rate. In 1998, Metropolitan began a lengthy process to
replace the single rate with a new rate structure allocating charges to separate cost
components, including water supply and transportation. In adopting the new rate
structure, effective 2003, Metropolitan represented that it was designed to create “a cost
of service approach consistent with industry guidelines,” “[e]nsure that users, including
member agencies and other entities, pay the same rates and charges for like classes of
services and provide fair allocation of costs through rates and charges,” and “[o]ffer
choices for services to member agencies and accommodate the development of a water
transfer market.”

5

The critical provision of the amended exchange agreement reads as follows: “For the
term of this agreement, neither [the Water Authority] nor Metropolitan shall seek or
support in any legislative, administrative or judicial forum, any change in the form,
substance or interpretation of any applicable law or regulation (including the
Administrative Code) in effect on the date of this agreement and pertaining to the charge
or charges set by Metropolitan’s Board of Directors and generally applicable to the
conveyance of water by Metropolitan on behalf of its member agencies; provided,
however, that . . . after the conclusion of the first five (5) years, nothing herein shall
preclude [the Water Authority] from contesting in an administrative or judicial forum
whether such charge or charges have been set in accordance with applicable law and
regulation.”
6

Water Code Appendix section 109-134 provides, in relevant part: Metropolitan’s board
“shall fix such rate or rates for water as will result in revenue which, together with
revenue from any water standby or availability service charge or assessment, will pay the
operating expenses of the district, provide for repairs and maintenance, provide for
payment of the purchase price or other charges for property or services or other rights
acquired by the district, and provide for the payment of the interest and principal of the
bonded debt” Metropolitan incurs.
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Metropolitan followed a four-step “cost of service process” in setting rates for
different service components: (1) estimation of revenue requirements to meet expenses,
including operating costs and debt service; (2) allocation of revenue requirements to
“different categories based on the operational functions served by each cost,” for example
revenue necessary to pay for water supply, conveyance and storage; (3) allocation of
costs based on their causes and characteristics; and (4) “allocation of costs to rate design
elements.”
H. Metropolitan’s Component Rates
Metropolitan’s water service rates are now a combination of component rates
calculated to recover its costs incurred in purchasing and transporting water to its
member agencies. The rate components, with limited exceptions inapplicable here, are
volumetric—the rate is a dollar amount per acre foot.
Metropolitan’s “supply” rates are calculated to recover costs incurred in
purchasing water supply from the State Water Project and Colorado River and in
maintaining and developing additional water supplies through transfers and other
transactions. There are two tiers of supply rates, depending on the volume of water
provided.
Metropolitan’s transportation rates are designed to recover the costs of operating
and maintaining its vast water conveyance infrastructure. The transportation rates consist
of three subcomponents. A “system access rate” is designed to recover the capital,
operating, and maintenance costs associated with transportation facilities, including
“conveyance” facilities that transport water from the State Water Project and Colorado
River Aqueduct and “distribution” facilities that transport water within Metropolitan’s
service area. (Admin. Code, § 4123) A “system power rate“ recovers the cost of pumping
water through the State Water Project and Colorado River Aqueduct to Southern
California. (Admin. Code, § 4125.) A “water stewardship rate” is designed to recover the
costs of conservation programs and other water management programs that reduce and
defer system capacity expansion costs. (See Admin. Code, § 4124.) The transportation
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rates are so-called postage-stamp rates, which are the same no matter how far the water is
transported or which transportation facilities are used.
Metropolitan provides both full service, in which it supplies and transports water,
and wheeling service, in which it transports water supplied by others.7 The rates for fullservice and wheeling are comprised of different combinations of the component rates set
out above. The full-service rate includes the supply rate, system access rate, system
power rate, and water stewardship rate. The wheeling rate includes the system access rate
and water stewardship rate. (Admin. Code, § 4405.) A recipient of wheeling service does
not pay the system power rate but pays only the actual cost of the power used to transport
the water it receives from a third party.
Under the exchange agreement as amended in 2003, the Water Authority agreed to
pay charges “generally applicable to the conveyance of water by Metropolitan on behalf
of its member agencies” which, the parties agree, are the system access rate, water
stewardship rate and, unlike the situation under a standard wheeling agreement, the
system power rate.
During the administrative process in which Metropolitan’s rates were established,
the Water Authority challenged the propriety of applying the system access and water
stewardship rates to the wheeling service. Metropolitan’s general manager responded that
a system access rate was adopted, rather than individual aqueduct access rates, because
“Metropolitan’s system is not a point-to-point service, but an interconnected regional
system.” “Operational flexibility has been achieved by creating an interconnected
regional delivery network integrating the State Water Project . . . and the Colorado River
Aqueduct . . . conveyance systems with the in-basin distribution system. This integrated
network allows Metropolitan to incorporate supply from the [project] and the [aqueduct]
with a diverse portfolio of geographically dispersed storage programs . . . . This
integrated, regional network allows Metropolitan to move supplies throughout the system
7

Metropolitan’s wheeling rate applies only to wheeling by member agencies for up to
one year; the charges for other wheeling transactions are negotiated. (Admin. Code,
§ 4119.)
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in response to supply availability and operational needs.” Metropolitan’s general manager
asserted that its “integrated, flexible system directly benefits all agencies . . . as to all
services, including wheeling and exchange services.”
As to the water stewardship rate—“a volumetric charge upon all water moved
through the system that provides a dedicated source of funding for conservation and local
resources development”—Metropolitan’s general manager asserted that all users benefit
from water conservation and thus all users are properly charged for it: “conservation,
recycling, and groundwater recovery decrease the region’s overall dependence on
imported water supplies from environmentally sensitive areas like the Bay-Delta;
increase the overall level of water supply reliability in Southern California; reduce and
defer system capacity expansion costs; and create available space to be used to complete
water transfers. Because conservation measures and local resource investments reduce
the overall level of dependence on the imported water system, more capacity is available
in existing facilities for a longer period of time. The space in the system made available
by conservation and recycling is open to all system users.”
II. Trial Court Proceedings
In June 2010, the Water Authority filed its initial action challenging the water
rates Metropolitan adopted in April 2010 for 2011 to 2012. In June 2012, the Water
Authority filed a second action challenging Metropolitan’s 2013-2014 rates.8 The Water
Authority also sought damages for breach of the provision in the amended water
exchange agreement providing that “the price shall be equal to the charge or charges set
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The Water Authority sued Metropolitan and “all parties interested in the validity” of
Metropolitan’s 2011 to 2014 water rates. A number of Metropolitan member agencies
entered the action on the side of Metropolitan and join in this appeal: The City of Los
Angeles, acting through the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power; Municipal
Water District of Orange County; City of Torrance; Las Virgenes Municipal Water
District; West Basin Municipal Water District; Foothill Municipal Water District; Eastern
Municipal Water District; Western Municipal Water District; and Three Valleys
Municipal Water District. Additionally, member agency Upper San Gabriel Valley
Municipal Water District has filed an amicus curiae brief in support of Metropolitan.
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by Metropolitan’s Board of Directors pursuant to applicable law and regulation and
generally applicable to the conveyance of water by Metropolitan on behalf of its member
agencies.” The Water Authority maintained that Metropolitan’s rates are not lawful
conveyance rates and, thus, not properly charged under the amended agreement. The
Water Authority also challenged Metropolitan’s method for calculating the extent of its
right to Metropolitan supplied water in the event of a water shortage. By statute, the
Water Authority has a “preferential right” to Metropolitan water based on its “total
payments” to Metropolitan “excepting purchase of water.” (Wat. Code Appen., § 109135.) The Water Authority maintains that, contrary to the position taken by Metropolitan,
its payments under the exchange agreement must be included in the calculation of its
“preferential rights.”
In pretrial proceedings, the court overruled Metropolitan’s demurrer based on the
statute of limitations. The court also granted Metropolitan’s motion for summary
adjudication rejecting the Water Authority’s claim that Metropolitan imposed an
unlawful condition on the water agency’s right to petition the courts by precluding
member agencies challenging Metropolitan’s rate structure from receiving water
conservation subsidies funded by that rate structure.
The court informally coordinated the 2010 and 2012 cases and bifurcated the
bench trial. The court first determined the validity of Metropolitan’s water rates and then
decided the contract claim and computation of preferential rights.
In phase one, the court found “no substantial evidence to support Met[ropolitan]’s
inclusion in its transportation rates, and hence in its wheeling rate, of 100% of (1) the
sums it pays to the California Department of Water Resources’ [for the State Water
Project] disaggregated by the [State Water Project] as for transportation of that purchased
water; and (2) the costs for conservation and local water supply development programs
recovered through the Water Stewardship Rate. . . . [T]hese rates over-collect from
wheelers, because at least a significant portion of these costs are attributable to supply,
not transportation. These rates—the System Access Rate, System Power Rate, Water
Stewardship Rate, and Met[ropolitan]’s wheeling rate—therefore violate Proposition 26
15

(2013-14 rates only), the wheeling statutes [(Wat. Code, § 1810 et seq.)], Gov. Code,
§ 549997(a), and the common law. The court invalidates each rate for both the 2011-2012
and 2013-2014 rate cycles.”
In phase two, the trial court found that Metropolitan had breached the price term
of the 2003 exchange agreement because it charged the Water Authority transportation
rates that were not “consistent with law and regulation.” The court awarded the Water
Authority damages equal to the total amount the water agency paid under the exchange
agreement from 2011 to 2014 for State Water Project costs and the water stewardship
rate. The court acknowledged that the award “may overcompensate” the Water Authority
by disallowing all State Water Project costs but found that “[i]t asks too much of [the
Water Authority] to require it to recalculate Met[ropolitan]’s rates with any useful degree
of precision.” The court also held that Metropolitan’s formula for calculating preferential
rights must give the Water Authority credit for amounts paid under the exchange
agreement, reasoning that these payments are not for the “purchase of water,” which are
excluded from that calculation. The court awarded the Water Authority “damages in the
amount of $188,295,602 on the breach of contract claims, plus prejudgment interest in
the amount of $46,637,180 for a total judgment of $234,932,782.”9 The court also
awarded attorney fees of almost $9 million.10

9

Damages were based on a rate adjustment. In 2011, one of the years at issue,
Metropolitan charged transportation rates totaling $372 an acre foot ($204 system access,
$127 system power and $41 water stewardship). The trial court found the lawful rate to
be $136 an acre foot ($103 for system access after deduction of State Water Project costs,
$33 for system power after deduction of State Water Project costs, and no amount
permitted for water stewardship). This reduction in rates resulted in a damages recovery
of over $188 million for years 2011 to 2014.
10

Metropolitan filed a separate notice of appeal from the attorney fee award. It seeks
reversal of the judgment, which would set aside the award, but makes no claim of error as
to the fee award itself.
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III. Metropolitan’s Appeal
A. Statutes of limitations
Metropolitan claims the trial court erred in failing to dismiss the Water Authority’s
rate challenges as untimely. Metropolitan argues the lawsuits contesting water rates for
2011 to 2014 are, in effect, a challenge to its 2002 issuance of public bonds because bond
repayment is dependent on rate revenue. The lawsuits, Metropolitan argues, are barred
under statutes requiring that an action to determine the validity of a local agency’s bonds
be brought within 60 days of bond issuance (Code of Civ. Proc., §§ 860, 863; Gov. Code,
§ 53511) and by annual legislation validating prior bond issuances. Validation statutes
are designed “to settle promptly all questions about the validity” of a public agency’s
actions. (McLeod v. Vista United School Dist. (2008) 158 Cal.App.4th 1156, 1166.) The
Water Authority responds that its lawsuits challenge Metropolitan’s current rates, not its
bond issuance of years ago.11
The facts are largely undisputed. In March 2002, Metropolitan adopted a new rate
structure effective January 2003 with water rates established for supply, transportation
and other service functions. In September 2002, Metropolitan issued bonds “payable
from and secured by a pledge of” net operating revenue from water sales. Metropolitan
has issued similar bonds in the past. The 2002 bond statement to investors summarized
revenue from prior years and described the prior and new rate structure and new rates.
Metropolitan has increased its water rates several times between 2002 and today but
asserts the “rate structure has remained unchanged with each new rate cycle.”

11

The Water Authority also argues the contention is forfeited for failing to preserve it in
the trial court and that Metropolitan should be judicially estopped from asserting the
contention as it is inconsistent with a position taken in other litigation. (Evid. Code,
§§ 452, subd. (d), 459, subd. (a).) We grant the October 28, 2016 request for judicial
notice of the referenced litigation documents but reject the argument that Metropolitan’s
claim is procedurally barred. It does concern us that Metropolitan failed to include in its
appellant’s appendix the demurrer to the 2010 complaint and related documents
addressing the issue but, nevertheless, we shall reach the merits of an essentially legal
issue.
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Metropolitan concedes “that the opportunity to challenge the amount of
Metropolitan’s rates renews with each rate-setting” but argues that the Water Authority’s
2010 and 2012 lawsuits are untimely because they challenge the water rate structure
adopted in 2002. The argument is untenable. Metropolitan first adopted its water rate
structure in 2002 but it has readopted that structure in subsequent years when setting rates
founded on it. Metropolitan’s reenactment and extension of that rate structure to
subsequent years, not its initial adoption, is the action being contested.
Fees and rates are “subject to attack” when reenacted, even if they are essentially
the same as previous ones for which the statute of limitations has expired. (Barratt
American, Inc. v. City of Rancho Cucamonga (2005) 37 Cal.4th 685, 702-703.) Were “all
subsequent reenactments . . . immune to judicial challenge or review,” “there would be no
effective enforcement mechanism to ensure that local agencies” base rates on the cost of
service. (Id. at p. 703.) “[I]immunity from judicial review” would create “an incentive for
local agencies to overvalue the estimated costs of services and then continually readopt
that fee.” (Ibid.)
Metropolitan argues that Barratt and similar cases are inapplicable because
Metropolitan’s rate structure was expressly pledged to the repayment of bonds and the
“method of financing” was validated when the 2002 bond issue went unchallenged.
Metropolitan notes that the validation of an agency’s bond issuance may extend to
agency charges that are “part of the bond contract.” (Aughenbaugh v. Bd. of Supervisors
(1983) 139 Cal.App.3d 83, 88.) In Aughenbaugh, landowners sought a refund of water
charges used to repay bonds financing the water system’s construction. (Id. at p. 87.) The
court found the charges to be part of the bond contract and validated with the bonds. (Id.
at pp. 88-91.) In that case, “ordinances and resolutions which are part of the bond
contract provide[d] that the standby charges in their entirety shall be pledged for the
payment of the cost of the bonds.” (Id. at p. 89.)
Aughenbaugh is inapplicable here. Metropolitan’s rate structure itself was not
pledged for payment of the bonds or otherwise part of the 2002 bond contract. The bond
contract promises repayment from net operating revenues, defined as “all revenues
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received by [Metropolitan] from charges for the sale or availability of water” less
operation and maintenance expenses. The bond contract is not premised on a particular
charge, rate or rate structure. In fact, Metropolitan is expressly permitted to “prescribe,
revise and collect” water charges in generating revenue sufficient to repay the bonds.
(Italics added.) The sufficiency of that revenue is not threatened by the lawsuits, which
do not dispute Metropolitan’s right to recover the cost of service through its rates.
Modification of the rate structure may affect the distribution of water charges among
Metropolitan’s member agencies, but it should not affect Metropolitan’s net revenue.
Metropolitan acknowledged the security of its revenue when the agency assured its
investors in subsequently issued bonds that the Water Authority’s challenge to the rate
structure would have no effect on revenue. A similar acknowledgement occurs in the
2002 bond contract itself, which states that Metropolitan will “generate the same level of
revenues” regardless of its rate structure. The bond issuance was not founded on a
particular rate structure.
The lawsuits are not time-barred. The Water Authority filed these actions shortly
after Metropolitan adopted the challenged water rates. The actions challenge the validity
of those rates, not the validity of the earlier bond issuance.
B. Wheeling statutes
The trial court analyzed the validity of Metropolitan’s water rates under the
wheeling statutes and other legal standards jointly, reasoning that “the core inquiry” was
the same: “whether the costs of services (e.g., wheeling) are reasonably related to the
costs of providing those services.” While there are some differences among the legal
standards, we agree that the “core” issue as determined under the wheeling statutes does,
as a practical matter, dictate the conclusion that must be reached under the other
provisions of law.
The wheeling statutes (Wat. Code, § 1810 et seq.) further the declared “policy of
the state to facilitate the voluntary sale, lease, or exchange of water or water rights in
order to promote efficient use.” (Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at p. 1409.)
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With limited exceptions, a public agency with unused capacity in its water conveyance
facility may not deny a water transferor the use of the conveyance facility “if fair
compensation is paid for that use.” (Wat. Code, § 1810.) “Fair compensation” is
statutorily defined as “the reasonable charges incurred by the owner of the conveyance
system, including capital, operation, maintenance, and replacement costs, increased costs
from any necessitated purchase of supplemental power, and including reasonable credit
for any offsetting benefits for the use of the conveyance system.” (Wat. Code, § 1811,
subd. (c).)
The owner of a water conveyance facility determines the amount of fair
compensation. (Wat. Code, § 1812, subd. (b).) In making that determination, the owner
must “act in a reasonable manner consistent with the requirements of law to facilitate the
voluntary sale, lease, or exchange of water and shall support its determinations by written
findings. In any judicial action challenging any determination made under this article the
court shall consider all relevant evidence, and the court shall give due consideration to
the purposes and policies of this article. In any such case the court shall sustain the
determination of the public agency if it finds that the determination is supported by
substantial evidence.” (Wat. Code, § 1813.)
In reviewing the trial court’s decision, we note that “the Legislature specifically
authorized a water conveyance system owner to determine what is ‘fair compensation’
([Wat. Code,] § 1810) subject to certain provisions.” (Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80
Cal.App.4th at p. 1431.) When initially introduced, the wheeling legislation provided for
the conveyance system owner and wheeler to reach a mutual agreement as to price and, if
unable to reach agreement, for a state agency to set the price. (Id. at p. 1411.) The
Legislature rejected that approach in favor of empowering the conveyance owner to
determine fair compensation subject to judicial review. (Id. at pp. 1412-1413.)
It is not the court’s function to set water rates, but only to determine if substantial
evidence supports the fair compensation determination made by the water agency. (Wat.
Code, § 1813) Where, as here, a trial court’s review is limited to examining the
administrative record to determine if an agency’s decision is supported by substantial
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evidence, “the appellate court’s function is identical to that of the superior court: It will
review the administrative record to determine whether the agency findings were
supported by substantial evidence, rather than limiting review to the trial court findings.”
(Eisenberg, Cal. Practice Guide: Civil Appeals and Writs (The Rutter Group 2016)
¶ 8:128.2, p. 8-91; see Cal. Assn. of Medical Products Suppliers v. Maxwell-Jolly (2011)
199 Cal.App.4th 286, 303 [“ ‘[W]hen administrative agency action is judicially
reviewable under a substantial evidence standard, the rule for the reviewing trial court
and appellate court is the same.’ ”]; see also Lewin v. St. Joseph Hospital (1978) 82
Cal.App.3d 368, 386 [“If the proper scope of review in the trial court was whether the
administrative decision was supported by substantial evidence, the function of the
appellate court on appeal is the same as that of the trial court, that is, it reviews the
administrative decision to determine whether it is supported by substantial evidence.”].)
Nor are we bound by the trial court’s interpretation of the wheeling statutes, which
presents a question of law. (Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th at p. 1423.)
As noted above, the court found the wheeling statutes violated by Metropolitan’s
inclusion in its wheeling rate of State Water Project transportation costs, as part of its
system access rate, and of the water stewardship rate. These rate components, the trial
court concluded, “over-collect from wheelers, because at least a significant portion of
these costs are attributable to supply, not transportation.” The court found that
Metropolitan’s payments to the State Water Project, although assessed separately for
supply and transportation, are for the single objective of obtaining a water supply and that
conservation programs primarily benefit water supply, not transportation.
1. Inclusion of State Water Project transportation charges in the system access
rate
Neither the Water Authority nor the trial court question the basic premise,
established in Imperial Irrigation that system-wide transportation costs may be included
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in the calculation of wheeling rates.12 (Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80 Cal.App.4th 1403.)
It is not necessary to limit wheeling charges to the marginal cost of transporting water
over the portion of the system utilized in a particular transaction. The trial court
nonetheless found that all of Metropolitan’s payments to the State Water Project,
including those specifically designated for transportation costs, are for the purpose of
obtaining a water supply, so that no part of those payments may be included in
Metropolitan’s wheeling rate. The court “found no reasonable basis” for Metropolitan’s
contention that the State Water Project “conveyance facilities are a part of
[Metropolitan’s] conveyance facilities.”
We are unable to understand the basis of the trial court’s uncertainty. The State
Water Project bills for transportation costs separately from water supply and only this
portion of the state’s charge is the capital and operating cost component of the
transportation expense included in Metropolitan’s system access rate. Under
Metropolitan’s contract with the state, the amount of the transportation charge is designed
to “return to the state those costs of the project transportation facilities necessary to
deliver water to the contractor which constitute operation, maintenance, power, and
replacement costs incurred irrespective of the amount of project water delivered to the
contractor.” (Italics added.) Although the state is the owner of the State Water Project and
its facilities, Metropolitan is bound to pay its pro rata share of the capital, operation and
maintenance costs of the conveyance system. In 2011, this share was over $195 million
according to the Water Authority’s calculations and constituted approximately 58 percent
of the State Water Project’s transportation costs. The California Aqueduct unquestionably

12

A recent case confirms that the wheeling statutes do not limit a conveyance owner’s
compensation to “incremental marginal costs.” (Central San Joaquin Water Conservation
Dist. v. Stockton East Water Dist. (2016) 7 Cal.App.5th 1041, 1052-1053.) Reasonable
system-wide costs are recoverable. The court found that “a conveyance owner may [not]
compel a nonmember agency to pay a wheeling rate calculated on the basis of a strict
proportionate share of capital, overhead, maintenance, and other fixed or ongoing costs.”
(Id. at p. 1055.) The wheeling rate at issue here is not calculated on such a basis and is
imposed only on member agencies.
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is an integral part of the system by which Metropolitan transports water to its member
agencies.
The California Aqueduct and other State Water Project facilities are not restricted
to supplying Metropolitan with project water. Metropolitan’s State Water Project contract
entitles it to use project facilities to store and transport water procured from nonproject
sources and Metropolitan does so. Metropolitan has, to date, chiefly used State Water
Project facilities to receive project water but this does not establish that the cost of the
facilities should be allocated to supply. The facilities are a conveyance network available
to Metropolitan for the transport of both project and nonproject water.
A Metropolitan member agency wheeling nonproject water from Northern
California does so using State Water Project facilities. Indeed, evidence was presented at
trial of a 2009 transaction in which Metropolitan wheeled water through State Water
Project facilities on the Water Authority’s behalf. Under the view adopted by the trial
court, no part of the cost of those facilities could be included in the rate charged to the
Water Authority for wheeling that water over those facilities. Indeed, a consequence of
the trial court’s ruling would be that a wheeler, regardless of which aqueduct is used,
would pay for Metropolitan’s costs incurred in maintaining the Colorado River Aqueduct
but not the California Aqueduct.
The Water Authority makes much of our Supreme Court’s remark that
Metropolitan’s contract with the State Water Project has “a much greater resemblance to
a contract for the furnishing of continued water service in the future” than an “agreement
for the purchase of an interest in a water system.”(Metropolitan Water Dist. of Southern
Cal. v. Marquardt (1963) 59 Cal.2d 159, 201-202.) Metropolitan has no ownership
interest in State Water Project facilities, but the State Water Project contract does more
than furnish water to Metropolitan. The contract entitles Metropolitan to use project
facilities for conveyance and obligates it and other project contractors, not the state, to
pay all costs for building, operating, and maintaining the project’s water conveyance
structures. (See Goodman v. County of Riverside (1983) 140 Cal.App.3d 900, 910 [all
project costs are met by payments from agencies with water contracts].) As these costs
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are incurred by Metropolitan, so too must they be recovered by it. (Wat. Code, § 1811,
subd. (c).)
The Water Authority asserts that Metropolitan originally characterized its
payments under the State Water Project contract as supply costs and that the record
contains no reasonable basis for the change in characterization. Although State Water
Project costs were initially deemed supply costs, this practice changed when the agency
adopted more particularized cost categories and an unbundled rate structure. The Water
Authority relies heavily on a 1969 “Water Pricing Policy Study” prepared for
Metropolitan by a consultant, Brown and Caldwell. The study is of little relevance as it
predates the rates at issue here by more than 40 years and employed a limited set of cost
categories distinct from those used today. Brown & Caldwell used only four functional
cost categories in its 1969 report: “supply system,” “distribution system,” “water
treatment facilities,” and “administrative and general costs.” “Supply system” costs
included “facilities whose function is the delivery of water from the sources of supply to
the [Metropolitan] distribution system,” including the Colorado River Aqueduct and the
State Water Project (excluding its terminal reservoirs). The “distribution system” picked
up where the “supply system” left off, moving water from Metropolitan’s major conduits
to the localized member agencies. In the 1969 study, Metropolitan’s costs for both the
State Water Project and the Colorado River Aqueduct, representing most of the agency’s
expenses, were placed in an undifferentiated “supply” category.
Water rate authorities advised more refined cost categories. In 1993, a water rates
analyst published a treatise recommending a greater array of functional cost categories
dividing supply from conveyance and transmission costs. (Raftelis, Comprehensive
Guide to Water and Wastewater Finance and Pricing (2nd ed. 1993) p. 168.) In October
1995, Resource Management International, Inc. (RMI) prepared a rate study for
Metropolitan recommending that operating expenses be functionalized into a number of
categories that separate supply (cost of purchasing water and maintaining dams) from
transmission (cost of “operating and maintaining the aqueducts to move water from
sources of supply to major centers of demand”). In May 1996, RMI characterized the
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State Water Project transportation payment as a transmission cost. RMI found state
charges for capital, operation and maintenance charges for project facilities to be “clearly
transmission-related” and properly allocated to Metropolitan’s transmission or
transportation costs.13
In 1997, Metropolitan adopted Resolution 8520 establishing a wheeling rate “to
recover fair compensation for the use of its conveyance system.” Metropolitan
determined that its State Water Project transportation cost is properly included in the
wheeling rate as a cost of water transmission because, among other things, Metropolitan
has “the right to use [State Water Project] transport facilities for its own purposes, subject
to certain conditions.” The resolution states: “[I]t is appropriate to set the wheeling rate
on a ‘postage stamp’ basis; that is, a uniform rate per acre-foot of water wheeled
regardless of the source of the water, the facilities used in the transaction or the distance
the water is moved. A uniform rate is appropriate because of the integrated nature of
Metropolitan’s conveyance system; because Metropolitan’s historic and current rate
setting policy has been, and is, based on the postage stamp concept; because postage
stamp rate setting is the standard among California water supply entities; because of the
administrative impracticability of establishing point-to-point rates; because . . . the
Metropolitan Water District Act requires that rates shall be uniform for like classes of
service throughout Metropolitan; and because [the] Water Code . . . defines ‘fair
compensation’ to include reasonable charges for the use of the entire conveyance
‘system.’ ”
In its 2002 report of rates and charges, Metropolitan described what remains its
current rate structure. Water rates were “unbundled into separate services of supply,
conveyance and distribution, water stewardship and power.” State Water Project costs

13

The Water Authority claims earlier RMI reports are inconsistent with this conclusion
but the cited material does not support the contention. The earlier reports simply state that
Metropolitan purchases water from the State Water Project and include a chart of
Metropolitan’s projected expenditures. The cited pages have nothing to do with the
functionalization of costs.
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were divided between supply, conveyance and power “to allow a more detailed level of
analysis to be performed during the evaluation of rate design alternatives.” The State
Water Project Delta water charge and the cost of storage and transfer programs were
delegated to supply and the capital, operations, maintenance and overhead costs for
project facilities that convey water to Metropolitan’s service area were delegated to
conveyance. Power costs to convey water was separately stated.14 Rates were based on
these functional categories, with the system access rate recovering the system-wide cost
of providing conveyance and distribution. The report states that the system access rate
provides “a non-discriminatory rate to all parties that wish to use available system
capacity to move water anywhere in the [Metropolitan] service area” creating “the
opportunity for a fair and efficient water transfer market to develop.” Member agencies
purchasing water from Metropolitan or a third party “will pay the exact same cost for
access to the system.”
In 2010, Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. reviewed Metropolitan’s rate
methodology and found it consistent with industry standards. Concerning the State Water
Project, the financial consultant noted that the project provides an annual statement of
charges that invoices separately for supply and transportation and stated it was
“appropriate” for Metropolitan to assign “these components to the respective functional
categories.”15
The Water Authority offered a different expert assessment. Its retained consultant
opined that State Water Project costs should be allocated to supply alone, not allocated
between supply and transportation. Bartle Wells Associates approved Metropolitan’s
practice of dividing Colorado Aqueduct costs between supply and transportation but
14

The estimated revenue requirement to pay Metropolitan’s State Water Project expenses
in fiscal year 2003 was supply $48 million, conveyance $127 million and power $107
million.
15

The Water Authority says this statement was “suborned” by Metropolitan. The
consultant used language offered by Metropolitan executives to describe State Water
Project charges but there is nothing to suggest the consultant did not freely embrace the
characterization.
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concluded that a similar division of State Water Project costs was improper because
Metropolitan does not own or operate the latter facilities. As discussed, this heavy
reliance on ownership is misplaced because the State Water Project owner does not bear
its costs—Metropolitan and other contracting agencies do.
In any event, the courts do not weigh competing methodologies to determine the
best water rates. We determine only whether substantial evidence supports the fair
compensation determination made by the rate-setting agency. Metropolitan’s
determination is well supported by the record and must be affirmed as regards its system
access rate that recovers the cost of its State Water Project transportation payments. The
inclusion of these payments in the calculation of Metropolitan’s wheeling rate does not
violate the wheeling statutes.
2. Inclusion of the water stewardship rate
As indicated above, Metropolitan’s wheeling rate also includes a water
stewardship rate component designed to fund water conservation programs. (Admin.
Code, § 4124.) As part of its legislative mandate to “expand water conservation, water
recycling, and groundwater recovery efforts” (Wat. Code Appen., § 109‐130.5,
subd. (2)), Metropolitan enters into contracts with its member agencies that are designed
to develop and conserve local water resources. It funds these programs through the water
stewardship rate.
The trial court found the water stewardship rate to be supply-related, not
transportation-related, because the primary benefit of such programs is a reduced need for
imported water through development of local water supplies. Metropolitan contends that
its “allocation of the Water Stewardship Rate to transportation is reasonable because the
demand‐management programs it funds create several transportation‐related benefits.”
Metropolitan states that less demand for imported water assures unused capacity for
wheeling and reduces capital expenditures for expansion of the conveyance and
distribution system.
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The record fails to support Metropolitan’s inclusion of the water stewardship rate
as a transportation cost. A 2012 report prepared by Metropolitan itself states that “[t]he
central objective of Metropolitan’s water conservation program is to help ensure
adequate, reliable and affordable water supplies for Southern California by actively
promoting efficient water use.”
A water agency’s payments to its members to encourage water conservation is
outside the scope of recoverable costs contemplated by the wheeling statutes. As
previously noted, “fair compensation” for a wheeler’s use of a conveyance system is
statutorily defined as “the reasonable charges incurred by the owner of the conveyance
system, including capital, operation, [and] maintenance” costs. (Wat. Code, § 1811, subd.
(c).) “[A] water conveyance system owner is entitled to reasonable charges it incurs ‘for
the use of the conveyance system’ ([Wat. Code,] § 1811, subd. (c)) when there is unused
capacity available. . . . We must give the word ‘incurred’ its usual and ordinary meaning.
[Citations.] . . . ‘Charges incurred’ refers to costs a person becomes subject to or liable
for because of an act or transaction. [Citations.] . . . ‘[F]air compensation ([Wat. Code,]
§ 1810) includes charges the owner, in this case the Metropolitan Water District,
becomes subject to or liable for in using the ‘conveyance system’ ([Wat. Code,] § 1811,
subd. (c)) to wheel water when it has unused capacity.” (Imperial Irrigation, supra, 80
Cal.App.4th at pp. 1430-1431.)
Metropolitan’s payments to member agencies to fund water conservation
programs is not a cost of using the conveyance system to wheel water. Funding
conservation programs may lessen capital expenditures for system expansion in the
future, as Metropolitan asserts, but that potential savings is not recoverable under the
terms of the statute that permits recovery for actual conveyance costs—not avoided costs.
Water conservation is of undeniable importance. However, the narrow question
here is whether substantial evidence supports Metropolitan’s determination that the water
stewardship rate used to fund conservation programs is recoverable as “fair
compensation” for use of the conveyance system. (Wat. Code, § 1811, subd. (c).) The
answer is no.
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C. Common law
The trial court also found Metropolitan’s wheeling rate and exchange agreement
transportation rates in violation of the common law. Under the common law, rates are
invalid if they are not based “on the cost of service or some other reasonable basis.”
(County of Inyo v. Public Utilities Com. (1980) 26 Cal.3d 154, 159, fn. 4.) In evaluating
validity, “[s]ubstantial deference must be given to [Metropolitan’s] determination of its
rate design. [Citation.] ‘Rates established by the lawful rate-fixing body are presumed
reasonable, fair and lawful.’ ” (San Diego County Water Authority v. Metropolitan Water
Dist. (2004) 117 Cal.App.4th 13, 23, fn. 4.)
In finding a violation of the common law, the trial court relied on the same
reasoning on which it based its conclusions under the wheeling statutes. For the same
reasons we reject its conclusion under the common law with respect to Metropolitan’s
system access rate and agree with its conclusion with respect to the water stewardship
rate.
As discussed above, Metropolitan’s conveyance system encompasses both its own
facilities and State Water Project facilities, which are used as an integrated system to
transport water to Southern California. In addition to the evidence summarized above, we
also note that Metropolitan commonly uses a single reservoir with intermingled water
from the State Water Project and the Colorado River to supply member agencies. The
Water Authority purchased Colorado River water from Imperial but, under the exchange
agreement, received from Metropolitan a mix of water amounting to roughly 59 percent
Colorado River water and 41 percent State Water Project water. At trial, the Water
Authority asserted that Metropolitan’s use of project water to fulfill the exchange
agreement was simply a matter of Metropolitan’s convenience, as it was physically
possible to route Colorado River water directly to the Water Authority. The point,
however, is that Metropolitan uses State Water Project facilities in its standard
operations. To dismiss that use as one of convenience alone minimizes the operational
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constraints placed on a regional water agency that transports water from multiple sources
to multiple agencies.
As discussed above, the trial court properly found the water stewardship rate to be
supply-related, not transportation-related, so that its inclusion as a component of the
wheeling rate and exchange agreement transportation rates is also unlawful under the
common law.16 Having made that determination, we need not evaluate the validity of that
rate under the other provisions on which the trial court relied.
D. Proposition 26
The Water Authority asserts, and the trial court found, that the system access and
system power rate components in the wheeling and exchange agreement transportation
rates violate a constitutional provision enacted as Proposition 26 requiring voter approval
for tax levies (Cal Const., art. XIII C, § 1).17
All taxes imposed by a local governmental entity are subject to voter approval.
(Cal Const., art. XIII C, § 2, subd. (b).) Proposition 26, adopted in 2010, expanded the
definition of a tax to include “any levy, charge, or exaction of any kind” except specified
charges and assessments. (Id., § 1, subd. (e).) Among the exclusions from the definition
of a tax is “[a] charge imposed for a specific government service or product provided
directly to the payor that is not provided to those not charged, and which does not exceed
the reasonable costs to the local government of providing the service or product.”18 (Id., §
1, subd. (e)(2).) Metropolitan argues that Proposition 26 is inapplicable because its water
rates are not “imposed” but adopted by a voluntary cooperative of water agencies.
Whether or not “imposed,” the system access and system power rates are not tax levies

16

Metropolitan is correct in asserting that the holding here does not preclude it from
including the water stewardship rate component in its full-service rate.
17

The trial court’s Proposition 26 finding concerned rates only for 2013 and 2014.

18

The Water Authority says Metropolitan failed to raise below the payor-specific
services exception. In fact, the issue was fully briefed.
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subject to voter approval but are service charges that do not exceed the reasonable costs
to Metropolitan of providing water conveyance.
Metropolitan “bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence”
that its charge is not a tax and that the amount charged “is no more than necessary to
cover the reasonable costs of the governmental activity.” (Cal. Const., art. XIII C, § 1.)
“We review de novo the question whether the challenged rates comply with constitutional
requirements. [Citation.] We review the trial court’s resolution of factual conflicts for
substantial evidence.” (Newhall County Water Dist. v. Castaic Lake Water Agency (2016)
243 Cal.App.4th 1430, 1440 (Newhall).)19
The challenged rates comply with constitutional requirements. As previously
discussed, Metropolitan’s system access and system power rates recover the cost of its
State Water Project transportation payment and other costs incurred in maintaining a
water conveyance system. Metropolitan provides a specific service (use of the
conveyance system) directly to the payor (a member agency) that is not provided to those
not charged and which does not exceed the reasonable costs to Metropolitan of providing
the service. (Cal. Const., art. XIII C, § 1, subd. (e)(2).)
The Water Authority relies on Newhall to argue that Metropolitan’s water rates
violate Proposition 26 but that case presents a far different factual situation. In Newhall, a
wholesale water agency’s rate for supplied water was composed of a volumetric charge
and a fixed fee based on a retail water agency’s water usage of both water supplied and
groundwater not supplied by the wholesaler. (Newhall, supra, 243 Cal.App.4th at
pp. 1436‐1438.) “Because the rates are based on total water demand, the more
groundwater a retailer uses, the more it pays under the challenged rates. The use of
groundwater demand in the rate structure necessarily means that, in effect, the
[wholesaler] is charging for groundwater use.” (Id. at p. 1446.) The court concluded that
the wholesale water agency “cannot, consistent with Proposition 26, base its wholesale
19

The parties each request judicial notice of court documents filed in connection with a
request to depublish Newhall. (Evid. Code, §§ 452, subd. (d), 459, subd. (a).) We grant
the unopposed requests filed August 3 and September 23, 2016.
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water rates on the retailers’ use of groundwater, because the [wholesaler] does not supply
groundwater.” (Id. at p. 1441.) “[T]he demand for a product the Agency does not supply
—groundwater—cannot form the basis for a reasonable cost allocation method: one that
is constitutionally required to be proportional to the benefits the rate payor receives from
(or the burden it places on) the [wholesale] Agency’s activity.” (Id. at p. 1442.)
Here, Metropolitan charges for a service it supplies—water conveyance—and that
charge is founded on the costs borne by Metropolitan in maintaining the conveyance
system. The volumetric system access and system power rates paid by the Water
Authority bear a fair and reasonable relationship to the benefits it receives from its use of
the conveyance system and the burden its use places on that system.
E. Government Code section 54999.7
The trial court held that Metropolitan’s water rates also violate a Government
Code provision regulating public utility service rates. The statute provides: “Any public
agency providing public utility service may impose a fee, including a rate . . . for any
product, commodity, or service provided to a public agency . . . . Such a fee for public
utility service, other than electricity or gas, shall not exceed the reasonable cost of
providing the public utility service.” (Gov. Code, § 54999.7, subd. (a).)
Metropolitan claims the statute applies to retail utility agencies alone, not to a
wholesale water agency like itself. We need not address this issue because, for the
reasons previously discussed, the system access and system power rates do not exceed the
reasonable cost of providing water transportation. Whether or not the statute applies, it
has not been violated.
F. Breach of contract
As the trial court held, to the extent that the price Metropolitan charged the Water
Authority for wheeling was based on an unlawful rate, there was a breach of the amended
exchange agreement providing for future prices “equal to the charge or charges set by
Metropolitan’s Board of Directors pursuant to applicable law and regulation and
generally applicable to the conveyance of water by Metropolitan on behalf of its member
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agencies.” Since we have concluded that Metropolitan’s system access rate was not
improperly included in the wheeling charges, there was no breach in that respect and
damages should not have been calculated on that erroneous premise. Since the water
stewardship rate was unlawfully charged for the conveyance of water, there was a breach
of the agreement in that respect. The Water Authority is entitled to recover damages
limited to the overcharges attributable to the unlawful inclusion of the water stewardship
rate.
Metropolitan has made several assertions on appeal denying an enforceable
contract and actionable breach but none is persuasive. The contract was not illegal at its
inception for including a variable price term that was ultimately found to contain an
unlawful rate component. Also, contrary to Metropolitan’s arguments, the evidence
sufficiently establishes a violation of the contractual price term, not just the wheeling
rate, and actionable injury is shown by payment of a water stewardship rate unrelated to
the transportation services provided.
We must remand the matter for a redetermination of damages based solely on
overcharges from inclusion of the water stewardship rate. Prejudgment interest must also
be recalculated. On this subject, Metropolitan contends the statutory rate of interest was
wrongly used in the original proceedings because the exchange agreement stipulates a
contractual rate. This contention is unsupported by the terms of the exchange agreement,
as the trial court rightly held.
G. The Water Authority’s preferential right to water supplies
Metropolitan contends the trial court misapplied a statutory provision that
establishes a formula for the preferential right of Metropolitan member agencies to obtain
available water supplies in the event of a shortage. (Wat. Code Appen., § 109-135.) The
statute grants member agencies “a preferential right” to Metropolitan-supplied water
proportionate to the member’s past payments toward Metropolitan’s capital and operating
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costs, excluding payments for the “purchase of water.”20 (Ibid.) The trial court found “the
Exchange Agreement was not an agreement pursuant to which [the Water Authority]
obtained water from [Metropolitan], but instead an agreement pursuant to which
[Metropolitan] in effect conveyed water on behalf of [the Water Authority].” Thus, the
Water Authority’s “payments under the exchange agreement must be included in the
preferential rights calculation.” We agree with this conclusion.
Metropolitan’s major source of revenue has shifted from property taxes to water
sales, making the exclusion of water purchases from the calculation of preferential rights
of increasing significance and contention. (San Diego County Water Authority v.
Metropolitan Water Dist., supra, 117 Cal.App.4th at p. 23.) In prior litigation between
the parties, this district court of appeal upheld Metropolitan’s interpretation of the
preferential rights statute to mean that amounts paid for water purchases are not to be
taken into account in determining preferential rights even when those amounts are
calculated to include the recovery of capital and operating costs. (Id. at pp. 24-25.) The
court held that “where the operating expenses and capital costs of Metropolitan are
included in the rate charged for the water” a member is not “entitled to receive
preferential rights credits for that amount of the water charges attributable” to those costs
and expenses. (Id. at p. 25.)
Metropolitan excludes from its calculation of preferential rights all volumetric
payments for the purchase of Metropolitan water, including the supply rate and
transportation rate components. The Water Authority does not challenge that
20

“Each member public agency shall have a preferential right to purchase from the
district for distribution by such agency, or any public utility therein empowered by such
agency for the purposes, for domestic and municipal uses within the agency a portion of
the water served by the district which shall, from time to time, bear the same ratio to all
of the water supply of the district as the total accumulation of amounts paid by such
agency to the district on tax assessments and otherwise, excepting purchase of water,
toward the capital cost and operating expense of the district’s works shall bear to the total
payments received by the district on account of tax assessments and otherwise, excepting
purchase of water, toward such capital cost and operating expense.” (Wat. Code Appen.,
§ 109-135.)
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methodology here. The only question presented on this appeal is whether the Water
Authority’s payments under the exchange agreement are for the purchase of Metropolitan
water and thus properly excluded from the calculation of preferential rights.
We “independently judge the text of the statute, taking into account and
respecting” the interpretation of its meaning accorded by the administrative agency
charged with its enforcement, here Metropolitan. (Yamaha Corp. of America v. State Bd.
of Equalization (1998) 19 Cal.4th 1, 7.) We review the interpretation of a written contract
de novo unless the interpretation turns upon the credibility of extrinsic evidence.
(Coopers & Lybrand v. Superior Court (1989) 212 Cal.App.3d 524, 529.)
The exchange agreement cannot fairly be construed to constitute a purchase of
water from Metropolitan within the meaning of the preferential rights statute. The
purpose, structure and terms of the contract make it clear that the Water Authority is not
purchasing water from Metropolitan but from Imperial. As the trial court rightly
discerned, the Water Authority is exchanging water with Metropolitan “to make use of its
own independent supplies.”
The contract expressly provides that the water delivered to the Water Authority
“shall be characterized as Metropolitan water . . . only for the limited purposes of [the
price provision] and the interim agricultural water program.” Under the referenced price
provision, the Water Authority agreed to pay a price equal to the transportation rates
lawfully set for the conveyance of Metropolitan-supplied water. In agreeing to pay rates
equal to the Metropolitan-supplied water rates, the Water Authority did not agree it was
purchasing Metropolitan water. There was no purchase of Metropolitan water and, thus,
payments under the exchange agreement must be credited in the calculation of
preferential rights.
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IV. The Water Authority’s Cross-appeal
A. Metropolitan imposes an unconstitutional condition on member agencies’ participation
in water conservation programs
Metropolitan uses revenue from its water stewardship rate to fund water
conservation programs. The programs are designed to meet Metropolitan’s “long term
water supply reliability goals” and satisfy a legislative mandate to “expand water
conservation, water recycling, and groundwater recovery efforts.” (Wat. Code Appen.,
§ 109‐130.5.) To implement these programs, Metropolitan “enters into project contracts,
on a discretionary basis, with its member agencies” that “require the contracting parties to
develop and implement local resource development, conservation and/or desalination
projects.” Under the local resource development and seawater desalination projects,
Metropolitan “pays up to $250 for each acre-foot of water produced” and, under the
conservation credits program, Metropolitan “pays a specific amount for each acre-foot of
water estimated to be conserved.” Metropolitan “anticipates spending hundreds of
millions of dollars” on these programs.
Since April 2005, Metropolitan has included in all water conservation program
contracts a page-long “Rate Structure Integrity” (RSI) clause. The clause states, in
relevant part, that the contracting member agency “agrees and understands” that the
existing rate structure “provides the revenue necessary to support” conservation
programs. The agency further agrees to address “any and all” disputes regarding the
existing rate structure through the administrative process and “if they file or participate in
litigation or support legislation to challenge or modify [Metropolitan’s] existing rate
structure . . . Metropolitan may initiate termination of this agreement.” If Metropolitan
decides to terminate it must provide written notice to the agency, which may request
mediation of the dispute. “If mediation does not result in an agreement acceptable to each
party . . . the notice of intent to terminate shall be reinstated.” The RSI clause makes no
provision for restoring terminated benefits if a court upholds a recipient’s challenge to
Metropolitan’s rates and finds the challenged rates to be illegal.
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Metropolitan deems the Water Authority’s initiation of the 2010 and 2012 lawsuits
at issue on this appeal to be a violation of the RSI clause. Shortly after the Water
Authority filed the 2010 action, Metropolitan sent notice of its intention to terminate six
water conservation project contracts containing the RSI clause. In response, the Water
Authority requested mediation, as contemplated by the RSI clause. After an unsuccessful
mediation, there were only four ongoing project contracts subject to termination, as the
other two had been fully performed according to their terms. On June 14, 2011,
Metropolitan’s board voted to terminate two of the remaining four project contracts that
contained the RSI provision. The other two contracts were amended to provide payments
directly to residents and businesses in the Water Authority’s service region. After
terminating the agreements, Metropolitan “deferred” all “pending incentive agreements”
and declared that future agreements “will not be executed” without further board action.
The Water Authority sought a declaratory judgment declaring invalid and
unenforceable the RSI clause. The Water Authority alleges the RSI clause constitutes an
“unconstitutional condition” on the Water Authority’s ability to receive program funding
and is unlawful under Civil Code section 1668 by seeking to exempt Metropolitan from
“liability for setting rates in violation of California law.” In pretrial proceedings,
Metropolitan and the Water Authority each moved for summary adjudication of the
declaratory relief cause of action. The trial court adjudicated the claim in Metropolitan’s
favor. The court found the RSI clause satisfies all elements of an unconstitutional
condition but that the Water Authority lacks standing to assert the claim. The court found
that the Water Authority, a public agency, “does not have an independent constitutional
right to petition the legislature or the courts to challenge Metropolitan’s water rates
because that is an inherently individual right.” The court also found Civil Code section
1668 inapplicable because Metropolitan did not seek to contract away all liability but
imposed only a financial disincentive to legal challenges. Following trial, the court
entered judgment on this cause of action in favor of Metropolitan. Our review on appeal
is de novo. (Guz v. Bechtel National, Inc. (2000) 24 Cal.4th 317, 334; Davis v. Kiewit
Pacific Co. (2013) 220 Cal.App.4th 358, 363.)
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Metropolitan’s stated purpose for the RSI clause is “to ensure funding for its longterm project contracts by protecting the stability of [its] integrated rate structure, which
provides the funds necessary to pay for the . . . programs.” Metropolitan asserts that
“ ‘[l]egal and legislative challenges to Metropolitan’s rate structure outside the
established public board process could have an adverse impact on Metropolitan’s ability
to sustain project and program funding and are disruptive and costly.’ ” Metropolitan
concedes that “[t]he possibility that [the Water Authority] might sue to challenge
[Metropolitan’s] rates was a consideration in proposing the RSI provision.”
The Water Authority alleges the RSI clause violates article I, section 3 of the
California Constitution.21 The Water Authority contends that the clause purports “to
allow Metropolitan, a government entity, to deprive the Water Authority of its
constitutional right to petition the courts of this state for redress of legitimate legal
grievances against Metropolitan, by allowing Metropolitan the right to unilaterally
terminate the project contracts in the event that the Water Authority challenges
Metropolitan’s rates in court.” The Water Authority argues the RSI clause imposes an
“unconstitutional condition” on water conservation program funding.
The doctrine of unconstitutional conditions limits the government’s power to
require one to surrender a constitutional right in exchange for a discretionary benefit.
(Dolan v. City of Tigard (1994) 512 U.S. 374, 385.) When receipt of a public benefit is
conditioned upon the waiver of a constitutional right, the “ ‘government bears a heavy
burden of demonstrating the practical necessity for the limitation.’ ” (Robbins v. Superior
Court (1985) 38 Cal.3d 199, 213.) “[H]owever well-informed and voluntary that waiver,
the governmental entity seeking to impose those conditions must establish: (1) that the
conditions reasonably relate to the purposes sought by the legislation which confers the
benefit; (2) that the value accruing to the public from imposition of those conditions
manifestly outweighs any resulting impairment of constitutional rights; and (3) that there
21

Article I, section 3(a) of the California Constitution provides: “The people have the
right to instruct their representatives, petition government for redress of grievances, and
assemble freely to consult for the common good.”
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are available no alternative means less subversive of constitutional right, narrowly drawn
so as to correlate more closely with the purposes contemplated by conferring the benefit.”
(Parrish v. Civil Service Com. (1967) 66 Cal.2d 260, 271 (Parrish).)
In Parrish, the California Supreme Court ruled a county could not constitutionally
condition the continued receipt of welfare benefits upon the recipients’ advance consent
to random, exploratory searches of their homes—searches otherwise prohibited by the
Fourth Amendment. (Parrish, supra, 66 Cal.2d at pp. 270-275.) In Dolan, the United
States Supreme Court protected the Fifth Amendment right to just compensation in
holding a city could not condition approval of a building permit on the landowner’s
dedication of a portion of the owner’s property for public use. (Dolan v. City of Tigard,
supra, 512 U.S. at p. 385.) The doctrine “vindicates the Constitution’s enumerated rights
by preventing the government from coercing people into giving them up.” (Koontz v. St.
Johns River Water Mgmt. Dist. (2013) __ U.S. __, __ [133 S.Ct. 2586, 2594].)
We agree with the trial court that the RSI clause imposes an unconstitutional
condition on water conservation funding. Metropolitan argues that payments under the
water conservation contracts are not “public benefits” so that the unconstitutional
conditions doctrine does not apply. Metropolitan says public benefits are those made
available to the general public, such as welfare benefits or the use of public property. But
the term “public benefit” simply means a benefit conferred by a government entity, as
opposed to a benefit conferred by a private actor. (See Robbins v. Superior Court, supra,
38 Cal.3d at p. 213 [using public benefit and government benefit interchangeably].) The
doctrine has been applied to benefits given to a discrete group or organization (Evans v.
City of Berkeley (2006) 38 Cal.4th 1, 5-6) and local agencies (Sonoma County Org. of
Public Employees v. County of Sonoma (1979) 23 Cal.3d 296, 318-319).
Also unavailing is Metropolitan’s argument that the Water Authority waived its
right of petition by entering into water conservation contracts containing an RSI clause
surrendering that right. In fact, a Water Authority executive testified that the agency
entered the contracts under a reservation of rights, believing the RSI clause to be
“unlawful and unenforceable.” The argument also fundamentally misconstrues the
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unconstitutional conditions doctrine. Under the doctrine, a waiver of constitutional rights,
“however well-informed and voluntary that waiver,” is invalid when wrongly conditioned
upon receipt of a public benefit. (Parrish, supra, 66 Cal.2d at p. 271.)
We also reject Metropolitan’s contention that material issues of fact exist to
preclude summary adjudication. The undisputed facts show insufficient justification for
the punitive RSI clause. To justify such a measure, Metropolitan must show that
(1) conditioning water conservation program payments on member agencies’ surrender of
their petitioning rights is reasonably related to rate stability; (2) the public value of
imposing the condition manifestly outweighs its burden on constitutional rights; and
(3) there are no less restrictive means to achieve rate stability. (Parrish, supra, 66 Cal.2d
at p. 271.) As the trial court rightly concluded, the evidence shows Metropolitan can
obtain sufficient funding for its water conservation programs without barring member
agencies from water rate challenges. Metropolitan asserts that “factual issues remain” as
to whether the RSI clause is narrowly tailored to achieve rate stability, but Metropolitan
has tendered no evidence tending to show the absence of feasible alternatives. To the
contrary, Metropolitan itself has advised its bondholders, “To the extent that a court
invalidates Metropolitan’s adopted rates and charges, Metropolitan will be obligated to
adopt rates and charges that comply with any mandates imposed by the court.
Metropolitan expects that such rates and charges would still recover Metropolitan’s cost
of service. As such, revenues would not be affected.” If Metropolitan’s rates are revised
in the manner proposed by the Water Authority in the complaint, other member agencies
may pay higher rates unless other actions are taken by the board. “[A]ny impairment of
the right to petition, including any penalty exacted after the fact, must be narrowly
drawn.” (Wolfgram v. Wells Fargo Bank (1997) 53 Cal.App.4th 43, 57.) Our review of
the record finds no evidence sufficient to raise a triable issue of fact on the issue.
Although the trial court correctly held the RSI clause contains the elements of an
unconstitutional condition, the court denied the prayer to invalidate the provision on the
ground that the Water Authority lacks the standing to challenge the condition. In this
respect, we conclude the trial court erred. The constitutional right at issue here is the right
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to petition government for the redress of grievances under article I, section 3(a) of the
California Constitution. The right to petition includes the right to seek judicial relief.
(E.g., Jersey v. John Muir Medical Center (2002) 97 Cal.App.4th 814, 821.) The trial
court, noting that the provision recognizes the right of the people to petition government,
held the right applies only to individuals, not to public agencies. The court found no
“direct state law on the issue whether governmental actors have a [constitutional] right to
petition” and observed that the California Supreme Court has not yet decided the issue.
(See Vargas v. City of Salinas (2009) 46 Cal.4th 1, 16-17 [declining to decide the
issue].)22 However, several appellate courts, applying the statute authorizing special
motions to strike strategic lawsuits against public participation (SLAPP) (Code Civ.
Proc., § 425.16), have held that government entities do have First Amendment rights,
including the right to petition. (E.g., Santa Barbara County Coalition Against Automobile
Subsidies v. Santa Barbara County Assn. of Governments (2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1229,
1237; Bradbury v. Superior Court (1996) 49 Cal.App.4th 1108, 1117.)
In Bradbury, the court deemed “without merit” the argument that the anti-SLAPP
statute protects private citizens but not government entities. (Bradbury v. Superior Court,
supra, 49 Cal.App.4th at pp. 1113-1114.) That argument is wrongly “premised on the
theory that a government entity and its representatives have no First Amendment rights.”
(Ibid.) The court held that the request of a county and its representative for investigation
by law enforcement agencies was “in furtherance of the right to petition government for
grievances.” (Id. at p. 1117.) Santa Barbara Coalition concerned a local transit agency;
that case likewise held that “government agencies and their representatives have First
Amendment rights, and are ‘persons’ entitled to protection under [Code Civil Procedure]
section 425.16, subdivision (b).” (Santa Barbara County Coalition Against Automobile
Subsidies v. Santa Barbara County Assn. of Governments, supra, 167 Cal.App.4th at
p. 1237.)
22

Likewise, the United States Supreme Court has declined to decide whether government
entities have First Amendment rights, or may assert an “unconstitutional conditions”
claim. (United States v. Am. Library Assn., Inc. (2003) 539 U.S. 194, 210-211.)
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Although the California Supreme Court approved these cases as a matter of
statutory interpretation without reaching the constitutional issues (Vargas v. City of
Salinas, supra, 46 Cal.4th at pp. 16-17), the high court expressed no disapproval of these
decisions. As the Water Authority rightly observes, the anti-SLAPP statute protects acts
in furtherance of the constitutional right of petition, indicating that government agencies’
petitioning rights must ultimately be grounded in the Constitution. Although federal
courts are divided on the issue, the Ninth Circuit, as well as the Second, Third, and
Seventh Circuits, have recognized in the context of Noerr-Pennington23and other issues
that government agencies are protected by the First Amendment right to petition.
(Manistee Town Center v. City of Glendale (9th Cir. 2000) 227 F.3d 1090, 1093; see
Mosdos Chofetz Chaim, Inc. v. Village of Wesley Hills (S.D.N.Y. 2010) 701 F.Supp.2d
568, 598-602.)
In holding that San Diego Water Authority has no constitutional right to petition,
the trial court relied primarily on Star-Kist Foods, Inc. v. County of Los Angeles (1986)
42 Cal.3d 1, 5-10 (Star-Kist). That case upheld the standing of local and county
governments to challenge a state law exempting from ad valorem taxation business
inventories of foreign origin or destination shipped through the state. “Standing” in the
context of that case referred “not to traditional notions of a plaintiff’s entitlement to seek
judicial resolution of a dispute, but to a narrower, more specific inquiry focused upon the
internal political organization of the state: whether counties and municipalities may
invoke the federal Constitution to challenge a state law which they are otherwise dutybound to enforce.” (Id. at pp. 5-6, fn. omitted.) In upholding the right of the local
government agencies to challenge a state law as interfering with Congress’ exclusive
23

See Eastern Railroad Presidents Conference v. Noerr Motor Freight, Inc. (1961) 365
U.S. 127, 136 (“[T]he Sherman Act does not prohibit two or more persons from
associating together in an attempt to persuade the legislature or the executive [or a court]
to take particular action with respect to a law that would produce a restraint or a
monopoly.”); United Mine Workers v. Pennington (1965) 381 U.S. 657, 670 (“Joint
efforts to influence public officials do not violate the antitrust laws even though intended
to eliminate competition.”).
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control over commerce, the court distinguished the “structural” rights at issue in that case
and in cases arising under the Constitution’s supremacy clause from individual rights that
governmental entities have no right to enforce against the state. (Id. at p. 8.)24 “Counties
and cities must look to the state Constitution and the Legislature for their creation and
delegated powers. [Citation.] Counties are ‘merely . . . political subdivision[s] of state
government, exercising only the powers of the state, granted by the state, created for the
purpose of advancing “the policy of the state at large . . . .” ’ [Citation.] Though
municipalities may enjoy a greater degree of autonomy with regard to local affairs
[citation], they too are subject to the sovereign’s right to extend, withdraw or modify the
powers delegated.” (Id. at p. 6.) It is this “legislative control over cities and counties” that
animates the rule that “subordinate political entities, as ‘creatures’ of the state, may not
challenge state action as violating the entities’ rights under the due process or equal
protection clauses of the Fourteenth Amendment or under the contract clause of the
federal Constitution. ‘A municipal corporation, created by a state for the better ordering
of government, has no privileges or immunities under the federal constitution which it
may invoke in opposition to the will of its creator.’ ” (Ibid.)
The dictum in Star-Kist on which the trial court relied has no application in the
present case. It has long been recognized that “[a] municipal corporation, created by a
state for the better ordering of government, has no privileges or immunities under the
Federal Constitution which it may invoke in opposition to the will of its creator.”
(Williams v. Baltimore (1933) 289 U.S. 40, 53; see 13 C. Wright, A. Miller, & E. Cooper,
Fed. Practice and Proc. (1975) § 3531, p. 234 [“Political subdivisions of states have been
held to lack constitutional rights against the creating state, a conclusion that is at times
translated into a lack of standing to challenge state policies.”].) But the Water Authority
24

Certain constitutional rights, like the “guarantees that all citizens enjoy equal
protection of the laws and due process of law . . . are not structural limitations on
government power in the Supremacy Clause sense, but they are rights given to individual
citizens which limit governmental power generally. Such rights accrue to individual
citizens, not to units of government.” (San Diego Unified Port Dist. v. Gianturco
(S.D. Cal. 1978) 457 F.Supp. 283, 290.)
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does not seek to invoke privileges “in opposition to the will of its creator” but to a coequal public agency. It is not asserting any right against the state that has created it. Suits
between public agencies are hardly uncommon. Although there assuredly is a “long line
of cases which hold that a public entity, being a creature of the state, is not a ‘person’
within the meaning of the due process clause, and is not entitled to due process from the
state” (Santa Monica Community College Dist. v. Public Employment Relations Bd.
(1980) 112 Cal.App.3d 684, 690), the Water Authority is not asserting a right to due
process of law, or equal protection of the law, rights that understandably are principally
for the benefit of natural persons. The right to petition the courts for redress of unlawful
acts, in contrast, is not inherently a right applicable only to natural persons. The
California Constitution confers on public agencies a multitude of rights and powers,
many of which undoubtedly would become meaningless if the agencies were powerless
to enforce them. It is no stretch to find inherent in these rights and powers constitutional
recognition of the right to petition the courts for protection of the agencies’ legal rights.
Star-Kist pointed out that one reason for recognizing the standing of the public
agencies in that case was that there was “a real possibility that the constitutionality of the
Legislature’s scheme . . . would have gone unchecked absent challenge by those entities
charged with administration of the program.” (Star-Kist, supra, 42 Cal.3d at p. 9.)
Similarly here, if the Water Authority—an intermediary in the delivery chain of water to
the ultimate consumer—cannot challenge the rates charged by Metropolitan, any
unlawful rates that Metropolitan may charge undoubtedly would go unchecked. In a case
such as this one, the right to petition, if successfully asserted, will indirectly inure to the
benefit of the natural persons who ultimately purchase the water to which Metropolitan’s
rates apply. Sound public policy thus militates strongly in favor of recognizing the
constitutional basis for the water agency’s statutory right (Gov. Code, § 945) to seek
judicial relief. As the Ninth Circuit has stated in holding that the First Amendment right
to petition protects government actors, “[t]his kind of petitioning may be nearly as vital to
the functioning of a modern representative democracy as petitioning that originates with
private citizens.” (Manistee Town Center v. City of Glendale, supra, 227 F.3d at p. 1093;
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see also Mariana v. Fisher (3d Cir. 2003) 338 F.3d 189, 200 [“Governmental petitioning
is as crucial to the modern democracy as is that of private citizens.”].)
Because the Water Authority is entitled to judgment on its declaratory relief cause
of action declaring the RSI clause invalid and unenforceable as an unconstitutional
condition, we need not address other possible grounds for striking the offensive
provision. We need not decide whether the provision, although admittedly included in the
water conservation program contracts with the “object, directly or indirectly” of
insulating Metropolitan from suits for the violation of law, does not run afoul of Civil
Code section 1668 because it does not “exempt” it from liability, 25 or whether the
provision violates broader principles of unconscionability and public policy.
B. Attorney fees
The trial court found the Water Authority to be the prevailing party in the
litigation and awarded it attorney fees of almost $9 million pursuant to a contractual fee
provision contained in the parties’ amended exchange agreement. (Civ. Code, § 1717.)
The award represents fees incurred through phase one of trial. The Water Authority
asserts the trial court misconstrued the scope of the agreement’s attorney fee provision in
denying it an additional $2.6 million for prosecuting the second phase of trial.
Reversal of the judgment will necessitate a redetermination of the prevailing party
on remand, as the Water Authority is no longer the possessor of a “simple, unqualified
win.” (Hsu v. Abbara (1995) 9 Cal.4th 863, 876.) On remand, the trial court must
determine if one of the parties “recovered a greater relief in the action on the contract”
than the other (Civ. Code, § 1717, subd. (b)(1)) or if the results of the litigation are
sufficiently mixed that no party may be said to have prevailed. (Hsu, supra, at pp. 874876.) While the prevailing party determination may change, the scope of the contractual
fee provision remains relevant and requires our consideration.
25

Civil Code section 1668 provides: “All contracts which have for their object, directly
or indirectly, to exempt anyone from responsibility for its own fraud, willful injury to the
person or property of another, or violation of law, whether willful or negligent, are
against the policy of the law.”
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The provision states, in relevant part, that no party shall seek to modify
conveyance charges set under the agreement for a period of five years from its execution
but that after the expiration of that time period, “nothing herein shall preclude [the Water
Authority] from contesting in an administrative or judicial forum whether such charge or
charges have been set in accordance with applicable law and regulation . . . . In the event
that [the Water Authority] contests a matter pursuant to the foregoing sentence, the
prevailing party shall be entitled to recovery of reasonable costs and attorney fees
incurred in prosecuting or defending against such contest.”
In denying the Water Authority’s request for attorney fees incurred in the second
phase of trial, the court found: “The fees clause here is highly idiosyncratic; it is not a
general ‘prevailing party’ clause. It is narrowly drafted to cover attorneys’ fees in cases
challenging rates.” The court determined the prevailing party “may only recover
attorneys’ fees for phase I of the case, which dealt specifically with rates,” and not for
phase II, which addressed whether Metropolitan breached the contract. Where, as here,
interpretation of a contract “does not turn on the credibility of conflicting extrinsic
evidence, the trial court’s interpretation of the contract is a question of law we review de
novo, or independently.” (Tribeca Companies, LLC v. First American Title Ins Co.
(2015) 239 Cal.App.4th 1088, 1110.)
We see no basis for denying fees incurred in the second phase of trial on the
breach of contract claim. We agree with the trial court that the fee clause does not
broadly cover all contract actions but is narrowly drafted to cover only claims
challenging the rates charged by Metropolitan. We disagree, however, that the breach of
contract claim here is not such a claim. The contract claim, like the claims tried in phase
one, is founded on the assertion that Metropolitan’s charges are unlawfully set. Section
5.2 of the water exchange agreement requires water transportation rates—the contract’s
price term—be “set in accordance with applicable law and regulation,” permits the Water
Authority to contest the lawfulness of those rates, and entitles the prevailing party to
recover attorney fees incurred in prosecuting “such contest.” The Water Authority’s
breach of contract claim is founded on this contractual provision. In the operative
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complaint, the Water Authority alleges Metropolitan “breached section 5.2 by setting
rates for the conveyance of the Water Authority’s purchased water that violate applicable
laws and regulations.” The contract price and water rates are one and the same. Proving
breach of the price term necessarily includes a rate challenge.
The lawfulness of the charges imposed under the exchange agreement was not an
issue confined to phase one. Metropolitan asserted throughout trial that its contractual
charges were set in accordance with applicable law and regulation. In phase two
Metropolitan argued there was no breach of contract because the parties understood
charges set pursuant to “applicable law and regulation” included the State Water Project
costs and water stewardship rate components, even if the components were invalid as
applied to third parties. Both phases of trial thus concerned a dispute over whether
charges in the exchange agreement were “set in accordance with applicable law and
regulation.” The prevailing party in that contest, as determined by the trial court on
remand, is entitled to an award of contractual attorney fees.
We note, however, that neither the statutory preferential rights claim tried in phase
two, nor the unconstitutional condition issue determined on summary judgment, are
within the scope of the attorney fee clause. We leave to the trial court the task of
appropriate allocation should this become necessary.
Disposition
The judgment is reversed and the peremptory writ of mandate vacated. The matter
is remanded to the trial court for recalculation of damages, entry of declaratory
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relief on the Rate Structure Integrity clause, redetermination of the prevailing party, and
other proceedings consistent with the views expressed in this opinion. The parties shall
bear their respective costs and attorney fees incurred on the appeal and cross-appeal.

_________________________
Pollak, J.

We concur:

_________________________
McGuiness, P. J.

_________________________
Siggins, J.
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SIGGINS, J., Concurring.
I join fully in Justice Pollak’s opinion for the court, and write separately to express
an additional reason why I believe the Rate Structure Integrity (RSI) provision in the
contract between Metropolitan Water District of Southern California (Metropolitan) and
the San Diego County Water Authority (Water Authority) is invalid. I believe it is
unconstitutional for a different reason than the effect it may have on the right to petition
for redress of grievances. In my view, it is inconsistent with the constitutional
requirement that water rates be set in the manner prescribed by law because it seeks to
evade the statutory scheme that governs the joint use of capacity in water conveyance
facilities set forth in the wheeling statutes at division 2, article 4 of the Water Code
(§§ 1810-1814). I would conclude it is unenforceable for this reason.
Our state Constitution provides that: “The right to collect rates or compensation
for the use of water supplied to any county, city and county, town, or the inhabitants
thereof, is a franchise, and cannot be exercised except by authority of and in the manner
prescribed by law.” (Cal. Const., art. X, § 6.)
The wheeling statutes provide a basis for the Water Authority to use
Metropolitan’s conveyance facilities upon the payment of fair compensation. (Wat. Code,
§ 1810.) But those statutes also make clear that “any determination made under this
article” can be the subject of a judicial challenge in which “the court shall consider all
relevant evidence, and the court shall give due consideration to the purposes and policies
of this article.” (Wat. Code, § 1813.) Because the RSI conditions the provision of
wheeling services under the exchange agreement on the waiver of any judicial remedy for
violation of the wheeling statutes, and in fact seeks to insulate Metropolitan’s rates from
judicial review, I believe it is invalid under application of Parrish v. Civil Service
Commission (1967) 66 Cal.2d 260, 271 for reasons expressed by the trial court in its
summary judgment ruling and Justice Pollak in his majority opinion.

_________________________
Siggins, J.
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misallocations is that parties who use Met's wheeling services pay an inflated rate for that
service.
Third, San Diego asserts that, while Met incurs significant costs to accommodate the
practice by some member agencies of "rolling on" to Met's system and buying more water in dry
years, and "rolling off' of Met's system and substantially reducing their purchases from Met in
average years (dry-year peaking), Met's rates fail to assign those costs to the member agencies
that cause the dry-year peaking costs to be incurred or that benefit from the availability of dryyear peaking supplies.
I find for San Diego on the first two issues and for Met on the third.

Procedural History

San Diego filed suit challenging Met's 2011 and 2012 rates on June II, 2010 (the 2010
case). 1 The operative Third Amended Complaint in the 201 0 case includes six causes of action:
the Rate Challenges (Causes of Action# 1-3); breach of' contract (Cause of Action #4);
declaratory relief as to RSI (Cause of Action# 5); and declaratory relief as to preferential rights
(Cause of Action #6). Within the Rate Challenges, San Diego asserts that Met's 2011 and 2012
rates violate numerous constitutional and statutory provisions, namely: Article XIII A of the
California Constitution (Proposition 13) and its implementing statute, Government Code §
50076; the Wheeling Statute, Water Code§ 1810 et seq.; Government Code§ 54999.7(a);
1

San Diego and Met have driven this litigation, but they are not the only parties. Imperial Irrigation District
answered the 20 I 0 Complaint, the Third Amended Complaint in the 20 I 0 action, and the 2012 Complaint alleging
that some or all of Met's actions violated Water Code §§ 1810-1814. The Utility Consumers' Action Network also
answered the 20 I 0 complaint seeking invalidation of the rates, but not the operative Third Amended Complaint in
that action or the 2012 complaint. The City of Glendale, Municipal Water District of Orange County, City of
Torrance, Las Virgenes Municipal Water District, West Basin Municipal Water District, Foothill Municipal Water
District, and City of Los Angeles all answered the 20 I 0 Complaint, the operative Third Amended Complaint in that
action, and the 2012 Complaint siding with Met. Three Valleys Municipal Water District answered the 20 I 0 and
2012 Complaints siding with Met, but not the Third Amended Complaint in the 2010 action. Western Municipal
Water District and Eastern Municipal Water District answered the 2012 Complaint, siding with Met.

2

Government Code§ 66013; section 134 of the Metropolitan Water District Act; and California
common law.
On June 8, 20 12, after Met approved rates for calendar years 2013 and 2014 that relied on
many of the same cost allocations and ratemaking determinations, San Diego filed a second
lawsuit (the 2012 case). The 2012 case includes four causes of action: rate challenges to the
2013 and 2014 rates (Causes of Action# 1-3) and another claim for breach of contract (Cause of
Action# 4). Within the 2012 rate challenges, San Diego alleges that Met's 2013 and 2014 rates
violate the same common law, constitutional and statutory provisions as in the 2010 case, as well
as Article XIII C § I of the California Constitution (Proposition26).
On September 20, 2013, the parties filed cross-motions for summary adjudication. San
Diego moved for summary adjudication on the RSI cause of action. Met moved for summary
adjudication on the RSI cause of action, the preferential rights cause of action, and both breach
of contract causes of action. By order dated December 4, 2013, I denied San Diego's motion for
summary adjudication on RSI, granted Met's motion for summary adjudication on RSI, and
denied Met's other motions for summary adjudication.
I bifurcated the breach of contract causes of action and set them for trial at a date
following resolution of the rate challenges. The parties agreed to postpone the preferential rights
claim as well; it will be heard at the same time as the breach of contract claims. The rate
challenges were set for trial on December 17, 2013.
The trial for the rate challenges in the 2010 case and the 2012 case commenced on
December 17, 2013, and was completed, except for closing arguments, on December 23. The
parties filed post-trial briefs on January 17, 2014; closing arguments were heard on January 23,
2014.

3

I issued a tentative determination and proposed statement of decision February 25, 2014.
I provided the parties additional time for objections, which were filed March 27.
This statement of decision follows.

Factual Background
1.

The Parties

Met was established in 1928 by the Metropolitan Water District Act. Stats. 1969, ch. 209
as amended; Water Code Append.§§ 109-134. Met acts as a supplemental wholesale water
supplier to 26 cities and water districts throughout Southern California (Met's member agencies).
San Diego is one of Met's member agencies, and has been since 1946. Met's member agencies
govern Met through their representatives on Met's Board of Directors. Water Code Append. §§
109-50, 109-51, 109-55. Each member agency has proportional representation on the Board of
Directors, and is entitled to at least one seat on the Board, plus an additional seat for every full
3% of the total assessed value of the property within the member agency's service area that is
taxable for district purposes. !d. at§§ 51-52.
Member agencies are not obligated to buy water from Met. If member agencies have
access to local sources of water, they may freely opt out fully or partially from Met's services.
JTX-2 (AR2012-016429) at AR2012-016440; Metropolitan Wat. Dist. ofS. Cal. v. Imperial

Irrigation Dist., 80 Cal.App.4th 1403, 1417 (2000) (MWD).
But (with the exception of Los Angeles) member agencies currently have no way to
receive imported water supplies except through Met's facilities. If a member agency such as San
Diego purchases imported water on its own, it must as a practical matter move the water through

4

Met's facilities. The use of a water conveyance facility by someone other than the owner or
operator is referred to as "wheeling." Met provides wheeling services to its member agencies.

2.

Water Networks

Met "imports water from two principal sources, the State Water Project in Northern
California, via the California Aqueduct, and the Colorado River, via the Colorado River
Aqueduct." 2

Met takes delivery of its Colorado River water at Lake Havasu. Met transports its

Colorado River water through the Colorado River Aqueduct, which Met owns and operates. Met
takes delivery of State Water Project (SWP) water at four delivery points near the northern and
eastern boundaries of Met's service area, including two large reservoirs, Castaic Lake and Lake
Perris. SWP water is delivered to Met by the Department of Water Resources (DWR) via the
California Aqueduct, which is part of the SWP. Met does not own or operate the SWP, nor does
Met transport SWP water from Northern California to the terminal reservoirs at Castaic Lake and
Lake Perris. 3
Once the SWP water is received by Met, Met sometimes blends that water with water
from the Colorado River, delivering blended water to its member agencies including San Diego.
Met's distribution system transports water across a large part of the State, delivers water in six
counties, and serves an area home to 19 million residents. 4 Member agencies, in tum, deliver
water to their customers.

2

JTX-2* (AR2012-016429) at AR2012-016440. "*"indicates that a document is present only in the 2012

administrative record. "**" indicates that a document is not in any administrative record. All documents in the
20 I 0 administrative record are also in the 2012 administrative record.
2
DTX-090 at AR2012-00000I (capitalization omitted).
3
PTX-237A** (Resps. to RF A Nos. 44-47).
4
DTX-1 09* at AR2012-016583.
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3.

Met's Contract with DWR

Met has a contract with DWR entitled "Contract Between [Met] and [DWR] for a Water
Supply and Selected Related Agreements." 5 Pursuant to this contract, DWR makes SWP water
available to Met at delivery structures established in accordance with the contract. 6 Met is
obligated to make all payments under the contract even if it refuses to accept delivery of water
made available to it. !d. at AR2012-000048 (Art. 9).
The contract distinguishes between the cost to supply SWP water to Met, and the cost to
transport SWP water to Met. 7 The cost to transport the SWP water to Met includes a capital cost

component; a minimum operation, maintenance, power, and replacement component; and a
variable operation, maintenance, power, and replacement component. 8
The DWR contract gives Met the right to use the SWP transportation facilities to
transport water that does not come from SWP facilities 9 The contract also gives Met the right to
use SWP facilities for "interim storage" of non-project water, for later transportation to Met and
its member agencies. 10 Met pays no facilities charge to transport or store non-project water
because Met pays for these rights by way of its transportation charge under the DWR Contract.
DTX-055 at AR2012-000153 (Art. 55(b)-(c)); DTX-087 at AR2012-011307 ("contractor[s] that
participate[] in the repayment for a reach [haveJ already paid costs of using that reach for
conveyance of water supplies in the Transportation Charge invoice under its Statement of

5

DTX-090 at AR2012-00000I (capitalization omitted).
DTX-055 at AR2012-000048-49 (Arts. 9 (Obligation to Deliver Water Made Available), 10 (delivery structures)).
7
DTX-055 at AR2012-000065 (Art. 22 (a), defining Delta Water Charge), 000071-72 (Art. 23, defining
Transportation Charge).
8
DTX-055 at 000071 (Art. 23, defming Transportation Charge), 000074 (Art. 24(a), defining Capital Cost
Component), 000083 (Art. 25(a), defming Minimnm Operation, Maintenance, Power, and Replacement
Component), 000086-87 (Art. 26(a), defming Variable Operation, Maintenance, Power, and Replacement
Component).
9
DTX-055 at AR2012-000153 (Art. 55(a)).
10
Id; see also DTX-087 at AR20 12-01 I 307; DTX-1 09* at AR20 12-016588. These documents refer to Met's use of
the SWP to transport non-project water to full-service users.
6

6

Charges"); DTX-109* at AR2012-016588 ("This [non-project water] conveyance service is
provided because the state water contractor has paid for the capital and operations and
maintenance costs associated with the capacity in the California Aqueduct that is used").

4.

Met's Rates and Charges
a.

Rate-Setting

Until 2003, Met charged its member agencies a single, bundled water rate without any
separate supply or transportation components. 11 In 1998, Met began the process of designing
and implementing unbundled water rates and charges, to reflect the different services Met
provides in order to more transparently recover its costs. 12
Every year, or more recently, every two years, Met's Board votes on particular rates
adopted under that rate structure. In each budget and rate-setting cycle, Met looks at the services
it expects to provide and estimates the costs it expects to incur to provide those services. As part
of this process, Met evaluates its budget and the required rates necessary to support that budget. 13
For each rate-setting since the unbundling, Met has presented each Board member with a
final letter setting fmih the details of the proposed rate options and a staff recommendation, as
well as a multi-step cost of service (COS) analysis demonstrating how Met assigns certain
expenses to related operation functions. 14
In Step 1 of the COS process, Met determines its revenue requirements for the given
fiscal year.

15

This prospective process is necessarily inexact because Met must estimate both the

services it plans to provide and their cost. 16

11

DTX-045 at AR2012-006471, 006496.
DTX-132* at AR2012-006462 01; DTX-034 at AR2012-005545-46.
13
DTX-090 at AR2010-011443; DTX-110* at AR2012-016594.
14
DTX-090 at AR2010-0011443; DTX-110* at AR2012-016594.
15
DTX-090 at AR2010-0l 1467, 011472-011474 (Schedule I at AR2010-0I 1474 sets forth the revenue
requirements by budget line item); DTX-110* at AR2012-016674, 016679-016680.
16
Id
12
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In Step 2 of the COS process, Met fimctionalizes its costs according to the nature of the
service to which the costs correspond. 17 These services are: supply, transportation (conveyance
and aqueduct and distribution), storage, and demand management.

18

Transportation-related costs associated with bringing water to Met's service areamainly costs associated with the Colorado River Aqueduct and the SWP transportation
facilities-are functionalized as conveyance and aqueduct costs. !d. Transportation-related
costs associated with Met's internal distribution system are fimctionalized as distribution costs.
!d. Costs associated with investments in developing local water resources are fimctionalized as

demand management costs. !d.
In Step 3 of the COS process, Met categorizes its fimctionalized costs based on their
causes and behavioral characteristics, including identifying which costs are incurred to meet
average demands versus peak demands, and which costs are incurred to provide "standby"
service. 19 The relevant classification categories include: fixed demand costs, fixed commodity
costs, fixed standby costs, and variable commodity costs. 20 Demand costs are "incurred to meet
peak demands" and include only the "direct capital financing costs" necessary to build additional
physical capacity in Met's system. 21 Commodity costs are generally associated with average
system demands. Fixed commodity costs include fixed operations and maintenance and capital
financing costs that are not related to accommodating peak demands or standby service.
Variable commodity costs include costs of chemicals, most power costs, and other cost
components that vary depending on the volume of water supplied. Standby service relates to

17

DTX-090 at AR20 10-011472, 011474-011482 (Schedule 4 at 011481 sets out the revenue requirements by their
service function; DTX-110* at AR2012-016679, 016681-016687.
18
DTX-090 at AR2010-011474-0 11475; DTX-11 0* at AR2012-016681-016682.
19
DTX-090 at AR2010-011472, 011483-011489; DTX-110* at AR2012-016679, 016688-016694.
20
DTX -090 at AR20 10-011483 (Schedule 7 at 011488 sets out the service revenue requirements by classification
category); DTX-110* at AR2012-016688.
21
DTX-090 at AR2010-011483, 011488; DTX-110* at AR2012-016688, 016693.
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MWD's ability to ensure system reliabilities during emergencies such as earthquakes or major
facility outages. The two principal components of Met's standby service costs are emergency
storage within its own system and the standby cap-acity within the SWP conveyance system. 22
In Step 4 of the COS process, Met breaks its operation functions down into
corresponding rate design elements, which, in Met's rate structure are volumetric rates (i.e., rates
charged per acre-foot23 of water Met delivers to the member agencies), and fixed charges (i.e.,
charges which do not vary with sales in the current year). 24 Among the unbundled volumetric
rates in Met's rate structure are the Supply Rates (Tiers I and 2) and the Transportation Rates. 25
Met's fixed charges included a Readiness-to-Serve Charge and a Capacity Charge. 26
b.

Water Rate Versus Wheeling Rate

Met's full-service water rate, charged when Met sells a member agency water, includes
supply rates (Tier 1 and Tier 2), the System Access Rate, the System Power Rate, and the Water
Stewardship Rate. These are all volumetric charges. Met's Wheeling Rate includes the System
Access Rate, the Water Stewardship Rate, and the incremental cost of power necessary to move
the water. MWD Admin. Code§§ 4119, 4405(b). All member agencies are charged the same
rates. These components are described below.
i.

Supply Rates

Met's Supply Rates recover costs incurred to maintain and develop water supplies needed
to meet the member agencies' demands. 27 These costs include capital financing, operating,

22

ld
An acre-foot of water covers one acre one foot deep.
24
DTX-090 at AR2010-011472, 011490 (Schedule 8 at 011490 sets out Met's classified service functions by rate
design element)); DTX-110* at AR2012-016695.
25
DTX-090 at AR2010-011490-011500; DTX-110* at AR2012-016695-016700.
23

'' Id
27
DTX-090 at AR2010-011474-011475, 011499-011500; DTX-110* at AR2012-016681, 016700.
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maintenance and overhead costs for storage in Met's reservoirs? 8 These costs are generally
recovered through the Tier 1 Supply Rate. However, if purchases in a calendar year by a
member agency that executed a purchase order exceed 90% of its base firm demand (an amount
based on the member agency's past annual firm demands), that member agency must pay a
higher Tier 2 Supply Rate. 29 If a member agency did not execute a purchase order, the member
agency must pay the higher Tier 2 Supply Rate for any amount exceeding 60% of its base firm
demand. 30
ii.

System Access Rate

The System Access Rate generates revenues to recover the capital, operating,
maintenance, and overhead costs associated with the transportation facilities (e.g., aqueducts and
pipelines) necessary to deliver water to meet member agencies' average annual demands. 31
Revenues from the SAR recover the costs of paying for distribution facilities (Met's facilities
within its service area) and conveyance facilities (costs associated with the SWP facilities and
Colorado River Aqueduct)? 2 The System Access Rate also includes regulatory storage costs,
which are associated with maintaining additional distribution capacity and help meet peak
demands 33

/d.
DTX-045 at AR20 12-006535-006536; DTX-090 at AR2010-011499; DTX-110* at AR2012-016700.
Jo Id.
31
DTX-045 at AR2012-006518; DTX-090 at AR2010-011492; DTX-11 0* at AR20 12-016697.
32
DTX-045 at AR2012-006518.
33
DTX-090 at AR2010-011473, 011475, 011484-011485, 0!1488, 011490-011492; DTX-11 0* at AR20 12-016680,
016682,016695-016697.
28

29
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iii.

System Power Rate

The System Power Rate generates revenues to recover the costs of power necessary to
pump water through the SWP and Colorado River facilities to Met, and through Met's facilities
to the member agencies. 34
Met allocates transportation costs associated with the SWP to the System Access Rate
and the System Power Rate the same way it allocates those costs associated with the Colorado
River Aqueduct. 35
iv.

Water Stewardship Rate

The Water Stewardship Rate recovers the costs of funding demand management
programs (local water resource development programs, water conservation programs, and
seawater desalination programs). 36 These demand management programs, discussed in more
detail below, are designed to encourage the development of local water supplies and the
conservation of water.
c.

Readiness-to-Serve Charge

Met's Readiness-to-Serve Charge recovers, among other things, SWP-related conveyance
costs associated with peak demand (i.e., capital financing costs), as well as emergency storage
and peak-related storage costs (i.e., storage which provides operational flexibility in meeting
peak demands and flow requirements), and costs incurred to stand by and provide services
during times of emergency or outage offacilities. 37 Each member agency's Readiness-to-Serve

34

DTX-045 at AR2012-006520; DTX-090 at AR2010-011492; DTX-110* at AR2012-016697.
DTX-090 at AR2010-011488, 011490; DTX-110* at AR2012-016693, 016695.
36
DTX-045 at AR2012-006519; DTX-090 at AR2010-011492; DTX-110* at AR2012-016697.
37
DTX-090 at AR2010-011484-011485, 011488, 011490, and 011494-0 11495; DTX-110* at AR2012-0 16688016689,016693,016695, and 016698-016699.
35

II

Charge is based on that agency's ten-year rolling average of past total consumption, i.e., all firm
deliveries including water transfers and exchanges that use Met capacity. 38
d.

Capacity Charge

The Capacity Charge is intended to pay for the cost of peaking capacity on Met's system,
while providing an incentive for local agencies to decrease their use of Met's system to meet
peak day demands. 39 Each member agency's Capacity Charge is based on that agency's
maximwn summer day demand placed on the system between May I and September 30 for a
three-calendar year period. 40
e.

Treatment Surcharge

The treatment surcharge is a uniform system-wide volumetric rate charged to for treated
water. 41
5.

Demand Management Programs

Met's demand management programs fall under the rubric of the Local Resources
Program, which provides incentives for recycled water and groundwater recovery facilities; the
Seawater Desalination Program, which provides incentives for member agencies to develop
facilities to desalinate seawater; and the Conservation Credits Program, which encourages the
installation of water-efficient devices. 42
Met's demand management programs, are designed to, and do, reduce demand for water.
See DTX-045 at AR2012-006519 ("Investments in conservation and recycling decrease the

38

DTX-090 at AR2010-011495; DTX-110* at AR2012·016699.
DTX-090 at AR2010-011492-0 11493; DTX-110* at AR2012-016697-016698.
40
DTX-090 at AR2010-011492; DTX-110* at AR2012-016697.
41
DTX-045 at AR2012-006520.
42
See, e.g., DTX-027 at AR20 12-002868-002873; JTX-2* (AR20 12-0 16429) at AR20 12-016496, 016519.

39
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region's overall dependence on imported water supplies"); 12/20/2013 Tr.** at 588:24-589:1

43

("That's ultimately what [Met is] paying for is for a reduction in demand for imported water
from [Met's] system." (Upadhyay testimony)); DTX-027 at AR2012-002870 (the first key goal
of Met's Local Resources Program is to "avoid or defer Met capital expenditures"); 12/20/2013
Tr. ** at 578:22-580:11 (Upadhyay testimony stating that Met adopted the Local Resources
Program principles and they remain in effect today); DTX-518** at MWD2010-00466049
(Board identifying regional benefits associated with the Local Resources Program, including
reduction in capital investments due to deferral and downsizing of regional infrastructure and
reduction in operating costs for distribution of imported supplies); 12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 580:17581:21 (Upadhyay testimony that Met adopted the Local Resources Program as described in
DTX-518); DTX-527** at MWD2010-00469807 (the first key goal of Met's Seawater
Desalination Program is to "avoid or defer MWD capital expenditures"); 12/20/2013 Tr** at
583:16-585:1 (Upadhyay testimony stating that Met's Seawater Desalination Program results in
similar benefits to the Local Resources Program, including its key goals, and Met's Board
adoption of the Program).
There are various estimates of the demand for water alleviated by these programs. See
JTX-2* (AR2012-016429) at 016519 (Met's 2010 IRP estimates that 1,037,000 acre-feet of
water will be conserved annually in southern California by 2025 due to Met's Conservation
Credits Program). On an annual basis Met is required to report to the Legislature the effect its
demand management programs have on decreasing demands on Met's system. See, e.g., DTX454** (Senate Bill60 Report for fiscal year 2011112); 12/20/2013 Tr. at 601:5-18 (Upadhyay
testimony). These reports note the number of acre-feet of water Met was able to avoid
As explained in note 3, "*" indicates that a document is present only in the 2012 administrative record. "**"
indicates that a document is not in any administrative record. All documents in the 2010 administrative record are
also in the 2012 administrative record.

43
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transporting to its member agencies in a particular year as a result of its demand management
programs. DTX-454** at MWD2010-00310322; 12/20/2013 Tr.** at 601:19-603:15 (Upadhyay
testimony). Met calculates the effect demand management programs have by comparing the
actual demand in a given year to the amount of reduced demand quantified in its SB-60 Reports.
12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 601:19-603:15 (Upadhyay testimony). For example, in fiscal year 2011112,
Met estimated it would have had to transport over 20% more water through its system without its
demand management programs. !d.; see also id. at 603:16-605:19 (Upadhyay testimony
explaining that the 20% figure is conservative because the Conservation Credits Program
actually reduces demand more than is reflected in the SB-60 Reports).
Met states that these decreases in demand avoid some capital expenditures, 44 including
some transportation-related capital expenditures. See, e.g., DTX-090 at AR2010-011511
("Investments in demand side management programs like conservation, water recycling and
groundwater recovery ... help defer the need for additional conveyance, distribution, and
storage facilities.").
For example, in 1996, Met conducted a study to determine its future demand scenarios
and corresponding infrastructure requirements. 45 Met evaluated two scenarios: a "base case,"
under which no demand management programs were in place, and a "preferred case," under
which demand management program were in place. 46 Met compared the base and preferred
cases and determined that demand management programs would decrease demand, thereby
reducing the amount of water passing through Met's system. Met believes that this equated to $2

44

DTX-020 at AR20 12-001655-001657; 12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 605:20-606:8 (Upadhyay testimony).
DTX-018**; DTX-019 at AR2012-001406-001519; DTX-020 at AR2012-001520-00 1657.
46
DTX-018** at MWD2010-00465826-00465828, 00465831-00465836; 12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 566:13-567:24
(Upadhyay testimony).
45
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billion savings in capital infrastructure costs. 47 It is unclear the extent to which the demand
management programs contemplated in the preferred case exist.
Met also explored how its anticipated capital expenses relate to demand on Met's system
in its 1996 Integrated Resources Plan ("IRP"). 48 In the 1996 IRP, Met performed a sensitivity
analysis to assess whether changes in future demands would impact the need for additional or
expanded distribution facilities. 49 The IRP concludes that a 5% increase/decrease of demand had
a correlative effect on when Met would need to incur capital infrastructure costs. 5° For example,
Met determined that with a 5% decrease in demand, it could defer building the San Diego
Pipeline No. 6 and the Central Pool Augmentation Project, both of which are distribution
facilities. 5 1 Met contends that it has in fact been able to defer both of these projects because
demand management programs have decreased demand on Met's system. 52

6.

Dry-Year Peaking

Met is a supplemental supplier of water. Thus annual demand for Met water can vary for
a variety of reasons. See JTX-2* (AR2012-016429) at AR2012-016473 ("[Met's] primary
purpose is to provide a supplemental supply of imported water to its member public agencies ...
The demand for supplemental supplies is dependent on water use at the retail consumer level and
the amount oflocally supplied water. Consumer demand and locally supplied water vary from
year to year, resulting in variability in water sales").
According to San Diego, "dry-year peaking" refers to armual variations in use of Met
water as a result of drought conditions. A reference to this is found in in Met's 1996 Integrated

47

DTX-018** at MWD2010-00465836; 12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 568:22-569:12 (Upadhyay testimony).
DTX-020 at AR2012-001520-001657.
49
DTX-020 at AR2012-001655-00!657; 12/20/2013 Tr.** at 571:25-572: I 0 (Upadhyay testimony).
50
DTX-020 at AR20 12-001655-00 1657; 12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 571:25-573: 16 (Upadhyay testimony).
51
DTX-020 at AR2012-00 1655-001657; 12/20/2013 Tr.** at 573:6-16 (Upadhyay testimony).
52
12/20/2013 Tr. ** at 573:17-574:3 (Upadhyay testimony).
48
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Resources Plan (IRP), which spelled out the storage, conveyance, and water supply development
costs that Met must incur to satisfy "dry year water demands." 53 This IRP explained that
"because demands and supplies can vary substantially from year to year due to weather and
hydrology," and "because Metropolitan's supplies are the swing supply for the region as a whole,
this variation in demand alone translates into a± 14 percent change in Metropolitan's water
sales," much of which is attributed to the fact that "below-normal runoff in the Owens Valley
increases [Los Angeles's] need for Metropolitan's deliveries." 54
Raftelis's 1999 cost-of-service report, commissioned by Met, also refers to dry-year
peaking and the disparity among member agencies in their peaking behavior, caused by the fact
that "agencies with local resources" use Met as their "'swing supply. "' 55
According to San Diego, some member agencies increase their reliance on Met water by
a greater magnitude than other agencies during dry years. San Diego's experts calculated each
member agency's average annual variations in purchases over the last ten years (including the
ratios of highest annual water use to average annual water) and San Diego submitted this
information to Met's Board for its consideration during the 2012 rate-setting cycle. 56 San
Diego's experts concluded that MWD's largest customers (i.e., those that purchase over 100,000
acre-feet of water per year, accounting for more than 70% of MWD' s total water deliveries) had
ratios between 1.07 and 1.32. !d. (San Diego's ratio was 1.11, Los Angeles Department of Water
and Power's ratio was 1.31).

53

AR2010-001406 at 001450, 001452, 001466, 001491, 001493, 001509-10, 001591.
AR2010-001406 at 001486-88 (charting LA's dry-year peaking); see also AR2012-16429 at 16523* (detailing
Los Angeles's practice of rolling onto Met's system in dry years and rolling off again in dry years).
55
AR2012-16288 2114 at 2189-92*
56
DTX-108* atARz012-016177.
54
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Basic Evidentiary Standards and Burdens

The basic evidentiary standards and burdens applicable to the claims asserted here were
discussed in the November 5, 2013 pretrial order. While the determinations made there were
subject to revision, Pre-Trial Rulings at 9, the parties have provided no new argument and so I
reiterate them here.
1.

Default Rules

The general principles governing review of a quasi-legislative action on a writ of
mandate under C.C.P. § I 085 are discussed in American Coatings Assn., Inc. v. South Coast Air
Quality Dist., 54 Ca1.4th 446,460 (2012). The rules are: (!)the standard of review is arbitrary
and capricious, (2) petitioner usually bears the burden ofproof/ 7 and (3) the court considers only
the administrative record before the agency at the time of its decision. An administrative
agency's rate-making is a form of quasi-legislative action. 20th Century Ins. Co. v. Garamendi,
8 Cal.4th 216,277 (1994); Brydon v. East Bay Mun. Uti!. Dist., 24 Cal.App.4th 178, 196 (1994)
(water rate structure is quasi-legislative). Rates are presumed reasonable, fair, and lawful,
Hansen v. City ofSan Buenaventura, 42 Cal .3d 1172, 1180 (1986) and petitioners have the
burden of showing otherwise. Id; San Diego Cnty. Water Auth. v. Metro. Water Dist. ofS.
California, 117 Cal.App.4th 13, 23 n.4 (2004).
Evidence outside the administrative record is not usually admissible. Western States
Petroleum Ass 'n v. Superior Court, 9 Cal. 4th 559, 565, 576 (1995). Western States did
recognize a narrow exception: Extra-record evidence is admissible in traditional mandamus
proceedings if it existed before the agency made its decision and it was not possible in the
exercise of reasonable diligence to present it to the agency before the decision was made. !d. at

57

Evict. C.§ 500. The burden of producing evidence is usually, but not always, on the party which has the burden of
proof. Evict. C.§ 550 (b).
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578. Other exceptions might exist, but extra-record evidence cannot be used to contradict the
administrative record. !d. at 578-79.

2.

Proposition 26 (California Constitution Article XIII C)

California Constitution Article XIIIC § 1(e) provides,
The local government bears the burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence
that a levy, charge, or other exaction is not a tax, that the amount is no more than
necessary to cover the reasonable costs of the governmental activity, and that the manner
in which those costs are allocated to a pay or bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the
payor's burdens on, or benefits received from, the governmental activity.
This is similar to that enacted by Proposition 218 and found in article XIIID § 4(f), which
states:
In any legal action contesting the validity of any assessment, the burden shall be on the
agency to demonstrate that the property or properties in question receive a special benefit
over and above the benefits conferred on the public at large and that the amount of any
contested assessment is proportional to, and no greater than, the benefits conferred on the
property or properties in question.
Proposition 218 probably requires independent review. Silicon Valley Taxpayers Ass'n,
Inc. v. Santa Clara County Open Space Authority, 44 Cal. 4th 431 (2008). 58 Proposition 26
specifies the "burden of proving by a preponderance of the evidence" that the charge is not a tax,
whereas Proposition 218 uses only the general term "burden." By clarifying the burden,
Proposition 26 may more strongly suggest that independent or de novo review is required. After
Proposition 218, "an assessment's validity, including the substantive requirements, is now a
constitutional question," and agencies may not exercise discretion to violate the constitution.

58

Silicon Valley held the Proposition did not specif'y the burden, and so considered extrinsic evidence of voter
intent. !d. at 445. The Court found that Proposition 218 was intended to overturn cases that held a deferential view
of local government assessments was required. !d. at 445-46. And the Court concluded that the primary basis for
deferential review, judicial deference to legislative acts, did not apply under Proposition 218, a constitutional
amendment designed to limit local power, because Proposition 218 makes an assessment's validity a constitutional
question. !d. at 447-48. Neither party here discusses the extrinsic evidence of voter intent as to Proposition 26.
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Silicon Valley, 44 Cal.4th at 448. This too suggests de novo review. See also Griffith v. City of
'

Santa Cruz, 207 Cal.App.4th 982, 990 (2012) (reviewing trial court's denial of petition fbr writ
of mandate pursuant to Propositions 218 and 26 de novo because it involved a facial
constitutional challenge to an ordinance as written); Greene v. Marin Cnty. Flood Control &

Water Conservation Dist., 49 Cal.4th 277,298 (2010) (reciting Silicon Valley). Moreover, the
statutory language suggests that Met bears the burden of proving that its charge is not a tax under
'

any of the seven exceptions.
As to the scope of the evidence to be considered, given the default rule that the scope of
review is limited to the administrative record (with certain exceptions) and the failure of
Proposition 26 to clearly modifY this standard, I will here follow Western States and look only to
the administrative record.
3.

Proposition 13 and Government Code §§ 50075-50077

Whether a statute imposes a tax or a fee for the purposes of Proposition 13 is a question
of law to be decided on an independent review of the facts. See Cal. Farm Bureau Federation v.

State Wat. Resources Control Bd, 51 Cal. 4th 421,436 (2011).
The following burden-shifting framework applies: (I) San Diego bears the burden of
establishing a prima facie case showing that the fee is invalid; and (2) if San Diego's evidence is
sufficient, Met then bears the burden of production to show that the challenged components of its
rates bear a fair or reasonable relationship to the costs of the service Met provides. San Diego
bears the burden of proof, and Met's burden is one of production only. See Cal. Farm Bureau, 51
Cal. 4th at 436-37. For the same reasons discussed with respect to Proposition 26, I will look
solely to the administrative record.
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4.

Wheeling Statutes

1

The wheeling statutes provide that no "public agency may deny a bona fide transteror of
!

water the use of a water conveyance facility which has unused capacity, for the period of time for
which that capacity is available, if fair compensation is paid for that use, subject to [enumerated
I

exceptions]." Wat. Code§ 1810. '"Fair compensation' means the reasonable charges infurred
by the owner of the conveyance system, including capital, operation, maintenance, and
replacement costs, increased costs from any necessitated purchase of supplemental power, and
including reasonable credit for any offsetting benefits for the use of the conveyance syste\n."
Wat. Code§ 18ll(c).
Section 1813 provides,
In making the determinations required by this article, the respective public agency shall
act in a reasonable manner consistent with the requirements of the law to facilitate the
voluntary sale, lease, or exchange of water and shall support its determinations by written
findings. In any judicial action challenging any determination made under this article the
conrt shall consider all relevant evidence, and the conrt shall give due consideration to
the purposes and policies ofthis article. In any such case the court shall sustain the
determination of the public agency if it finds that the determination is supported by
substantial evidence.
In Metropolitan Water Dist. ofSouthern Cal. v. Imperial Irr. Dist., 80 Cal.App.4th 1403,
1423, 1426-33 (2000), the Court found the wheeling statutes do not always preclude the
consideration of system-wide costs in a wheeling rate calculation, and in so doing the Court
afforded no deference to Met's position. Accordingly, I should review de novo whether the
statute applies or bars the inclusion of any component in a rate. But to the extent I must to
review Met's factual "fair compensation" determination, the statute requires me to do so under
the substantial evidence standard.
The statutory language does not address the burden of proof, nor is there authority on
point. San Diego argued in pre-trial briefing that Beaumont Investors v. Beaumont-Cherry Valley
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Water District, 165 Cal.App.3d 227 (1985) places the burden of proof on the water distri,ct to
I

prove that its charges are fairly allocated and do not exceed the reasonable cost of servic~. But,
if anything, Beaumont shifts only the burden of production. Homebuilders Ass 'n of Tulare/Kings
Cntys., Inc. v. City of Lemoore, 185 Cal.App.4th 554, 563 (2010) (Beaumont conflated the

burden of production and the burden of proof, the agency in Beaumont failed to meet its purden
of production).
!

Finally, the statute requires me to consider all relevant evidence. See Wat. Code§ 1813.
5.

Government Code§ 54999.7(a) and 66013

Met maintains that these statutes do not apply in this case as a matter oflaw. See Met
Closing Brief, 26-29 (arguing that(!)§ 66013 does not apply because it provides a basis for
challenging capacity charges, not water rates generally; and (2) § 54999.7 does not apply to a
water wholesaler like Met, or where all customers are public agencies, or where rates are not
imposed). The applicability of the statutes is a legal matter, and no deference is afforded to Met.
I resolve those legal issues below.
To the extent San Diego alleges Met acted unreasonably by including certain components
in its water rates, this may raise factual questions, challenging Met's quasi-legislative actions.
As to such issues, I afford deference to Met. I apply the default rule that San Diego bears the
burden of proof and the default rule that I am confined to the administrative record.
6.

The Met Act

San Diego argues that Met violated its enabling statute, the Met Act, by including in its
wheeling rate costs that are unrelated to wheeling. At issue is Water Code Appendix§ 109-134,
which requires Met to set rates that are "uniform for like classes of service throughout the
district."
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"[T]he judiciary, although taking ultimate responsibility for the construction of the
statute, accords great weight and respect to the administrative construction." San Diego Cnty.

Wat. Authority v. Metropolitan Wat. Dist. ofSouthern Cal., 117 Cal.App.4th 13, 22-23 (2004).
The Court further noted that substantial deference must be given to Met's determination ~,Jf its
rate design and that rates established by a lawful rate-fixing body are presumed reasonabje, fair,
I

and lawful. !d. at 23 n.4. Accordingly, here I should give substantial deference to Met's ;rate
design, presume that Met's rates are reasonable, and accord great weight to Met's statutory
constmction while independently taking ultimate responsibility for construction of the statute.

Yamaha Corp. ofAmerica v. State Bd. of Education, 19 Ca1.4th I, II n.4 (1998) (court has final
responsibility for the interpretation of the law).
To the extent a burden of proof applies, consistent with the presumption that Met's rates
are reasonable the following burden-shifting scheme applies: (1) the plaintiff has the initial
burden to establish that rates are different for different classes of like entities; (2) upon that
showing, the defendant must make a showing that the rates were fixed by a lawful rate-fixing
body, giving rise to an assumption of fact is required to be made that the rates fixes are
reasonable, fair, and lawful; and (3) the plaintiff has the ultimate burden to show that the rates
fixed are unreasonable. Elliott v. City ofPacific Grove, 54 Cal.App.3d 53, 60 (1975). In Elliott,
the Court stated in dicta that the burden-shifting scheme proposed by defendants should apply in
a rate-setting case. See also Hansen, 42 Cal. 3d at 1180 (citing Elliott for the propositions that
rates established by a lawful rate-fixing body are presumed reasonable and that, thus, plaintiffs
bear the burden of showing that the rates fixed are unreasonable). Absent a showing that
evidence is admissible pursuant to an exception under Western States, I should consider only the
administrative record.
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7.

Common Law

1

A county, for example, can sue to enjoin rates that discriminate without a reason,ble and
proper basis. Cnty. oflnyo v. Pub. Utilities Com., 26 Cal.3d 154, 159 (1980) (citing Elliott, 54
Cal.App.3d at 59). "A showing that rates are discriminatory is in itself insufficient to fulbll a
complainant's burden ofproof[citation]; a showing, however, that such discrimination rJsts
I

solely on the nonresident status of the customer, and not on the cost of service or some o~er
'

reasonable basis, will prove the rate invalid." Cnty. oflnyo, 26 Cal.3d at 159 n.4. With ~espect
to the common law theory, I should give Met deference. Even when appellate opinions have not
applied the writ of mandate standard to rates, they follow the "substantial deference" standard
and presume rates' reasonableness. See San Diego, 117 Cal.App.4th at 23 n.4. The burdenshifting procedure described above should apply to the common law theory for the same reasons
it should apply under the Met Act. As with the Met Act claim, I should confine myself to the
administrative record, absent San Diego's showing that an exception to Western States applies.

Key Cases
I.

Wheeling Cases

"State law mandates that the owner of a water conveyance system with unused capacity
allow others to use the facility to transport water. The use of a water conveyance facility by
someone other than the owner or operator to transport water is referred to as 'wheeling.' In
return for wheeling, the water conveyance system owner is entitled to 'fair compensation.'"

Metropolitan Wat. Dist. ofS. Cal. v. Imperial Irrigation Dist., 80 Cal.App.4th 1403, 1407 (2000)
(MWD).
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With respect to wheeling, the parties focus on two cases decided less than a mon1h apart.
',

See MWD, 80 Cal.App.4th 1403; San Luis Coastal Unified School Dist. v. City ofMorroiBay, 81
Cal.App.4th I 044 (2000).
In MWD, Met sought validation of its wheeling rates. MWD, 80 Cal.App.4th at 1408.
Then, as now, Met's wheeling rate was based on the amount of water transported without regard
I
I

to the source of water, the facilities used, or the distance traveled. !d. at 1419. The rate was
based on the same "transmission-related costs" that Met included in the rates it charged fbr the
I
I

water it sold to member agencies. !d. The transmission-related charges compensated M~t for its
capital investment and system-wide costs. !d. These costs included: debt service, operations
and maintenance expenses, and take-or-pay contract costs associated with aqueducts and
pipelines that deliver water from the supply sources to storage facilities, treatment plants and
customer service connection points; SWP costs identified as transportation (both capital and
maintenance); the costs of operating and maintaining the Colorado River Aqueduct and in-basin
systems; the costs of planning and constructing transmission facilities, the costs of operating and
maintaining regulating reservoirs; and 50% of Met's "Water Management Program branches'
expenses." !d. at I 4 I 9-20. The transmission costs were discounted for wheeling transactions to
take into account the fact that wheeling can only occur when unused capacity is available. Id. at
I 420. The wheeling rate only applied to member agencies. !d.
Met explained that it factored system-wide costs into its wheeling rate to maintain its
operational and financial integrity and to avoid adverse impact upon rates and charges of other
member agencies. !d. Specifically, Met argued that if water sales to member agencies were
displaced by wheeling transactions and Met was unable to charge wheelers for its capital
investments and system-wide costs, then Met would have to scale back its conservation and
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recycling programs or shift costs to other member agencies or taxpayers. !d. at 1420-21.: Met
I

was concerned that wheeling transactions by member agencies would put at risk its

inve~tment

in

facilities, its capital improvements, its water management programs, and its ability to meet its
SWP costs. !d. at 1421. In short, Met argued that if a member agency purchasing water from
'·

Met paid for the fixed, unavoidable costs of the system, then member agencies using the same
I
!

system for wheeling must contribute to Met's fixed costs on an equivalent basis. In Met''s view,
this prevents the water-purchasing agencies from subsidizing part of the wheeling transa¥ons by
!

bearing the full costs of Met's system. !d.
The trial court bifurcated trial. !d. at 1422. In the first phase, the trial court addressed
two legal questions: (1) whether Met may include all of its system-wide costs in calculating its
wheeling rates rather than only costs relating to particular facilities; and (2) whether Met may set
"postage stamp" rates in advance without regard to any particular wheeling transaction. !d. The
trial court resolved those legal questions against Met, obviating the need for the second phase of
trial. !d.
The Court of Appeal reversed. First, the Court held that "neither the plain language of
the Wheeling Statutes nor the legislative history supports a conclusion as a matter of law that
system-wide costs carmot under any circumstances be included in a wheeling rate calculation."
!d. at 1427. In so doing, the Court left it to the trial court to determine whether the system-wide

costs included in Met's wheeling rate are proper. Id. at 1433. The Court began its analysis by
noting that the Legislature did not use language consistent with the theory that only point-topoint costs may be recovered. !d. at 1428. Next, the Court reasoned that the fair compensation
to which a water conveyance system owner is entitled for wheeling water includes reasonable
capital, maintenance, and operation costs occasioned, caused, or brought about by the use of the
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conveyance system. I d. at 1431. The Court stated that this includes charges the owner qecome
I

subject to or liable for in using the conveyance system to wheel water when it has unuse~
'I

capacity. !d. The Court rejected San Diego's argument that it would be illogical to pass'on
Met's past costs to present users, concluding that where present wheelers are member ag~ncies
!

'

the wheeler did have a role in developing Met's present infrastructure, which is utilized ih
I

wheeling water. !d. Moreover, the Court noted that the bill enacting the Wheeling Statutes was
revised to expand the definition of "fair compensation" to embrace capital as well as
maintenance costs, omit narrowing references to marginal costs, and to give water conveyance
system owners control over the fair compensation determination. !d. at 1432. The Court stated
that these revisions came in response to criticism that, among other things, fair compensation
should not be less than the use charge to long term contractors served by the facility and that the
bill could interfere with water conveyance system owners' ability to meet contract payments if
wheelers undercut prices and stole away customers. !d.
Second, the Court held that Met is not required to determine its wheeling rate on a caseby-case basis, but may set its wheeling rate ahead oftime. !d. at 1433. Third, the Court declined
to address several other challenges to Met's wheeling rate (that the rate was so high that it
discouraged wheeling, that Met improperly included system-wide replacement costs), stating that
the trial court would address those issues in the first instance on remand. !d. at 1435-36.
Morro Bay was decided shortly after MWD. In Morro Bay, a county agreed to provide a
school district seven acre-feet of water aunually in exchange for annual payments. Morro Bay,
81 Cal.App.4th at I 046. The county was required to transport the water to the Morro Bay city
limits, but to bring the water to the schools it had to be carried through facilities belonging to
Morro Bay. !d. Morro Bay denied the school district's whet:!ing proposal. !d. at 1047. In
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relevant part, Mon·o Bay argued that Water Code § 181 0(d) prevented the school district from
I

requiring it to transport the water because, if Morro Bay lost the school district as a custdmer, it
would have to increase the rates it charged its remaining customers. !d. at I 050. The Court
rejected the argument. !d. It stated that neither Morro Bay nor its water customers had any right
!

to make the school district purchase any particular amount of water. !d. The Court also tej ected
1,

the notion that loss of income from a customer is the sort of injury to a legal user of water the
i

Legislature had in mind. !d.

2.

Proposition 218 and Proposition 26 Cases

In City ofPalmdale v. Palmdale Water District, 198 Cal.App.4th 926, (2011), the Court
held that a water district failed to satisfy its burden to establish that its new water rate structure
complied with Proposition 218. Palmdale, 198 Cal.App.4th at 928. 59 The water district had
retained Raftelis to provide a rate study and recommend a new rate structure. !d. Raftelis
advised the water district regarding two options for determining fixed revenues, a "cost of
service" option and a "percentage of fixed cost" option. !d. at 929. Among the advantages of
the cost of service option was: "Defensible- Prop 218." !d. Among the advantages of the other
options was: "rate stability." !d. The water district ultimately approved a rate structure that
included a fixed monthly service charge based on the size of the customer's meter and a per unit
commodity charge for the amount of water used, with the amount depending on the customer's
adherence to the allocated water budget. !d. at 930. The customer paid a higher commodity
charge per unit of water above the budgeted allotment, but the incremental rate increase depends
on the customer's class. !d. For example, irrigation users are charged disproportionate rates,
59

Because it is imposed for the property-related service of water delivery, the district's water rate, as well as its
fixed monthly charges, were fees or charges within the meaning of article XIII D. Palmdale, 198 Cal.App.4th at
934.
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reaching the highest. Tier 5 rates upon use of 130% of their budgeted allocation, as

comp~red to
I
'
'

other users who do not reach Tier 5 until reaching either 175% or 190% of their allocatidn,
depending on their classification. I d. at 937. The water district made no showing that there was
a corresponding disparity in the cost of providing water to these customers at such levels: Id.
The Court noted that the water district did not choose the option that Raftelis stated was

1

'

defensible under Proposition 218. I d. Based on the foregoing, the Court concluded that the
water district failed to carry its burden to demonstrate that its rates complied with Proposition
218. Jd.

Griffith v. City of Santa Cruz, 207 Cal.App.4th 982 (2012) (Griffith 1) involved a city
ordinance subjecting residential rental dwelling units that are not occupied by the owner of the
property to annual inspection by city staff. Griffith I, 207 Cal.App.4th at 988. The ordinance
also provided for fees for annual registration, self-certification, inspection, andre-inspection in
amounts to be established by resolution of the city council. Id. The city council subsequently set
each fee. Id. In relevant part, plaintiff challenged the fees as illegal taxes enacted in violation of
Proposition 218 and Proposition 26. ld. at 989-90. First, the Court noted that Proposition 218 is
inapplicable to rental inspection fees. Jd. at 995.
Second, the Court turned to Proposition 26. The Court stated that Proposition 26 exempts
from its definition of "tax," to which its requirements apply, "[a] charge imposed for the
reasonable regulatory costs to a local goverrunent for issuing licenses and permits, performing
investigations, inspections, and audits, enforcing agricultural marketing orders, and the
administrative enforcement of adjudication thereof." I d. at 996. To show a fee is an regulatory
fee and not a special tax, the goverrunent should prove (1) the estimated costs of the service or
regulatory activity, and (2) the basis for determining the manner in which the costs are
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apportioned, so that charges allocated to a payer bear a fair or reasonable relationship to 'lhe
!

payer's burdens or benefits from the regulatory activity. !d. Further, the Court noted th* the
question or proportionality is not measured on an individual basis, but instead is measured
collectively. !d. at 997. Permissible fees must be related to the overall cost of the goverlffilental
.I

regulation, they need not be finely calibrated to the precise benefit each individual fee pa[yer
I,

might derive. !d. What a fee cannot do is exceed the reasonable cost of regulation with tihe
'

generated surplus used for general revenue collection. Id.
Against this backdrop, the Court held that the city carried its burden of proof by showing
that the fees were valid regulatory fees. !d. The Court noted that ( 1) the city provided a '
declaration to the effect that the costs of administering the ordinance would be equal to or greater
than the fees levied on rental property owners; and (2) the fee schedule was on its face
reasonably related to the payer's burden on the inspection program (self-certifications cost less
than inspections, which in turn cost less than re-inspections necessitated by property conditions).

Griffith v. Pajaro Valley Wat. Management Agency, 220 Cal.App.4th 586 (2013) (Griffith
II) upheld a water agency's ordinance against a Proposition 218 challenge. Griffith II, 220
Cal.App.4th at 589-90. The water agency was created to deal with saltwater intrusion. !d. at
590. The Pajaro Valley Groundwater Basin supplies most of the water used in Pajaro Valley. !d.
Especially near the coast, saltwater seeps into the groundwater basin when the water table drops
below sea level. !d. The water level drops below sea level when water is extracted faster than it
is replenished by natural sources. !d. To prevent saltwater intrusion, the water agency's strategy
was to use recycled wastewater, supplemental wells, captured storm runoff, and a coastal
distribution system to reduce the amount of water taken from the groundwater basin. !d. The
cost of this process was borne by all users on the theory that even those taking water from inland
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wells benefit from the delivery of water to coastal users as that reduces the amount of
groundwater the coastal users will extract from their own wells, keeping the water in all the wells
from becoming too salty. !d. at 590-9 I. The water agency recovered this cost through an
augmentation charge. !d. at 591.
The Griffith II Court rejected a series of substantive challenges to the augmentatitn
charge. !d. at 597-602. First, the Court held that groundwater augmentation charges nec~ssarily
included debt service to construct facilities to capture, store, and distribute supplemental water.

!d. at 598. Second, the Court held that the costs of purchasing, capturing, storing, and
distributing supplemental water necessarily included general expenses to administer those
functions. !d.
Third, the Court rejected the argument that the charge to an individual property owner
was disproportionate because only coastal landowners received services, not that property owner.

!d. at 600-01. The Court rejected this premise, because the water agency was managing water
resources in the public interest for the benefit of all water users. !d. at 600. The Court further
explained that proportionality is measured collectively, considering all rate-payers. !d. at 601.
Moreover, apportionment is not a determination that lends itself to precise calculation. !d. The
Comi concluded that grouping similar users together for the same augmentation rate and
charging users according to usage was a reasonable way to apportion the cost of service, whether
or not other reasonable alternatives existed. !d. Accordingly, the Court also rejected the
argument it was improper to take the costs of chargeable activities, deduct expected revenues
from other sources, and apportion the revenue requirement among users. !d. at 600-01.
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Key Documents

The parties have focused their attention on several documents in the voluminous ·
administrative record. I summarized them here.

1.

1969 Brown and Caldwell

In a 1969 Water Pricing Policy Study, Brown and Caldwell broke down all costs ?fthe
Met system into four functional cost groups. 60 In that study, Brown and Caldwell defined Met's
supply system: 'The supply system includes all facilities involved in the function of making
water available to the initial regulating reservoirs of the MWD distribution system. This
includes the Colorado River Aqueduct up to the inlet works of Lake Mathews, the proposed
Bolsa Island desalination plant and its treated water transmission system, and the SWP facilities
excluding the terminal reservoirs of that system. In sum, this category includes the facilities
whose function is the delivery of water from the sources of supply to the MWD distribution
system but whose operation is essentially unrelated to the problems in meeting short term
fluctuations in demand of the individual customer agencies ofMWD." Brown and Caldwell
defined Met's distribution system as all Met facilities that convey water from supply works to
the member agencies. Thus, Brown and Caldwell included those SWP costs arising from
construction and operation of terminal storage reservoirs. In accompanying tables, the bulk of
Met's SWP transportation charge was attributed to supply, while a smaller portion was attributed
to fixed distribution costs. !d. at 1745-46.

60

AR2012_016288_1723 at 1744*.
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2.

1993 Raftelis Textbook

The 2012 administrative record includes an excerpt on classifying "O&M" 61 costs taken
I

from a 1993 textbook written by George A. Raftelis. DTX-134* at AR2012-5282, 5284, The
text discusses allocation of water service costs to customers. !d. at 5291. It states that th,is
usually takes place in two steps: (1) allocation of costs to functional cost of service cate~ories;
',
!

and (2) reallocation of functional costs to classification of customers. The text identifies several
I,

I

functional cost of service components, including, among others: (1) "Source of supply:

I,

I
I

operating and capital costs associated with the source of water supply (reservoir construction and
maintenance costs, water right purchases, supply development costs, conservation costs, etc.)[;]"
(2) "Pumping and conveyance: costs associated with pumping raw water from the source of
supply and transferring it through a piping network for treatment[;]" (3) "Transmission: costs
associated with transporting water from the point of treatment through a major trunk to major
locations within the service area[;]" and (4) "Distribution: costs associated with smaller local
service distribution mains transporting water to specific locations within the service area; water
storage costs are normally considered a part of distribution costs." !d. at 5291-92 (emphasis
omitted). The text notes that if a utility effectively integrates the NARUC chart of accounts,
identification of cost by functional category is provided by the accounting system. !d. at 5292.
If the accounting system does not provide such a breakdown, it is necessary to develop
allocations using appropriate bases.
3.

Resource Management International, Inc. (RMI) Reports

In October 1995, RMI provided a report outlining its recommendations regarding how a
cost of service and rate alternatives study for Met should be conducted. DTX-013, AR2012-

61

This appears to mean Operation and Maintenance. See DTX-013 at AR2012-00IIII (defining "O&M" as
operation and maintenance expenses).
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001106. In the October 1995 report, RMI explained that operating expenses should be
functionalized into a nwnber of major utility functions, including, among others: (I)

"S~pply

Function- Costs of operating and maintaining water supply facilities, such as dams and·
associated reservoirs, wells, and desalination plants, and costs of purchasing water from

·!

!

wholesale water suppliers[;]" (2) "Transmission Function- Costs of operating and main,aining
aqueducts to move water from sources of supply to major centers of demand[;]" and (3)
"Distribution Function- Costs of operating and maintaining distribution pipelines which! deliver
water from the major aqueducts to storage facilities, to treatment plants, and to customer service
connection points." !d. at 001112 (emphasis omitted).
In May 1996, RMI provided a cost of service study to Met. DTX-133* at AR2012001796. This report included, among others, the following categories: (I) "Source of SupplySource of supply costs include the costs of operating and maintaining water source facilities,
such as [same examples as listed in October 1995 report][;]" (2) "Transmission FunctionTransmission costs consist of [same definition as in October 1995 report][;]" and (3)
"Distribution function- Distribution costs consist of [same definition as in October 1995
report]." !d. at 1874 (emphasis omitted). The report stated that conservation, groundwater
recovery, local projects, and wastewater reclamation were supply costs. !d.
In the May 1996 report, RMI treated the SWP Delta Water Charges as source of supply
costs, but treated SWP transportation charges as transmission/distribution costs. !d. at 1876-77,
1904. The basis for the distinction was the nature of the expense as the SWP bills are
categorized and the capital charges for transmission facilities and the operations and maintenance
charges for transmission facilities are transmission-related. !d. at 1876. RMI treated Water
Management Programs as source of supply costs. !d. at 1905.
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In December 1995, RMI issued a report identifying approaches for pricing wate~,
I

wheeling services. DTX-136 at AR2012-001223. RMI stated that Met's volumetric ratt design,
coupled with its fixed expenditures (predominantly flowing from what RMI referred to ~s SWP
Supply costs, including costs for the SWP to transport the water), 62 created a risk that Met would
either have to increase its rates charged in water sales or suffer revenue under-collection if
j

1

wheeling transfers supplanted Met water sales. !d. at 001225,001231,001233,0012331.4,
I

001234-35, 001245-46, 001254. However, RMI understood that a rate increase to member
agencies was barred by the "hold harmless" requirement. !d. at 001234, 001254. (This
requirement is also referred to as part of the San Pedro principles, and is discussed in more detail
below.)
RMI discussed four alternatives. Three merit discussion. The first option was a wheeling
rate that removed only SWP incremental power and fish program charges from the water rates,
retaining all of the other rate elements from the firm sales rate. !d. at 001244. RMI
recommended that option, acknowledging that it would likely be an extremely high rate and
accordingly be considered highly unsatisfactory, because it would remove any economic
incentive to wheel water. !d. at 001254. The second option was to remove all avoided supply
costs, including all SWP and Colorado River supply costs, from the rate. !d. at 001245. RMI
expressed concern that this rate could displace Met sales, forcing Met to increase its firm sales
rate and violating the "hold harmless" principle. !d. at 001251. It also noted that non-member
agencies might object to this rate because they would be forced to contribute to recovery of
Met's fixed costs. !d. at 001252. The third option was a wheeling rate based on incremental
costs. !d. at 001247. RMI stated that this would disregard the costs of building and operating

62

The report notes that Met still needed to classifY its costs. DTX-136 at AR2012-001227. Obviously, this report
predated the May 1996 report, discussed above.
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the integrated delivery systems Met utilizes to transport water to the customer. Id. RM] also
I,

expressed concern that this option would lead to a substantial displacement of Met sales! Id. at
I

001252. As is clear from the discussion of Met's wheeling rate above, Met did not take ~ny of
these options.
In the report, RMI also discussed SWP wheeling charges, noting that its charge flr
1,

wheeling water from the from the Delta to Met's delivery point at Castaic Lake could linhit Met's
wheeling rates. Id. at 001237. However, RMI posited that such a constraint could be av0ided if
Met wheeled the water on the California Aqueduct under its contract with the SWP, bec~use all
fixed charges are covered by Met's annual payment to the SWP it would be expected that
member agencies receiving on-behalf wheeling service would be charged only variable SWP
power charges.

4.

1996 Integrated Resources Plan

The 1996 Integrated Resources Plan (IRP) is comprised of two volumes, a long-term
resources plan and an overview study of Met's system. 63
The IRP addressed the impact of increasing demand for water in Southern California. In
that context, the IRP discussed water conservation as impacting water demand and as a supply
option much like any other traditional supply project. See DTX-019 at AR 2012-001448. In the
IRP, conservation was defined as long-term programs that require investments in structural
programs such as ultra-low-flush toilets, low-flow showerheads, or water efficient landscape
irrigation technology- coupled with ongoing public education and information. !d. Water
recycling was also described as a valuable source of water supply. ld. at 001452. Ocean
desalination was also described as an abundant source of water supply, although a cost
prohibitive one. !d. at 001456.
63

See DTX-019 at AR2012-001406; DTX-020 at AR20!2-001520.
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I

The IRP also noted that local management programs reduce the need for additiodal
investment in regional infrastructure. I d. at 00 1491. The IRP stated that changes in

wat~r
I

demand can be attributed to weather, structural changes in retail demand, or local supply

development. !d. The IRP set out guidelines for water management programs and conservation
programs, explaining, among other things, that (1) the regional benefits of local water
management programs should be measured by reduction in capital investments due to deferral of
I

or down-sizing or regional infrastructure, reduction in O&M expenditures for treatment Jnd
distribution of imported water, and reduction in expenditures associated with developing
alternative regional supplies; (2) local water management programs must increase regional
supplies and provide measurable regional benefits; and (3) the regional benefits of conservation
programs should be measured by the same factors, and in addition by environmental benefits
from reduced demand on the ecosystem. !d. at 001515-16. The IRP included a sensitivity
analysis, which discussed the sensitivity of Met's rates to the level of demand on Met's system
going forward. DTX-019 at AR2012-001502. For example, the IRP identifies several projects
that could be delayed or avoided with a 5% decrease in retail demand. See DTX-020 at AR201201656.
The IRP also discussed Met's storage, which it divided into "Emergency Storage,"
"Seasonal or Regulatory Storage," and "Carryover or Drought Storage." Id. at 001466.
Emergency storage is to be used if a catastrophic event disables a vital conveyance system. !d.
Seasonal or regulatory storage is designed to balance seasonal demand, ensuring that summer
season demand is met. !d. Carryover or drought storage is water stored beyond a single year for
use in droughts. !d. The IRP projected demand under wet, normal, and dry conditions. See
DTX-020 at AR2012-001566. It also breaks down dry year peak demands of the Met member
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agencies. !d. at 001572-74; see also id. at 001595,001602,001610 (charts of projected liry year
I

peak demands in various regions).

5.

Resolution 8520

On January 14, 1997, Met's Board issued Resolution 8520. DTX-680 at AR201211

002446, 002451. In Resolution 8520, Met adopted its "postage stamp" wheeling rate. !d. at
I

002448. That is, it adopted a uniform rate per acre-foot of water for wheeling transactio~s
!

regardless of the facilities used in the transaction or the distance moved. !d.
The document begins with a series of "whereas" clauses, including the following :
statements: (1) Met has a contract with the State of California that requires Met, on a take or pay
basis, to pay a proportionate share of the costs of constructing and operating the SWP, including
facilities for conserving, storing, and transporting water to Met's service area; (2) under its
contract with the State of California, Met has an entitlement to water and associated
transportation thereof by the SWP and the right to use SWP transportation facilities for its own
purposes, subject to certain conditions; and (3) Met's conveyance system and its rights to use the
SWP conveyance system are, together, the conveyance system. !d. at 002446.
The Board allocated its transmission costs to reflect the capital, operation, maintenance,
and replacement costs incurred by Met to convey water to its conveyance system, including
Met's rights in the SWP system, and because it found that including those costs in Met's
wheeling rate is necessary to insure recovery of fair compensation for the use of that conveyance
system. !d. at 002449. Further, the Board found that allocating unavoidable costs attributable to
Met's supply, power, storage and customer related functions because including those
unavoidable costs in the wheeling rate is necessary in order to protect Met's member agencies
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from financial injury by avoiding the shifting of those costs from a wheeling party to Mdt' s other

I

member agencies. !d.

!

Attachment 1 to Resolution 8520 is an October 1996 technical report on the proppsed
I'

wheeling charge. !d. at 002452. The purpose of the report is to describe Met's propose9 charge
',

for wheeling, which is defined as provision of transportation-only service for water own1d by
others rather than the traditional bundled delivery of water owned by Met. !d. The repo* notes
i

that Met has entered into long-term contracts, constructed major capital facilities, issued bonds to
I

finance construction or purchase facilities, and has implemented water management programs to
develop, store, transmit, and treat water throughout its service area. !d. Further, it notes that one
basis for using a postage stamp rate is system integration. !d. at 002455. Because the system is
integrated, it notes, charges for Met water service should reflect the cost of the whole system,
and members using the system to wheel water should pay for the cost of the whole system. !d.
Moreover, the report lists Met's major facilities and programs as including the SWP, the
Colorado River Aqueduct, pumping plants, reservoirs, water treatment facilities, a system of
pipelines and control structures, associated facilities for the transportation, storage and delivery
of water, as well as water conservation projects and financial assistance for water recycling and
groundwater recovery facilities. !d. System integration is demonstrated by the blending of water
and the ability to compensate for outages by deliveries from other sources. !d. at 002455-56.
The report goes on to discuss the proper wheeling rate for member agencies. !d. at
002458. The report disaggregates costs into categories for "transmission," "storage," "supply,"
"power," and "treatment." !d. at 002460. At Schedule A, the report charts the allocation of SWP
costs and Water Management Program costs between the five categories, above. !d. at 002472.
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Transmission includes debt service, operations and maintenance expenses, take-1·-pay
!

contract costs associated with aqueducts and pipelines that deliver water from supply smhces to
storage facilities, and treatment plants and customer service connection points. !d. at ooL60.
Transmission includes SWP costs identified as transportation, the costs of operating and i
maintaining the Colorado River Aqueduct, the costs of planning and constructing transmission
facilities, and the costs of operating and maintaining regulating reservoirs. !d. Costs
functionalized to transmission include the SWP transportation expenses and 50% of the
incentives and program costs for the Water Management Programs. !d. at 002464.
Supply costs include the costs of operating and maintaining water source facilities such
as dams to control river flows, reservoirs to capture runoff, wells, desalination plants, and
transfers to procure additional water supplies. !d. at 002460. Costs functionalized as supply
include 50% of Water Management Programs branches and the Delta Water Charge charged by
the SWP. !d. at 002462.

6.

2002 Final Report on Rates and Charges and Cost of Service Reports

In its 2002 Final Report on Rates and Charges, Met described and evaluated what
remains its current rate structure. In the cost of service process, Met (I) developed its revenue
requirements; (2) functionalized its costs; (3) classified its costs; and (4) allocated its costs to rate
design elements. DTX-045 at AR2012-006493. In functionalizing its costs, it defined the terms
"supply" and "conveyance and aqueduct." !d. at 006496-97. The supply function includes SWP
costs that relate to maintaining and developing supplies - the Delta Water Charge and the cost of
storage and transfer programs. !d. at 006496. The conveyance and aqueduct function includes
capital, operations, maintenance, and overhead costs for SWP facilities that convey water to
Met's internal distribution system as well as the SWP variable power costs, which are
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categorized in a separate subcategory. I d. The report explains that conveyance and aqu~duct
I
!

costs have been separated from source of supply costs to allow a more detailed level of talysis
to be perfmmed during the evaluation of rate design alternatives. Jd. at 006497. The SWP
I

.

i

conveyance and aqueduct revenue reqUirement outpaced the SWP source of supply revenue

,
1

requirement. Id. at 006504.

In the report, Met identified benefits of the Water Stewardship Rate and System , ccess
I

Rate. The Water Stewardship Rate reduces dependence on imported supplies, increases ~ater
'
I

supply reliability, reduces and defers system capacity expansion costs, and creates space

1

1

'

availability to complete water transfers. ld. 006519. The report included a frequently asked
questions section. There, Met justified charging all users, including third party wheelers, the
Water Stewardship Rate on the basis that all users would benefit from paying a lower System
Access Rate because conservation and local resources projects would lead to a deferral and
reduction offacility expansion costs. Jd. at 006775. The report says the System Access Rate
ensures that member agencies will pay the same cost for access to Met's system whether they
purchase water from Met or another supply source. !d. at 006518.
The 2010 and 2012 cost of service studies, which retain the rate structure identified in the
2002 report, identify drought storage as a distinct storage cost that is recovered through supply
rates. 64
7.

2010 Raftelis Study

In 2010, Raftelis Financial Consultants, Inc. reviewed Met's fiscal year 2010/11 c(lst of
service and rate setting process. See DTX-088 at AR2012-011309. The review states that
functionalizing SWP costs in accordance with the SWP invoice is appropriate because the
invoices from the SWP are detailed and are not aggregated on a per-acre foot basis. ld. at
64

DTX-090 at AR20 12-011474-75, 84, 86, 88; DTX-110* at AR2012-016653, 016681-82, 016689, 016700.,
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011318. The study further noted that Met follows the four-step process set forth in

Ame~ican
I

Water Works Association's Manual M -1 by identifying service functions cost, the classihcation
I

of cost, and allocation of costs to rate design elements to develop a nexus between cost ~nd
I

revenue streams. !d. at 011322. Moreover, the study found that the rate design element~ meet
requirements set forth by A WWA's rate-setting principles and industry guidelines. !d.
8.

2010 Bartle Wells Associates Letters

San Diego retained Bartle Wells Associates to review Met's rates.
letter, Bartle Wells opined that Met improperly, and contrary to industry standards, misallocates
some of its supply costs under the SWP contract to a conveyance and distribution category.
AR201 0-11207-14. According to Bartle Wells, this distorts Met's System Access Rate and
Met's supply rates. !d. Bartle Wells' rationale was that Met does not own, maintain, or operate
any of the SWP facilities, so its SWP costs are the cost of obtaining a supply from the SWP. !d.
at 11208. Further, Bartle Wells stated that the SWP power costs should be charged to supply,
and not the System Power Rate. !d. at 11208-09. Bartle Wells stated that three other contracting
agencies allocate SWP costs as supply costs, and that it was not aware of any agency that
allocated SWP costs in the same way Met does. !d. at 11209.
Bartle Wells also found that it was improper for Met to collect the Water Stewardship
Rate through its conveyance charges. !d. at 11207-08. Bartle Wells explained that the service
function was to increase water supply, so the cost should be allocated to supply rates. !d. at
11209-10.
Met's general manager and general counsel responded to these concerns in an April2010
memorandum to the Met Board. AR201 0-011307. In it, they asserted that (1) the SWP charges
must be paid regardless of the quantity of water delivered; (2) Met uses the SWP as a
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conveyance facility to convey both SWP and non-SWP water pursuant to the contract; a d (3)
Met has consistently recorded SWP capital costs as payments for use of the SWP facilitiL. !d. at
11306-07. Accordingly, they concluded that Met properly charges its SWP contract

cos~s in its

conveyance costs, as it pays for conveyance rights in the contract, avoiding a use fee

tha~ it

Rate, they stated that all users benefit from lower capital costs as a result of resource
management programs, so all users should bear a proportional cost for these services.
11307-08.

I!

i

In an April 2010 letter, Bartle Wells supplemented the above opinions. AR201 0-l 1393400. In it, Bartle Wells concluded that Met's rates were not consistent with industry best.
practice or the A WWA Manual M-1 65 or the NARUC system of accounts, and that Met's rates
are not apportioned among customers in a manner that reflects the proportionate cost to serve
each. !d. Bartle Wells wrote that NARUC requires water purchase costs to reflect the cost of
water purchased for resale at the point of delivery. !d. at 11394. Under NARUC, Bartle Wells
stated that SWP costs should be allocated as supply, regardless of the manner in which the
Department of Water Resources bills Met. !d. In addition, Bartle Wells asserted that Met does
not comply with the A WWA manual because its rate system treats the cost of an imported water
supply as a transportation cost, inflating Met's transportation charge and disproportionately
impacting customers who purchase transportation rather than supply services. !d. at 11396.
Bartle Wells also restated its conclusion that the Water Stewardship Rate is misallocated, and
thus concluded that it is not in compliance with the AWWA manual. !d. at 11396-97.
65

A WWA Manual M-1 is a part of the administrative record. See DTX-030 at AR2010-003865. The AWWA
manual defines a cost-of-service approach as one that allocates costs to a customer or class of customers based on
cost causation. !d. at 003997. The manual discusses charting operation and maintenance expenses, noting that
NARUC has a unifmm system of accounts that is widely used and can be modified for government-owned utilities.
!d. at 003904.
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i

The April2010 letter addressed Met's response to the March 2010 letter. !d. at 1!!1397. It
responded to Met's argument that uses the SWP as a conveyance facility by stating that ret does
not own or control the SWP, but is merely a customer under a water supply contract.

Jd.':

It

responded to Met's argument that it is appropriate for all users to pay the Water Stewardship
Rate because all users benefit from reduced capital costs by asserting that Met must meaLre
what portion of the benefit accrues to each class of Met customers to fairly apportion its fates.
!d. at

11397~98.

Bartle Wells states that Met has failed to do that accounting. !d.

In March 2012, Bartle Wells confirmed that its position remained the same as to the
2013/2014 rates. 66
9.

2012 FCS

In March 2012, the FCS Group provided a review of Met's 2013/2014 rates at San
Diego's request. AR2012-16156-91, 16160*. FCS found that Met's rates were deficient in the
following respects: (!)the supply rate should, but does not, include costs to obtain water
supplies from the SWP and from local projects that are instead recovered through the System
Access Rate, the System Power Rate, and the Water Stewardship Rate; (2) the Readiness-toServe Charge was improperly charged to wheeling parties; and (3) the rates did not adequately
address seasonal or sporadic annual peaking because the rates consider only peak day cost
through the capacity charge. !d. at 16163-64. With respect to the Water Stewardship Rate, FCS
argued that Met failed to demonstrate that the rate provides a proportionate and direct benefit to
transportation in spite of its obligation to demonstrate a reasonable nexus between the charge and
the service provided. !d. at 16173. With respect to sporadic annual peaking, FCS stated that
agencies with constant demand subsidize those with fluctuating demand by paying to maintain
standby capacity, whether demand fluctuates based on conservation measures, price elasticity at
66

AR2012-16215-16*.
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the local retail level, mandatory water curtailments, weather patterns, the local agency's supply
I

I

I

conditions, or other factors. ld. at 16176, 16178. FCS opined that Met's capacity chargt and
Tier 2 Supply Rate recover only a small portion of the billions Met spends on drought injurance,

l

such that agencies with more stable demand end up subsidizing those with variable demand. I d.
I

at 16178.

The Met general manager and general counsel responded in a memorandum toM, t's
Board. AR2012 0!6583 *. They asserted that Met has an integrated system, including Met's
right to use SWP facilities, from which all system users, including wheelers, benefit. I d. at
016586. They stated that Met, as a supplemental supplier of water, must ensure that agencies
that transport water acquired from other sources do not evade the costs of maintaining Met's
system. Jd. at 016588. They cite two examples in which Met used the SWP to transpmi nonSWP water to member agencies. ld. They suggest that those SWP costs would have been
subsidized if the SWP contract were allocated solely to supply. I d. They also noted that each
SWP contractor funds the systems development and operations through payments proportional to
their rights to use the system, supporting Met's treatment of the SWP as an extension of its
system. ld. They drew further support from the fact that the Department of Water Resources
breaks its invoices into supply charges and transportation charges. ld. at 016589. As to the
Water Stewardship Rate, they stated that all users benefit from the programs it funds, so all
should pay. Id. at 0 I 6590. They raise the concern that a failure to charge the rate to wheelers
would mean that wheelers enjoy the benefits of the program without paying their share. ld. As
to peaking, they state that Met recovers its standby costs through the Readiness-to-Serve Charge
and its distribution peaking costs through the Capacity Charge. Id. at 016592.
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Summary of Arguments
San Diego argues that Met's System Access Rate, System Power Rate, Water
I

Stewardship Rate, and wheeling rate are illegal and should be invalidated. San Diego Pqst-Trial
Brief at 4. San Diego argues that (I) Met recovers the costs Met pays the SWP for transportation
through its transportation rates without any basis for treating the SWP as its own conveylnce
system; and (2) Met charges its full Water Stewardship Rate in its wheeling rate even thLgh the
!

programs that are funded by the rate are primarily supply benefits. !d. at 3-4.
i

San Diego also contends that Met incurs dry-year peaking costs which benefit some
member agencies (such as Los Angeles) which are recovered disproportionately from other
member agencies (such as San Diego) through the transportation rates, among others. !d.
Met argues that it is reasonable to allocate SWP transportation costs to its transportation
rates for four reasons: (I) SWP transportation costs are Met transportation costs; 67 (2) Met uses
SWP facilities as an extension of its own system; 68 (3) Met has an integrated, regional system
that delivers a blend of water which includes SWP water; and (4) Met's allocation is consistent
with industry guidelines. 69 Met Closing Brief at 45-60. San Diego counters that the SWP costs
are supply costs, i.e., costs incurred to obtain a supply of water. San Diego Post-Trial Brief at
20-25. San Diego accuses Met of improperly protecting member agencies that do not wheel
water from facing increased rates when wheeling member agencies purchase water from other
sources. !d. at 7.

67

Met relies on the facts that (I) its contract with the Department of Water Resources breaks down its charges to
Met to reflect both costs associated with supply water and those associated with water delivery; and (2) it pays a
share of the capital costs of expanding the SWP system in the reaches it uses. Met Post-Trial Brief, 45-49.
68

Met relies on its contractual right to use SWP facilities to transport non-project water and the fact that it has

exercised that right. Met Closing Brief, 49-53.
69
Met points to the 1993 Raftelis textbook, the RMI reports, and the 2010 Raftelis report. Met Closing Brief, 55-59.
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Second, Met contends that it is reasonable to allocate the Water Stewardship Rat~ to its
transportation rates because the Water Stewardship Rate recovers the cost of funding
that help avoid or defer transportation-related capital expenses and increase system

pr~grams

capa~ity.
!

Met Closing Brief at 61-74.

70

San Diego responds that the programs funded by the WatJr

Stewardship Rate are primarily designed to meet supply programs; therefore Met shouldl have
studied and quantified the transportation benefits of those programs if they were to allocLe any
I

of the costs of those programs to a charge other than their supply rates. San Diego Post-rrial

~~2~9.

1

I

Third, Met argues that San Diego's dry-year peaking claim fails because: (1) Met
recovers storage-related costs; 71 (2) annual variation in demand has a number of causes; (3) there
are only minor differences in member agency demand fluctuations; 72 (4) Met's rates recover the
costs of variations in water purchases from year to year and within a single year; 73 and (5) San
Diego lacks standing. Met Closing Brief at 87-100. San Diego responds that Met's SWP
contract, its demand management programs, its conveyance capacity, and its reservoirs and
storage are all necessary to meet dry year demand. San Diego Post-Trial Brief, 30-31. San
Diego contends that agencies that have a higher annual variation enjoy these benefits while
paying a lesser share of the costs due to Met's use of volumetric rates. !d. at 33. That is, in a
year when a highly variable agency uses less water, it pays less to maintain Met's system even
70

Met refers to the 1996 IRP to demonstrate the importance of reduced demand. Met Closing Brief, 63. Further,
Met notes that the goal of local resources programs have long included assisting local projects that improve regional
water supply reliability and avoid or defer Met capital expenditures. See AR2010-002870.
71
Met states that it recovers drought storage through its supply rates. Met Closing Brief, 89.
72
Met emphasizes that San Diego's annual variation from its ten year average was 1.11, whereas Los Angeles' was
1.31. Met Closing Brief, 93. Met also argues that, even if this variation is significant, it is irrelevant because it does
not impact Met's costs, based on system-sizing. I d. at 95.
'
73
Met relies on (I) its volumetric rates, which ensure that an agency pays more in a year it purchases more water;
(2) its tiered supply rates, which are tiered to reflect the cost of Met obtaining new supplies if a member agency
executed a purchase order exceeding 90% of its base firm demand; (3) its Readiness-to-Serve Charge, which
recovers standby, emergency storage, and capital costs for facilities to meet peak monthly or seasonal demand
(based on a ten-year rolling average of past consumption); and (4) its Capacity Charge, which is based on peak week
demands.
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though it contributes to the overall need for system capacity and available water supply t a level
based on its peak year. On the other hand, an agency that varies little pays a greater shJe of the
burden of maintaining the whole system in a year in which the highly variable agency usls less
!

water.

!'

Fourth, Met asserts that its wheeling rate is reasonable because: (1) it is reasonab y based
on the principle that all member agencies should pay for the fixed, unavoidable system cbsts
when using Met's system; (2) it is reasonable to recover system-wide SWP costs in the jheeling
rate; 74 and (3) it is reasonable to charge the Water Stewardship Rate in connection with wheeling
transactions. 75 Met Closing Brief, 74-87. San Diego argues that Met's wheeling rate ill~gally
discourages wheeling by improperly including its SWP costs, Water Stewardship Rate, and dryyear peaking costs in its wheeling rate. San Diego Post-Trial Brief, 45, 48-58.

Discussion

The parties agree that Met is obligated to set its rates based on principles of cost
causation, that is, that Met must charge for its services based only on what it costs to provide
them. Met Closing Brief at 60; San Diego's Amended First Pretrial Brief at I. This is the
central focus of this case, and provides a good shorthand for the varied tests implicated by the
varied causes of action, as revealed by the summaries just below.
For each of the claims, I now review whether the statutes or law apply.

74

According to Met, this is because the wheeling statute allows Met to charge system-wide costs in its wheeling rate

and Met exercises its contractual right to use SWP facilities to complete wheeling transactions. Met Closing Brief,

83-85.
Met argues that this is because wheelers benefit from avallable capacity, as that enables Met to wheel wa~er. Met
Closing Brief, 86. Met also reiterates that this recovers from wheelers the cost of using the system. !d. at 85-86.
75
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I.

Application of Statutes

Proposition 26. Here the issue is whether rates are commensurate with the reasonal:le costs

of the services. Proposition 26 does not apply, Met says, for four reasons. (1) The rateslare not
!

"imposed," rather, the member agencies join voluntarily. I have previously rejected Met[ s
'

argument in denying its motion for judgment on the pleadings. Sept. 19,2013 Order

Den~ing
I

Motion for Judgment on the Pleadings at 3 (citing Bighorn-Desert View Water Agency v.j Verjil,
39 Cal. 4th 205 (2006)). I did allow for the possibility "that facts adduced at trial will

re~eal the

extent to which the rates are or are not 'imposed,' such as the choices available to San Diego for
water and water transport." Id at 3. But Met did not adduce any such facts, whether from the
administrative record, to which this claim is limited at Met's suggestion, or otherwise. Indeed
the record contains numerous references to the fact that Met will "IMPOSE RATES AND
CHARGES." AR2010-6159-162 (capitalization in original); see also, e.g., AR2010-6166-222;
AR2010-6223-239; AR2010-6945-7029. More substantively, the 2012 Official Statement to
Met's bondholders confirms that SD had no choice but to use Met's facilities to wheel water.
AR20 12-16429 at 16509*. (2) The rates are in fact reasonable. This is the issue on the merits;
and I defer here to my discussions below on the merits. (3, 4) The rates are charges for the use
of 'local governmental property,' and 2/3 of the appropriate "electorate" approved them. These
are arguments which I have previously rejected in the September 19, 2013 Order, and my
reasoning remains unchanged.
Propositions 26 applies here.

Proposition 13 (Govt. Code §§ 50075, 50076). The issue whether there is a fair or

reasonable relationship between the rates and services. Met argues that Prop 13 does not apply,
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because water rates are outside the purview of Proposition 13. Met cites Brydon v. E.

ay Mun.

Uti!. Dist., 24 Cai.App.4th 178 (1994), and Rincon Del Diablo Mun. Water Dist. v. SDC A, 121
Cal.App.4th 813 (2004), suggesting that San Diego obtained just that ruling from the Ri con
!

court. 121 Cal.App.4th at 821-22. San Diego agrees that the water rates in those cases Jere not
taxes because they were "not designed to replace property tax monies lost in

consequenc~ of the

enactment of California Constitution, article XIII A," Brydon, 24 Cai.App.4th at 194; adcord

Rincon, 121 Cal.App.4th at 822. But in this case, San Diego tells us, Met's Engineers' Jeports
i

explicitly say the opposite about Met's rates:

'1

Since the passage of Article XIIIA of the California Constitution, Metropolitan h!s
necessarily relied more on water sales revenue than on ad valorem property taxes l,for the
repayment of debt. Water sales have become the dominant source of revenue, not only
for operation and maintenance of the vast network of facilities supplying water to
Southern California, but also for replacement and improvement of capital facilitie's. The
increased reliance on highly variable water sales revenue increases the probability of
substantial rate swings from year to year. The use of water rates as a primary source of
revenue has placed an increasing burden on ratepayers, which might more equitably
be paid in part by assessments on land that in part derives its value from the
availability of water. 76
This Engineer Report does not distinguish Brydon and Rincon. The notion that in ihe
abstract some sort of "assessments on land" might be used to pay for water does not mean the
extant rates were as a matter of fact "designed to replace property tax monies lost in consequence
of the enactment of California Constitution, article XIII A." Rincon, 121 Cal.App.4th at 822.
'

Met is correct that Proposition 13 does not apply here.

Wheeling statute (Water Code§ 1810 et seq.). The issue is whether the rates are ~'fair
compensation" for the services provided. Water Code§ 1811(c).

76

AR2010-11443 at 11511-12 (emphases added by San Diego); accord 2012-16594 at 16806-07*.
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Govt. Code§§ 54999.7(a), 66013. The issue is whether the costs of providing t e

~rnre ~' 'C«Ombk Mct M"'"' ,..,

Gov< Code § 66<Jl3, whleb Soo Die'" '"'"'"

rid

y ,,

the 2012 action, does not apply. That sections reads, "[n]otwithstanding any other provil ion of
law, when a local agency imposes fees for water connections or sewer connections, or inhposes
capacity charges, those fees or charges shall not exceed the estimated reasonable cost of
providing the service for which the fee or charge is imposed," unless approved by a pop Jar twothirds vote. This language does not suggest the statute applies to San Diego's complaint -San
Diego does not allege problems with water or sewer connections, or capacity charges as lhe term
is used in that statute. As Met notes, the "legislative history does not show the Legislatje
intended to impose a new standard on water rates." Rincon Del Diablo Mun. Water Dist. v. San

Diego Cnty. Water Auth., 121 Cal.App.4th 813, 820 (2004). Here I agree with Met.
Met also argues that§ 54999.7(a) does not apply. This section provides that the rates and
charges one public agency imposes on another for public utility service "shall not exceed the
reasonable cost of providing the public utility service." Gov't Code§ 54999.7(a). Met and San
Diego are both public agencies. Met charges San Diego rates and charges for a "public utility
service." Nothing in the statute suggests that it is not applicable here. Met's reference to services
to "public schools" in§ 54999.7(c) is not useful, as San Diego is not invoking that section, nor
does§ 54999.7(a) necessarily invoke or rely on§ 54999.7(c). Here I agree with San Diego; the
statute applies.

Met Act (Water Code Append. § 109-134). The Met Act requires that rates "be uniform for

like classes of service throughout the district." Water Code Append. § I 09-134. The core issue
is whether there is unjustifiable rate discrimination. San Diego must as an initial matter prove
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that Met's rates are not "uniform for like classes of service" in the district. !d. That is, an
Diego must establish as an initial matter that there is rate discrimination. San Diego mal have
misconstrued the court's pre-trial rulings to suggest that that burden may be met simply hy
!

showing there are "different classes of entities." Pretrial Rulings at 21 n.l8 (dated Novebber 5,
2013). Without showing varying rates of course San Diego's case is stymied, but

provi~ those

different rates alone is not the same as showing that there is rate discrimination. One mi ht for
example have different classes of entities but yet show no rate discrimination.
As Met notes,
In order to accommodate a water transfer market, Metropolitan maintains an unbundled rate
structure based on types of service provided. As a result, member agencies pay rates based on
the services they use, and agencies that use the same service pay the same rate. Agencies that
purchase Metropolitan supplied water pay for supply, whereas agencies that purchase no
water pay no supply costs. Agencies that take treated water cover treatment costs, whereas
agencies that take untreated water pay no treatment costs. An agency that transports a third
party's water through Metropolitan's system (known as "wheeling") pays transportation costs,
but no supply costs. 77
In brief, Met charges different rates to users differently situated: one set of rates to member
agency wheelers, and one to member agencies for water purchases. Based on that simple;
description, there is no reason to conclude that there is price discrimination, a concept which
depends on a comparison between similarly situated entities. To be sure, San Diego arguespersuasively, I find below-that Met actually does charge supply costs to those who wheel, but
that is a violation of other laws, not rate discrimination. Here, the entities (wheelers and nonwheelers) are not similarly situated, and accordingly the Met Act does not apply.

Common law. There are two aspects to this claim; one tracks the Met Act and asks whether
there is unjustifiable discrimination between rate payers; the second asks whether there is a
77

DTX-109* at AR2012-016587.
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"reasonable basis" for the rates. lnyo. For reasons summarized just above, the latter, but not the
former, rules apply here.

Summary. In sum, I conclude Proposition 26, the Wheeling statute, Govt. Code §

1

54999.7(a), and the common law (reasonable rates requirement) apply here. In each caJ the
core inquiry is the same, and looks to cost causation, that is, whether the costs of the seJices
(e.g. wheeling) are reasonably related to the costs of providing those services.

,

1

2. Analysis On The Merits
Setting aside San Diego's challenge to the dry year peaking (discussed below), I sum(narize
the challenges to Met's rates, phrased as function of the cost causation principle: Is it reasonable
for Met to include in its transportation rates (A) via the Systems Access Rate and the System
Power Rate, the cost the state charges to Met to transport water to Met? (B) the Water
Stewardship Rate?
I summarize here the basic guidance from the central cases. MWD tells us that the relevant
costs may--or may not--be system-wide costs; but it is clear that I do not simply look to the
marginal costs of providing e.g. wheeling services. (Had I done so, and because wheeling occurs
solely when there is unused capacity, I might have concluded that aside from power and other
costs reqnired to literally move the wheeled water, no other costs could be included in wheeling
rates.) Morro Bay reminds us that rates may not discourage wheeling, and loss of income.
attributable to lost water sales is not a permissible justification for [increasing] wheeling rates.
Palmdale emphasizes cost causation, and bars unjustified price discrimination. Griffith I and
Griffith II emphasize the rule that it is permissible to spread the costs of programs across ail
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benefitted users, and approves rates as long as they do not generate a surplus over and a ove
what is needed to provide the program.
A. Met's System Access Rate and System Power Rate
These two rates include the state transportation costs, i.e., SWP' s costs. Met's c(\ntract
I

with the state makes clear that Met does not own or operate the SWP transportation facillties. 78
!

I

Previously, Met allocated SWP costs to supply, and none to transportation (including thd SWP
!

costs that DWR bills as its own transportation costs). 79 No reasonable basis appears in ,e record
as to why this has changed. To be sure, the state now does disaggregate its bills to Met, apd
displays its transportation costs on those bills, but that does not suggest those are also (or
instead?) Met's transportation costs, any more than the overhead or payroll costs of Ford Motor
Company are the overhead or payroll costs of a customer who buys a Ford car. And while Met
may from time to time use the state's transport capability to move some its water (Met Closing
Brief at 49), that does not support the reasonableness of including all the state's transportation
costs as part of Met's transportation costs. The record does not, for example, quantify the use of
the state systems for Met's transportation, 80 nor does it establish whether it is necessary for
wheeling at all. Nor does it matter whether Met delivers a blend of water to wheelers (Met
Closing Brief at 53). The blend might be useful 81 but, as to wheelers, the benefit is gratuitous,
and not required by wheeling agreements. Nor, with one exception, does Met explain why the
use of blended water requires the use of the state's transportation capability. The exception is to
note RMI's opinions that the costs of operating Met's Colorado River Aqueduct arguably are

78

AR2010-001 art. 13; PTX-237-A** (Admissions) Nos. 44-47; Metro. Water Dist. ofS. Cal. v. Marquardt, 59
Cal.2d 159, 202 (1963)(Met is not an "equitable owner" of the SWP).
79
1969 Study*, AR2012-16288 _1723 at 1743-46; Trial Transcript* at 469:23-470:12.
80
Met Closing Brief at 49 ("SWP facilities at times serve solely a transportation function for MWD")(bolded
emphasis supplied). Occasions on which this capability has been used are described at id., 50-51.
81
Met has noted that the blend provides lower salinity water.
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classifiable as transportation costs (Met Closing Brief at 57), but Met has not described how, or
the extent to which, wheeling uses that aqueduct. Nor are the costs associated with transportation
through that aqueduct the issue; the issue relates to costs associated with the movement of water
through the SWP's facilities.
I do note, at Met's behest, the fact that in May 1996 RMI treated the SWP transportation
costs as Met's like costs. The bases set forth there, however, are impenetrable. The bases are
that the (a) transportation charges are disaggregated-an issue I address just above-and (b)
capital charges for the transmission facilities are transmission related: which is a tautology. The
issue is not whether they are transportation related; the issue is whether there is any reasonable
basis to conclude they are Met's transmission charges. Unless I must accept as an adequate
record any outside consultants' unsupported view (and I do not), this is insufficient.
There are other parts of the record that Met has urged support its view. Met's Closing
Brief at 50. (a) DTX-055 (SWP Contract at Art. 55(a)), gives Met the right to use SWP facilities
for transportation. (b) In DTX-087, Met discusses the fact that it has in fact conveyed nonproject water through SWP facilities, for example on two occasions in 2009. Id at AR2012011307. (c) DTX-109* is another statement by Met, dated April2012, that it conveys nonproject water through SWP facilities, see e.g., id at AR2012-016586, refening to the same two
events in 2009. !d. at AR2012-016588. And Met notes other occasions when it has bought nonproject water (i.e. not from the SWP) to resell to its member agencies. Met Closing Brief at 5 I.
Fundamentally, Met's position seems to be based on the facts that (a) it does use SWP's
facilities to move its own [non-project] water on occasion, and (b) all member agencies benefit in
some way from that capability. From those predicates Met concludes that the sums it pays to the
state attributable to the state's transportation costs are allocable to Met's own transportation
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rates. Met Closing Brief at 53. But this is no syllogism. While one can easily conclude from
these predicates that all water-purchasing member agencies should pay some share of those
SWP's costs-indeed, of all costs billed by the SWP to Met-it does not follow that a given
portion of those costs (such as SWP's transportation constituent) ought to be billed to wheelers
who happen to be member agencies. This is especially true as it appears that the water moved by
the SWP system, even when it is not water purchased from the SWP, is nevertheless generally
water which is sold by Met to its member agencies, not wheeled water.
The position Met takes here reflects its position on the core legal dispute presented by
this case, and I turn to that more specifically now.
The Core Dispute. Met writes that, on the subject of system-wide costs such as (i) those
paid for SWP's transportation of water and (ii) for programs funded by the water stewardship
rates, "In 1997, MWD recognized that if it did not charge these costs to wheelers as well as its
full-service customers, then its full-service customers would end up subsidizing the costs of
wheeling transactions." Closing Brief at 6. Compare, e.g., MWD v. liD, 80 Cai.App.4th at 143233.
The core dispute is whether, under the current rate structure, wheelers are subsidizing
water purchasers. San Diego says that wheelers such as itself subsidize the other member
agencies. Under the wheeling statute, for example, that is not permitted because it would
discourage wheeling, and under the balance of the statutes at play in this case wheelers would be
paying more than a reasonable fee for the service.
This core dispute centers on the impact of the so-called San Pedro principles adopted in
1997, which San Diego characterizes as implementing an illegal rate stability plan and Met
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characterizes are implementing a legal plan to avoid having its full-service customers subsidize
wheeling transactions. See, MWD v. liD, 80 Cal.App.4th at 1418-19 (outline of principles).
Underlying Met's approach here is the position that Met is entitled to sweep into all of its
charges to members agencies apparently any of the system-wide costs it incurs, perhaps on the
theory that member agencies, in their wheeling capacity, had a role in causing all system-wide
costs. Met may have in mind the words of the Griffith I Court, 207 Cal.App.4th at 997:
The question of proportionality is not measured on an individual basis. Rather, it is
measured collectively, considering all rate payors .... Thus, pennissible fees must be
related to the overall cost of the govenunent regulation. They need not be finely
calibrated to the precise benefit each individual fee payor might derive. What a fee
cannot do is exceed the reasonable cost of regulation with the generated surplus used for
general revenue collection. An excessive fee that is used to generate revenue becomes a
tax.
While Met on occasion appears to suggest that the MWD opinion determines the core
dispute in its favor, Met accurately recites the impact of MWD thusly:
The question of whether system-wide costs may be included in MWD's wheeling rate at
all was already decided by the California Court of Appeal, which held that system-wide
costs may be included under the Wheeling Statute. See MWD v. liD, 80 Cal.App.4th at
1422-23. The inquiry for this Court is whether inclusion of particular system-wide costs
(i.e., MWD's fixed SWP costs and the Water Stewardship Rate) in MWD's rate for
wheeling service charges fair compensation.
Met Closing Brief at 30 (bolded emphasis supplied).
MWD teaches us that system-wide changes are eligible for this sort of treatment. But the

opinion did not obviate the cost causation requirement. In MWD, the Court endorsed certain
kinds of system-wide costs as properly part of the wheeling charges-those that relate to the
conveyance system:
Hence, the "fair compensation" (§ 181 0) to which a water conveyance system owner is
entitled for wheeling water includes reasonable capital, maintenance, and operation costs
occasioned, caused, or brought about by "the use of the conveyance system." (§ 1811,
subd. (c).) "[F]air compensation"(§ 1810) includes charges the owner, in this case the
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Metropolitan Water District, becomes subject to or liable for in using the "conveyance
system" ( § 1811, subd. (c)) to wheel water when it has unused capacity.
MWD, 80 Cai.App.4th at I 431.
I need not determine here whether the San Pedro principles are generally appropriate; but
as they have been implemented to determine the wheeling rate, they are not supportable. Here's
Met's assessment of that implementation:
In order to ensure that both full-service users and wheelers are ultimately held
responsible for their respective costs, MWD determined that if a member agency
purchasing MWD water "pays for the fixed, unavoidable costs of the system ... then
member agencies using that same system for wheeling must contribute to [MWD's] fixed
costs on an equivalent basis." Id. MWD also determined that this principle is consistent
with the San Pedro Integrated Resources Plan Assembly Statement "that wheeling should
not result in adverse impacts to the rates and charges of any member agency." Id. at
002458. In other words, MWD properly recognized that member agencies that wheel
would gain an unfair subsidy if they did not have to pay for the costs that they caused
MWD to incur, or for the benefits they received from MWD's system, as a result of
MWD's fixed, unavoidable costs.
Met Closing Brief at 75-76.
RMI's December 1995 report, putatively reflecting the San Pedro principles, too opined
that that wheeling "must not negatively impact the rates or charges to any other Member
Agencies." AR2010-1222 at 1234 (emphasis in original).
Because one of Met's chief"fixed, unavoidable costs" is the price of water it pays to the
State, Met and its consultants may have thought that wheeling rates ought to be set such that
there was no effect on the rates of non-wheelers, including rates attributable to the cost of water.
But under the wheeling statute and more generally the general cost causation principles
which underlie all the claims in this case, only system-wide costs attributable to the "conveyance
system" should be the basis for wheeling rates. MWD, above. To accommodate this reference to
'conveyance facilities,' Met argues that the state's (DWR's) conveyance facilities are a part of
Met's conveyance facilities. But with all deference to Met, I have found no reasonable basis for
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this conclusion in the record. The language of Griffith I, 207 Cal.App.4th at 997, that
proportionality is properly measured not "on an individual basis [but r]ather, it is measured
collectively, considering all rate payors" is not a license to impose any system-wide charge on
any user. San Diego as a purchaser of water may well have a variety of system-wide financial
obligations, which presumably are reflected in the price it pays for the water it buys from Met,
but that does not necessarily mean that San Diego as a wheeler must have those same financial
obligations. At argument Met's counsel stated that the wheeling rate to member agencies would
rightfully include system-wide charges that a wheeling rate for non-member agencies would
not. 82 This approach inappropriately focuses on the identity of the customer as opposed to the
cost of the service being rendered.
Because Met pays a fixed price for the water it buys, whether it sells it or not to member
agencies, water prices to non-wheeling member agencies may rise as a function of increasing
wheeling (and foregone purchases from Met). While that might result in "adverse impacts to the
rates and charges" imposed on the other member agencies, 83 Met must nevertheless permit such
wheeling. Morro Bay, 8! Cal.App.4th at 1050.
B.

Water Stewardship Rate.

Met forthrightly notes that the Water Stewardship Rate recovers the costs of"demand
management programs," and those in turn provide incentives for recycling, groundwater
recovery, desalinization programs and other water conservation efforts. Met Closing Brief at 61.
Obviously, under these programs the demand for water of various member agencies is reduced,
and so Met may in turn reduce its purchases. The record shows that at least a significant benefit
of these programs is the creation of new water "supply," reducing Met's need to purchase water

82
83

Transcript of closing argument at 918-19 (January 23, 2014)**
Met Closing Brief at 75-76.
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from other sources. 84 San Diego notes that Met's brief, its witnesses and own documents all
confirm that the primary purpose of these programs is to "incentivize development of local water
supplies. "85 The 1999 Raftelis Report also notes that at least some of the programs' costs should

be associated with supply. 86
Met itself knows that the primary benefit is not for transportation, but for supply:
The central objective of Metropolitan's water conservation program is to help ensure
adequate, reliable and affordable water supplies for Southern California by actively
promoting efficient water use. The importance of conservation to the region has
increased in recent years because of drought conditions in the State Water Project
watershed and court-ordered restrictions on Bay-Delta pumping, as described under
"METROPOLITAN'S WATER SUPPLY-State Water Project" in this Appendix A
under "METROPOLITAN'S WATER SUPPLY."
Met Official Bond Statement: AR2012-16429 at !6519*.
The Raftelis's textbook too states that "conservation costs" should be functionalized to
"Source of supply." AR2012-16288_5282 at 5291 *. Raftelis wrote that "all or at least a
portion" of programs for local "conservation, water recycling, and the recovery of contaminated
groundwater" should be functionalized as "supply costs." AR2012-16288_2114 at 2179*. 87
San Diego notes that Met has judicially admitted that it does not calculate the
proportional benefits that individual member agencies receive from its Water Stewardship Rate
or the programs it funds, neither on the basis of individual programs, nor in the aggregate. PTX237-A ** (RF A) Nos. 20, 32. Met has further judicially admitted that it "has never calculated the
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PTX-393** (Upadhyay Depo.) at 52:11-53:19; 109:16-1 I I:l9.
MWD Br. at 7: I4 (emphases added); see also AR2010-I IOI at II I5, I 124; AR2010-1222 at 1249; AR-20I216288_1723 at 1744*; PTX-037* at 14; PTX-119**; PTX-181 **; PTX-I83**; PTX-199**; PTX-237-A **
(Admissions) Nos. 17-43; PTX-393** (Upadhyay Depo.) at 52: I 1-53: 19; I 04:17-105:25, I 09:16-110: I3, 116:1117:14, 134:17-135:24; Ex. 77** (Arakawa Depo.) at 91:2-13; PTX-390** (Kostopoulos Depo.) at 42:14-42:23;
PTX-392** (Thomas Depo.) at 79:3-22.
86
AR2012-16288 2179*.
87
The primaty pu;:pose of these programs is to "incentivize development of local water supplies." MWD Br. at 7: I 4
(emphases added by San Diego). See also AR2010-1101 at li 15, 1124; AR20 10-1222 at 1249; AR201216288_1723 at 1744*; PTX-037* at 14; PTX-119**; PTX-181 **; PTX-183**; PTX-199**; PTX-237-A **
(Admissions) Nos. 17-43; PTX-393** (Upadbyay Depo.) at 52:11-53:19; 104:17-105:25, 109:16-110:13, 116:1117:14, 134: 17-135:24; Ex. 77** (Arakawa Depo.) at 91 :2-13; PTX-390** (Kostopou1os Depo.) at 42: 14-42:23;
PTX-392** (Thomas Depo.) at 79:3-22.
85
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regional benefit to MWD created by the aggregate group of local water supply projects, seawater
desalination projects, or conservation programs funded or subsidized with revenue collected
through the Water Stewardship Rate in a given calendar year." Id No. 38.
Nevertheless Met argues that the demand management programs also reduce the demand
for transportation. This, Met says, justified the inclusion of the Water Stewardship Rate in the
transportation rates. Perhaps; perhaps to some extent. But the central problem here is that Met
treats the entirety of the Water Stewardship Rate as a "transportation" rate that is then
incorporated into the wheeling rate.
It is certainly reasonable to conclude that transportation capacity needs are reduced when

supply needs are reduced, including reductions attributable to the demand management
programs. See e.g. Met Closing Brief at 64-65. Met has documented at least a few of these.
Upadhyay has testified (Met Closing Brief at 63) that some transportation facilities have been
deferred as a result of conservation programs. 88 But the record does not show correlation
between those avoided costs and water stewardship rates. While I cannot fault Met for not
providing a transportation benefit number for each of the specific demand management
programs, the best we can do with this record is to conclude that to some unspecified extent,
some portion of the Water Stewardship Rate is causally linked to some avoided transportation
costs. This is not enough to show that the costs of the service have a reasonable relationship to
the service provided. The Rafetelis 1999 report suggests 50-50 allocation, but that suggestion
was made simply because no data supported any other allocation; 89 the number is wholly
arbitrary, as is the allocation of 100% of these Water Stewardship Rate charges to transportation.
It is also worth noting here that wheelers secure their benefits only when there is unused

88
89

The 1996 IRP (DTX -0 19)(Met slide 28).
AR2012-16288_2114 at 2179,2216-17.
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capacity in the extant transportation system. Wheeling is "[s]ubject to the General Manager's
determination of available system capacity." Admin. Code § 4405(a). And Met notes, "MWD
also resolved that it would make the determination of whether there is unused capacity in its
conveyance system (as required by the Wheeling Statue) on a 'case-by-case basis in response to
particular requests for wheeling [services].' DTX-680 at AR2012-002450; JTX-1 AR2010002450." Met Closing Brief at 20. While wheelers would benefit as a general matter by reason
of increased capacity in that they might be able to wheel more water, those who in fact are
permitted to wheel do so in a system built out to move non-wheeled water, that is, water that Met
sells to its member agencies. Thus the costs and avoided costs attributable to the demand
management programs relate to the transportation needs to provide purchased water. This too
suggests that the cost of wheeling, while properly a function of system-wide costs associated
with transportation as such, should not be a function of system-wide avoided costs of
transporting purchased water.
C.

Dry Year Peaking

San Diego alleges that costs attributable to dry year peaking are improperly part of the
wheeling rate. Here's how San Diego phrases it:
The dry-year peaking costs at issue here are those associated with purchasing and storing
water and having capacity available in MWD' s facilities to deliver water supplies to its
member agencies when they "roll on" to MWD' s system in dry years. For example, Los
Angeles has a long history of rolling on and off the system, depending on the
hydrological conditions in the Owens Valley where it obtains much of its water: between
2004 and 2009, Los Angeles's purchases from MWD swung from 367,000 acre-feet in
2004 to 208,000 acre-feet in 2006 and back up to 434,000 acre-feet in 2009
San Diego's Amended Reply To MWD's First Pretrial Brief at 17.
It remains unclear exactly how these costs are part of the wheeling rate. Presumably some

capital storage costs, some transportation costs, and some supply costs are part of what San
Diego calls dry year peaking. Cf San Diego's Post-Trial Brief at 30:20-28. Of course dry year
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peaking costs are not expressly part of the wheeling charges; indeed, Met argues that there is no
such thing as dry year peaking (as opposed to, for example, peaking for other reasons). Perhaps
it is done implicitly, in the sense that portions of some rates San Diego pays must include it. As
San Diego notes, Met has admitted that it does not separately allocate costs to "dry year
peaking. " 90
Met has essentially two responses to San Diego's complaint. First (as noted above) there
is no such thing as dry year peaking, and secondly, the differences in demand patterns which
underlie San Diego's argument are in fact fairly handled by volumetric and other rates.
First, a few words on certain graphs the parties have presented, directed to whether there
really is a material variation among member agencies in their patterns of demand on Met's water.
In an effort to show that the dry year peaking issue exists, San Diego prepared a chart91 to
graphically represent peaking. This chart apparently shows that (assuming a baseline based on
the average of 1994-2000 purchases) Los Angeles ranged from that baseline to 2.5 of that
baseline average, down to a bit under 1.5 of that average, and up to about three time that ratio.
San Diego's ranges are within about 1.5 of the assumed average. Met also has a graph92 which
shows 2003-2012 purchases, with vaguely similar curves for both Los Angeles and San Diego,
dipping in the 2005-06 and 2011 periods and rising in between around 2007 (for San Diego) and
around 2009 (for Los Angeles). This includes San Diego's exchange water, but nevertheless it
shows (i) that San Diego obtained more water from Met than did Los Angeles, and (ii) the
variation of San Diego's purchases (about 675,000-400,000, i.e., 275,000) as compared to those
of Los Angeles (about 425,000-175,000, i.e., 250,000), which are accordingly roughly the same.

90

Order on MILS, December !0, 2013 at 4.
SDCWA Opening Presentation, December 17,2013, at unnumbered page 87, based on PTX-203**, 347**,
299**,300**, 301**.
92
MWD's Opening Presentation, December 17, 2013 at 34, based on DTX-691 **.
91
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Because it appears exchange water is included in Met's graph, it is not possible to make an even
rough conclusion concerning the extent to which one of those two member agencies benefits
more from expenditures to account for peaking. And it is not clear that measuring the net
difference between high and low purchases, rather than deviations from an average baseline,
helps ascertain the impact of peaking.
But San Diego's graph does not answer that question either. The fact that for some time
period one customer as opposed to another has a higher ratio of maximum purchases to average
purchases does not mean that the former customer imposes higher charges on the supplier who
must keep water (and associated facilities) available for the peak demand. This is especially true
when the customer with the lower ratio buys more water during 'peak' periods, as may be the
case here. 93
It is of course true that as a general matter some members agencies in some years buy

more water for various reasons, including drought. And it also true, as Met agrees (Closing Brief
at 89), that Met incurs costs for this sort of contingency storage. Met also agrees that this
contingency capacity is significant, and designed to meet unexpected needs. !d. But there are
many reasons for a member agency to seek additional water, such as changes in the local
economy. And as Met notes, in some times of drought many member agencies actually lowered,
not increased, their demand for water. Met Brief at 92; DTX- I 10*. The record shows that while
there are variations in demands, the variations have many causes. For example as the FCS
document discussed above notes, demand may fluctuate as a result of conservation measures,
price elasticity at the local retail level, mandatory water curtailments, weather patterns, the local
agency's supply conditions, and other factors.
93

I exaggerate for illustration: if customer X averages 2 gallons a year in purchases, but sometimes peaks to 20
gallons (a ratio of 1: 10), the water supplier will nevertheless presumably spend more to keep standby capacity
available for customer Y who varies from 100 to 150 gallons (a ratio of I: 1.5).
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There is no reasonable basis supporting the notion that a given amount of storage
infrastructure (or any amount) is attributable to 'dry year peaking.'
Met does impose charges for the cost of this contingency capacity. First, of course, the
more water one buys the more one pays. Next, Met's Tier 2 rates impose higher charges per
volume when member agencies substantially exceed their past annual demands. Met Brief at 96.
Met's Readiness To Serve and Capacity Charges also account for unexpected additional
demands from member agencies. These latter charges do not necessarily recover expenses
attributable to 'dry year peaking' but they do recover costs attributable to some aspects of peak
usage; and the 'peak usage' which measures the Capacity Charge is not on an arn1ual basis but
rather on a maximum summer day basis. Met Closing Brief at 99.
In the end, I do agree with San Diego that the record does not tell us that all these charges
are sufficient to account for all of the costs of providing what I have called contingency capacity,
but it is also true that there is no showing that this is a problem. This conclusion does not place
the burden on San Diego when contesting validity of assessment under Proposition 26; rather I
have turned to San Diego to show me there is an 'assessment' in the first place.
There is no substantial evidence that some member agencies reap a benefit for 'dry year
peaking,' or that they do so at the expense of other member agencies such as San Diego.

Conclusion

Aside from the Wheeling statute, I have been required to confine my review to the
administrative record. The extra record evidence has not made any substantial difference to my
evaluation in any event, although for purposes of background, illustration, or to show that some
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proposition did not seem to be seriously disputed, I have from time to time mentioned that
evidence.
As to the standard of review, the higher de novo standard probably applies to Proposition
26, and under the Wheeling statute to the question of whether a rate might properly include a
certain component. Under the Wheeling statue, the deferential standard applies to the issue of
fair compensation, as it does to Govt. Code§ 549997(a) and the common law's 'reasonable
basis' standard.
But in this case, regardless of the standard, the result the same. There is no substantial
evidence in the record to support Met's inclusion in its transportation rates, and hence in its
wheeling rate, of I 00% of (1) the sums it pays to the California Department of Water Resources'
SWP disaggregated by the SWP as for transportation of that purchased water; and (2) the costs
for conservation and local water supply development programs recovered through the Water
Stewardship Rate. Indeed, the record confirms that these rates over-collect from wheelers,
because at least a significant portion of these costs are attributable to supply, not transportation.
These rates - the System Access Rate, System Power Rate, Water Stewardship Rate, and Met's
wheeling rate- therefore violate Proposition 26 (2013-14 rates only), the Wheeling statute, Govt.
Code§ 549997(a), and the common law. The Court invalidates each rate for both the 2011-2012
and 2013-2014 rate cycles.
So too, under either the substantial deference or de novo standard, San Diego has not
shown that there is a "dry year peaking" phenomenon for which Met's rates fail to fairly account.
No violation of the pertinent law has been shown with respect to 'dry year peaking'.

Further Orders. San Diego has asked me to retain jurisdiction to ensure compliance with
this ruling. At least until judgment is entered an appeal is taken, such an order does not appear
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necessary. San Diego has also suggested the entry of a separate order along the lines its proposed
in its proposed statement of decision at 55-57. The parties should confer on the matter artd report
their views at the next case management conference.

Dated: April 24, 2014
Curtis E.A. Karnow
Judge Of The Superior Court
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